RADIO CONTROL FAILSAFE
For fighting robots, race cars and boats

WART ZAPPER
An inexpensive project that destroys most warts
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Fun with a mouse, an l.c.d. and letters
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LIGHT EMITTING DIODES
Operation and Applications
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WARNING!
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SMART KARTS – 1
The start of an exciting range of articles describing the construction of a mobile buggy with various sensors and a PIC microcontroller “brain” which can be programmed to tailor the Smart Kart’s performance to your requirements. The programming is fully explained so that readers can understand the buggy’s “thinking” and modify it as required. The first article describes the construction of a “line runner” type of buggy, later parts will add to its abilities with extra sensors and actuators attached to the basic chassis.

MOON AND TIDE CLOCK CALENDAR
Presenting a novel design in which the phases of the moon and the ebb and flow of the tide are shown on a graphics liquid crystal display, along with clock and calendar data. It also illustrates how a PS/2 PC keyboard can be interfaced to a PIC-controlled circuit which only infrequently needs to have its settings adjusted, such as this design’s real-time factors for the Moon, tide, clock and calendar. Moon status is displayed graphically, mimicking what you actually see in real life, providing 256 separate progressions from full Moon to full Moon. Tide display is in a form of a bargraph. When the tide is rising, a black triangle expands upwards until its peak reaches the top of the screen. As the tide then falls, the peak of the triangle is slowly flattened, until the tide has fully receded, prior to rising again. Just for fun, there is also an optional little gimmick when high tide occurs – revealed next month!

EPE THEREMIN
Probably one of the weirdest electronic musical instruments ever invented, the Theremin has been around for about 80 years and is probably more popular than ever now. For those not in the know, it is played without any physical contact between the performer and the instrument. The pitch and volume are controlled by separate hands moving near to two “aerials” on the instrument. This up-to-date design employs no unusual components and is straightforward to build and set up – playing it well may be more of a challenge!

VOLTS CHECKER
When measuring voltages around the home, in the lab, or out in the field, some kind of voltmeter – either a traditional moving coil type, or a digital multimeter – is usually indispensable. However, there are many instances where a basic “go/no go” indication is more than sufficient – for example, when tracing a fault in a car electrical system, or when checking a mains circuit to see whether it is “live”. Housed in a small plastic case, the Volts Checker is a handy, pocket-sized instrument that can be used to check an a.c. or d.c. voltage as low as 3V d.c. or as high as 240V r.m.s. Using the unit could not be easier – just connect the two leads to the circuit under test and an l.e.d. will illuminate if there is a healthy voltage present. Furthermore, there is no need to worry about which node is positive and which is negative, the unit automatically senses any d.c. voltage regardless of polarity. Alternating voltages, such as those produced by step-down transformers in consumer equipment or high-voltage mains domestic circuits, are dealt with just as easily.

NO ONE DOES IT BETTER
PIC & ATMEL Programmers

We have a wide range of low cost PIC and ATMEL Programmers. Complete range and documentation available from our web site.

**Programmer Accessories:**
- 40-pin Wide ZIF socket (ZIF40W) £15.00
- 18VDC Power supply (PSU101) £19.95
- Leads: Parallel (LEAD108) £4.95 / Serial (LEAD76) £4.95 / USB (LEADUAB) £2.95

**NEW! USB ‘All-Flash’ PIC Programmer**
USB PIC programmer for all ‘Flash’ devices. No external power supply making it truly portable. Supplied with box and Windows Software. ZIF Socket and USB Plug A-B lead not incl.
Kit Order Code: 3128KT – £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3128 – £39.95

**Enhanced “PICCALL” ISP PIC Programmer**
Will program virtually ALL 8 to 40 pin PICs plus certain ATMEL AVRs, SCENIX SX and EEPROM 24c devices. Also supports In System Programming (ISP) for PIC and ATMEL AVRs. Free software. Blank chip Erase, and a rewritable PIC16F84A that you can use with different code (4 detailed programming examples provided for you to learn from). Requires a 40-pin wide ZIF socket (not incl.)
Kit Order Code: 3149KT – £31.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149 – £44.95

**ATMEL 89xxx Programmer**
Uses serial port and any standard terminal comms program. 4 LEDs display the status. ZIF sockets not included. Supply: 18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3123KT – £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3123 – £34.95

**NEW! USB & Serial Port PIC Programmer**
USB/Seri­al connection. Header cable for ICSP. Free Windows software. See web­site for PICs supported. ZIF Socket and USB Plug A-B lead extra. 18VDC.
Kit Order Code: 3149KT – £29.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3149 – £44.95

**Introduction to PIC Programming**
Go from a complete PIC beginner to burning your first PIC and writing your own code in no time! Includes a 49-page step-by-step Tutorial Manual. Programming Hardware (with LED bench testing section), Win 3.11—XP Programming Software (will Program, Read, Verify & Erase), and a rewritable PIC16F84A that you can use with different code (4 detailed examples provided for you to learn from).
Connects to PC parallel port.
Kit Order Code: 3081KT – £14.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3081 – £24.95

**ABC Maxi AVR Development Board**
The ABC Maxi board has an open architecture design based on Atmel's AVR AT90S8535 RISC microcontroller and is ideal for developing new designs.

- **Features:**
  - 8Kb of In-System Programmable Flash (1000 write/erase cycles) • 512 bytes EEPROM
  - 8 analogue inputs (range 0-5V)
  - 4 Opto-isolated Inputs (I/Os are bi-directional with internal pull-up resistors)
  - Output buffers can sink 20mA current (direct i.e. drive) • 4 x 4A open drain MOSFET outputs • RS485 network connector • 2-16 LCD Connector • 3-5mm Speaker Phone Jack
  - Supply: 9-12VDC
  - The ABC Maxi STARTER PACK includes one assembled Maxi Board, parallel and serial cables, and Windows software CD-ROM featuring an Assembler, BASIC compiler and in-system programmer.

- **Order Code ABCMAXISP – £79.95**
The ABC Maxi boards only can also be purchased separately at £59.95 each.

**Controllers & Loggers**
Here are just a few of the controller and data acquisition and control units we have. See website for full details. Suitable PSU for all units. Order Code PSU445 – £8.95

- **Rolling Code 4-Channel UHF Remote State-of-the-Art. High security. 4 channels. Momentary or latching relay output. Range up to 40m. Up to 15 Txs can be learned by one Rx (kit includes one Tx but more available separately).**
  4 indicator LEDs.
  Rx: PCB 77x85mm, 12VDC/6mA (standby).
  2 & Ten Channel versions also available.
  Kit Order Code: 3180KT – £41.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3180 – £49.95

- **Computer Temperature Data Logger**
  Serial port 4-channel temperature logger. °C or °F. Continuously logs up to 4 separate sensors located 200m+ from board. Wide range of free software applications for storing/using data.
  PCB just 38x38mm. Powered by PC. Includes one DS1820 sensor and four header cables.
  Kit Order Code: 3145KT – £19.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3145 – £26.95
  Additional DS1820 Sensors – £3.95 each

- **NEW! DTMF Telephone Relay Switcher**
  Call your phone number using a DTMF phone from anywhere in the world and remotely turn on/off any of the 4 relays as desired. User settable Security Password, Anti-Tamper, Rings to Answer, Auto Hang-up and Lockout.
  Includes plastic case. 130 x 110 x 30mm. Power: 12VDC.
  Kit Order Code: 3108KT – £54.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3108 – £64.95

- **Infra-red RC 12-Channel Relay Board**
  Control 12 on-board relays with included infra-red remote control unit. Toggle or momentary. 15m+ range. 112 x 122mm.
  Supply: 12VDC/0.5A.
  Kit Order Code: 3142KT – £41.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3142 – £51.95

- **PC Data Acquisition & Control Unit**
  Monitor and log a mixture of analogue and digital inputs and control external devices via the analogue and digital outputs. Monitor pressure, temperature, light intensity, weight, switch states, etc. Useful in a variety of control and sensing applications. Programmed via serial port (use our new Windows interface, terminal emulator or batch files). Serial cable can be up to 35m long. Includes plastic case 130 x 100 x 30mm. Power: 12VDC/500mA.
  Kit Order Code: 3108KT – £54.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3108 – £64.95

**Features**
- 11 Analogue Inputs – 0-5V, 10 bit (5mv/step)
- 16 Digital Inputs – 20V max. Protection 1K in series. 5-1V Zener
- 1 Analogue Output – 0-2.5V or 0-10V, 8 bit (20mv/step)
- 8 Digital Outputs – Open collector, 500mA, 33V max
- Custom box (140 x 110 x 35mm) with printed front & rear panels
- Windows software utilities (3·1 to XP) and programming examples
- Supply: 12V DC (Order Code PSU203)

- Kit Order Code: 3093KT – £69.95
  Assembled Order Code: AS3093 – £99.95

QUASAR electronics
Helping you make the right connections!

0871 CREDIT CARD SALES 717 7168

Quasar Electronics Limited
PO Box 6953, Bispham Stortford,
CM23 4WP
Tel: 0870 246 1826
Fax: 0870 460 1045
E-mail: sales@quasarelectronics.com

Add £2.95 P&P to all UK orders or 1st Class Recorded – £4.95.
Next day (insured £230) – £7.95. Europe – £5.95. Rest of World – £9.95.
Order online at reduced price UK Postage. Contact us for further details.
We accept all major credit/debit cards. Make cheques/P.Os payable to Quasar Electronics Limited.

Prices include 17.5% VAT. MAIL ORDER ONLY.
Call now for our FREE CATALOGUE with details of over 300 high quality kits, projects, modules and publications.
**Hot New Kits This Summer!**

Here are a few of the most recent kits added to our range. See website or join our email Newsletter for all the latest news.

**NEW! EPE Ultrasonic Wind Speed Meter**
Solid-state design wind speed meter (anemometer) that uses ultrasonic techniques and has no moving parts and does not need calibrating. It is intended for sports-type activities, such as track events, sailing, hang-gliding, kites and model aircraft flying, to name but a few. It can even be used to monitor conditions in your garden. The probe is pointed in the direction from which the wind is blowing and the speed is displayed on an LCD display.

Specifications
- Units of display: metres per second, feet per second, kilometres per hour and miles per hour
- Resolution: Nearest tenth of a metre
- Range: Zero to 50mph approx.

Based on the project published in Everyday Practical Electronics, Jan 2003. We have made a few minor design changes (see website for full details). Power: 9VDC (PP9 battery or Order Code PSU345).
Main PCB: 50 x 83mm.
Kit Order Code: 3168KT – £34.95

**NEW! Audio DTMF Decoder and Display**
Detects DTMF tones via an on-board electret microphone or directed from the phone lines through the onboard audio transformer. The numbers are displayed on a 16-character, single line display as they are received. Up to 32 numbers can be displayed by scrolling the display left and right. There is also a serial output for sending the detected tones to a PC via the serial port. The unit will not detect numbers dialled using pulse dialling. Circuit is microcontroller based.
Supply: 9-12V DC (Order Code PSU345).
Main PCB: 55 x 95mm.
Kit Order Code: 3143KT – £17.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3143 – £29.95

**NEW! EPE PIC Controlled LED Flasher**
This versatile PIC-based LED or filament bulb flasher can be used to flash from 1 to 16 LEDs. The user arranges the LEDs in any pattern they wish. The kit comes with 8 superbright red LEDs and 8 green LEDs. Based on the Versatile PIC Flasher by Steve Challinor, EPE Magazine Dec '02. See website for full details. Board Supply: 9-12V DC. LED supply: 9-45V DC (depending on number of LED used). PCB: 43 x 54mm.
Kit Order Code: 3169KT – £10.95

**FM Bugs & Transmitters**
Our extensive range goes from discreet surveillance bugs to powerful FM broadcast transmitters. Here are a few examples. All can be received on a standard FM radio and have adjustable transmitting frequency.

**MMTX' Micro-Miniature 9V FM Room Bug**
Our best selling bug! Good performance. Just 25 x 15mm. Sold to detective agencies worldwide. Small enough to hide just about anywhere. Operates at the ‘less busy’ top end of the commercial FM waveband and also up into the more private Air band. Range: 500m. Supply: PP3 battery.
Kit Order Code: 3051KT – £8.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3051 – £14.95

**HPTX’ High Power FM Room Bug**
Our most powerful room bug. Very Impressive performance. Clear and stable output signal thanks to the extra circuitry employed. Range: 1000m @ 9V Supply: 6-12V DC (9V PP3 battery clip supplied). 70 x 15mm.
Kit Order Code: 3032KT – £9.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3032 – £17.95

**MTTX’ Miniature Telephone Transmitter**
Attach anywhere along phone line. Tune a radio into the signal and hear exactly what both parties are saying. Transmits only when phone is used. Clear, stable signal. Powered from phone line so completely maintenance free once installed. Requires no aerial wire – uses phone line as antenna. Suitable for any phone system worldwide. Range: 300m. 20 x 45mm.
Kit Order Code: 3016KT – £7.95
Assembled Order Code: AS3016 – £13.95

**3 Watt FM Transmitter**
Small, powerful FM transmitter. Audio preamp stage and three RF stages deliver 3 watts of RF power. Can be used with the electret microphone supplied or any line level audio source (e.g. CD or tape OUT, mixer, sound card, etc). Aerial can be an open dipole or Ground Plane. Ideal project for the novice wishing to get started in the fascinating world of FM broadcasting. 45 x 145mm.
Kit Order Code: 1028KT – £22.95
Assembled Order Code: AS1028 – £34.95

**25 Watt FM Transmitter**
Four transistor based stages with a Philips BLY89 (or equivalent) in the final stage. Delivers a mighty 25 Watts of RF power. Accepts any line level audio source (input sensitivity is adjustable). Antenna can be an open dipole, ground plane, 5/8, J. or YAGI configuration. Supply 12-14V DC. 5A. Supplied fully assembled and aligned – just connect the aerial, power and audio input. 70 x 220mm.
Order Code: 1031M – £124.95

Most items are available in kit form (KT suffix) or assembled and ready for use (AS prefix)

---

**500-in-1 Electronic Project Lab**
This is the top of the range and is a complete electronics course taking you from beginner to ‘A’ level standard and beyond! It contains all the parts and instructions to assemble 500 projects. You get three comprehensive course books (total 368 pages) – Hardware Entry Course, Hardware Advanced Course and a micro-computer based Software Programming Course. Each book has individual circuit explanations, schematic and assembly diagrams. Suitable for age 12 and above.
Order Code EPL500 – £149.95
30, 130, 200 and 300-in-1 project labs also available – see website for details.

---

**Number 1 for Kits!**
With over 300 projects in our range we are the UK’s number 1 electronic kit specialist. Here are a few other kits from our range.

- 1046KT – 25W Stereo Car Booster £29.95
- 3087KT – 1W Stereo Amplifier £4.95
- 3105KT – 18W BTL mono Amplifier £9.95
- 3106KT – 50W Mono Hi-fi Amplifier £19.95
- 3143KT – 10W Stereo Amplifier £9.95
- 1011-12KT – Motorbike Alarm £12.95
- 1019KT – Car Alarm System £11.95
- 1048KT – Electronic Thermostat £9.95
- 1080KT – Liquid Level Sensor £9.95
- 3003KT – LED Dice with Box £7.95
- 3060KT – LED Roulette Wheel £8.95
- 3074KT – 8-Ch PC Relay Board £29.95
- 3082KT – 2-Ch UHF Relay £26.95
- 3126KT – Sound-Activated Relay £7.95
- 3063KT – One Chip AM Radio £10.95
- 3102KT – 4-Ch Servo Motor Driver £15.95
- 3155KT – Stereo Tone Controls £8.95
- 1096KT – 3-30V, 5A Stabilised PSU £32.95
- 3029KT – Combination Lock £6.95
- 3049KT – Ultrasonic Detector £13.95
- 3130KT – Infra-red Security Beam £12.95
- 5001KT – Train Sounds £6.95
- 3101KT – Animal Sounds £5.95
- 1131KT – Robot Voice Effect £9.95
- 3007KT – 3V FM Room Bug £6.95
- 3026KT – Voice-Activated FM Bug £12.95
- 3033KT – Telephone Recording Aid £9.95
- 3112KT – PC Data Logger/Sampler £18.95
- 3118KT – 12-bit Data Acquisition Unit £52.95
- 3101KT – 20MHz Function Generator £99.95

---

**External Project Labs**
Great introduction to the world of electronics. Ideal gift for budding electronics expert!

- 1046KT – 25W Stereo Car Booster £29.95
- 3087KT – 1W Stereo Amplifier £4.95
- 3105KT – 18W BTL mono Amplifier £9.95
- 3106KT – 50W Mono Hi-fi Amplifier £19.95
- 3143KT – 10W Stereo Amplifier £9.95
- 1011-12KT – Motorbike Alarm £12.95
- 1019KT – Car Alarm System £11.95
- 1048KT – Electronic Thermostat £9.95
- 1080KT – Liquid Level Sensor £9.95
- 3003KT – LED Dice with Box £7.95
- 3060KT – LED Roulette Wheel £8.95
- 3074KT – 8-Ch PC Relay Board £29.95
- 3082KT – 2-Ch UHF Relay £26.95
- 3126KT – Sound-Activated Relay £7.95
- 3063KT – One Chip AM Radio £10.95
- 3102KT – 4-Ch Servo Motor Driver £15.95
- 3155KT – Stereo Tone Controls £8.95
- 1096KT – 3-30V, 5A Stabilised PSU £32.95
- 3029KT – Combination Lock £6.95
- 3049KT – Ultrasonic Detector £13.95
- 3130KT – Infra-red Security Beam £12.95
- 5001KT – Train Sounds £6.95
- 3101KT – Animal Sounds £5.95
- 1131KT – Robot Voice Effect £9.95
- 3007KT – 3V FM Room Bug £6.95
- 3026KT – Voice-Activated FM Bug £12.95
- 3033KT – Telephone Recording Aid £9.95
- 3112KT – PC Data Logger/Sampler £18.95
- 3118KT – 12-bit Data Acquisition Unit £52.95
- 3101KT – 20MHz Function Generator £99.95

---

**www.quasarelectronics.com**

Secure Online Ordering Facilities ● Full Product Listing, Descriptions & Photos ● Kit Documentation & Software Downloads

---

**QUASAR electronics**
Helping you make the right connections!
EPE PIC RESOURCES CD-ROM V2

Version 2 includes the EPE PIC Tutorial V2 series of Supplements (EPE April, May, June 2003)

The CD-ROM contains the following Tutorial-related software and texts:

- EPE PIC Tutorial V2 complete series of articles plus demonstration software, John Becker, April, May, June '03
- PIC Toolkit Mk3 (TK3 hardware construction details), John Becker, Oct '01
- PIC Toolkit TK3 for Windows (software details), John Becker, Nov '01
- How to Use Intelligent L.C.D.s, Julyan Ilett, Feb/Mar '97
- PIC16F87x Microcontrollers (Review), John Becker, April '99
- PIC16F87x Mini Tutorial, John Becker, Oct '99
- Using PICs and Keypads, John Becker, Jan '01
- How to Use Graphics L.C.D.s with PICs, John Becker, Feb '01
- PIC16F87x Extended Memory (how to use it), John Becker, June '01
- PIC to Printer Interfacing (dot-matrix), John Becker, July '01
- PIC Magick Music (use of 40kHz transducers), John Becker, July '01
- Programming PIC Interrupts, Malcolm Wiles, Mar/Apr '02
- Using the PIC's PCLATH Command, John Waller, July '02
- EPE StyloPIC (precision tuning musical notes), John Becker, July '02
- Using Square Roots with PICs, Peter Hemsley, Aug '02
- Using TK3 with Windows XP and 2000, Mark Jones, Oct '02
- PIC Macros and Computed GOTOs, Malcolm Wiles, Jan '03
- Asynchronous Serial Communications (RS-232), John Waller, unpublished
- Using FC Facilities in the PIC16F877, John Waller, unpublished
- Using Serial EEPROMs, Gary Moulton, unpublished
- Additional text for EPE PIC Tutorial V2, John Becker, unpublished

NOTE: The PDF files on this CD-ROM are suitable to use on any PC with a CD-ROM drive. They require Adobe Acrobat Reader – included on the CD-ROM

Only £14.45 Including VAT and P&P

Order on-line from www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm or www.epemag.com (USA $ prices) or by Phone, Fax, Email or Post.

SEND TO: Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. Tel: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562. Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Payments must be by card or in £ Sterling – cheque or bank draft drawn on a UK bank.
Normally supplied within seven days of receipt of order.
Send a copy of this form, or order by letter if you do not wish to cut your issue.
EPE PROJECT PICS
Programmed PICS for ‘EPE’ Projects
12C508/9 – £3.90; 16F627/8 – £4.90
16C64/16F84/16C871 – £5.90
16F876/B77 – £10.00
All inc. VAT and Postage
(*Some projects are copyright)

EPE MICROCONTROLLER
P.I. TREASURE HUNTER
The latest MAGENTA DESIGN – highly stable & sensitive – with I.C. control of all timing functions and advanced pulse separation techniques.
- High stability
- Easy to build & use
- No ground effect, works in seawater

PIC PIPE DESCALER
- SIMPLE TO BUILD
- SWEEP HIGH POWER OUTPUT
- FREQUENCY
- AUDIO & VISUAL MONITORING
An affordable circuit which sweeps the incoming water supply with variable frequency electromagnetic signals. May reduce scale formation, dissolve existing scale and improve lathering ability by altering the way salts in the water behave.
Kit includes case, P.C.B., coupling coil and all components. High coil current ensures maximum effect. L.E.D. monitor.
KIT 868 …….. £22.95 POWER UNIT…..£3.99

MICRO Pest SCARER
Our latest design – The ultimate scarer for the garden. Uses special microchip to give random delay and pulse time. Easy to build reliable circuit. Keeps pets/pests away from newly sown areas, play areas, etc. uses power source from 9 to 24 volts.
- RANDOM PULSES
- HIGH POWER
- DUAL OPTION

KIT 867 …………… £19.99
KIT + SLAVE UNIT. …………… £32.50

WINDICATOR
A novel wind speed indicator with LED readout. Kit comes complete with sensor cups, and weatherproof sensing head. A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V dc supply (400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in educational situations where mains supplies are not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV.

KIT 866 ….Full kit including four electrodes£32.90

68000 DEVELOPMENT TRAINING KIT
- NEW PCB DESIGN
- 4MHz 68000 16-BIT BUS
- MANUAL AND SOFTWARE
- 8 SERIAL PORTS
- PIT AND I/O PORT OPTIONS
- 12C PORT OPTIONS

KIT 621 £99.95
- ON BOARD
- 5V REGULATOR
- PSU £6.99
- SERIAL LEAD £3.99

Stepping Motors
MD100...Std 100 step...£3.99
MD200...200 step...£12.99
MD24...Large 200 step...£22.95

MOSFET MkII VARIABLE BENCH POWER SUPPLY 0-25V 2.5A
Based on our MkI design and preserving all the features, but now with switching pre-regulator for much higher efficiency. Panel meters indicate Volts and Amps. Fully variable down to zero. Toroidal mains transformer. Kit includes punched and printed case and all parts. As featured in April 1994 EPE. An essential piece of equipment.

ULTRASONIC PEST SCARER
Keep pets/pests away from newly sown areas, fruit, vegetable and flower beds, children’s play areas, patios etc. This project produces intense pulses of ultrasound which deter visiting animals.
- KIT INCLUDES ALL COMPONENTS, PCB & CASE
- EFFICIENT 100V TRANSUDER OUTPUT
- COMPLETELY INAUDIBLE TO HUMANS

KIT No. 845 ………... £64.95

SIMPLE PIC PROGRAMMER
KIT 857... £12.99
Includes PIC16F84 chip, disk, lead, plug, p.c.b., all components and instructions
Extra 16F84 chips £3.84
Power Supply £3.99

TEACH-IN 2000
Full set of top quality NEW components for this educational series. All as specified by EPE. Kit includes breadboard, wire, croc clips, pins and all components for experiments, as listed in introduction to Part 1.
(Batteries and tools not included.

TEACH-IN 2000 -
KIT 879 £44.95
MULTIMETER £14.45

SPACEWRITER
An innovative and exciting project. Wave the wand through the air and your message appears. Programmable to hold any message up to 16 digits long. Comes pre-loaded with “MERRY XMAS”. Kit includes PCB, all components & tube plus instructions for message loading.

KIT 849 …………… £16.99

12V EPROM ERASER
A safe low cost eraser for up to 4 EPROMS at a time in less than 20 minutes. Operates from a 12V supply (400mA). Used extensively for mobile work - updating equipment in the field etc. Also in educational situations where mains supplies are not allowed. Safety interlock prevents contact with UV.

KIT 790 …………… £29.90

SUPER BAT DETECTOR
1 WATT O/P. BUILT IN SPEAKER, COMPACT CASE 20kHz-140kHz
NEW DESIGN WITH 40kHz MIC.
A new circuit using a ‘full-bridge’ audio amplifier (i.e., internal speaker, and headphone/b& socket. The latest sensitive transducer, and 'double balanced mixer' give a stable, high performance superheterodyne design.

KIT 861 …………… £27.99
ALSO AVAILABLE Built & Tested… £42.99

All Prices include V.A.T. ADD £3.00 PER ORDER P&P. £6.99 next day
PIC 16F84 MAINS POWER 4-CHANNEL CONTROLLER & LIGHT CHASER

- Zero Volt Switching
- Opto Isolated 5 Amp
- 12 Keypad Control

Kit 855 £39.95

PIC 16F84 LCD DISPLAY DRIVER

Includes 1 PIC16F84 with Demo Program Software Disk, PCB, instructions, and 16 Character-2 Line LCD Display

Kit 860 £19.99

8-CHANNEL DATA LOGGER

As featured in Aug./Sept. '99 EPE: Full kit with Magenta redesigned PCB — LCD fits directly on board. Use as Data Logger or as a test bed for many other 16F877 projects. Kit includes programmed chip, 8 EEPROMs, PCB, case, and all components.

KIT 877 £49.95 inc. 8 x 256K EEPROMs

ICEBREAKER

PIC Real Time In-Circuit Emulator

- Icebreaker uses PIC16F877 in circuit debugger
- Links to Standard PIC Serial Port (lead supplied)
- Windows™ (95x) Software included
- Works with MPLAB and MPLAB Microchip software
- 16 x 2 L.C.D., Breadboard, Relay, I/O devices and patch leads supplied
- As featured in March '00 EPE: Ideal for beginners AND advanced users. Programs can be written, assembled, downloaded into the microcontroller and run at full speed (up to 20MHz), or one step at a time.
- Full emulation means that all I/O ports respond exactly and immediately, reading and driving external hardware.
- Features include: Reset; Halt on external pulse; Set Breakpoint; Examine and Change registers; EEPROM and program memory; Load program; Single Step with display of Status, W register, Program counter, and user selected “Watch Window” registers.

KIT 900 . . . £34.99

POWER SUPPLY £3.99 STEPPING MOTOR 100 STEP £9.99

MAGENTA BRAINIBOT I & II

- Full kit with ALL hardware and electronics
- As featured in EPE Feb '03 - KIT 910
- Seeks light, beeps, avoids obstacles
- Spins and reverses when cornered
- Uses 8-pin PIC
- ALSO KIT 911 - As 910
  PLUS programmable from PC serial port - leads and software CD provided

KIT 910 £16.99 KIT 911 £24.99

PIC TUTOR 1 MARCH - APRIL - MAY '98 EPE SERIES 16F84

- Reads, Programs, and Verifies
- Windows® Software
- PIC16C and 16F - 6X, 7X, and 8X
- Uses Any PC Parallel Port
- Uses Standard Microchip
  - Hex Files
- Disassemble Software
- PCB, Lead, All Components, Turned-Pin
  - SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 Pin ICs

Super PIC Programmer

- Sends for Detailed Information - A Superb Product at an Unbeatable Low Price.

Kit 862 £29.99

Power Supply £3.99

PIC STEPPING MOTOR DRIVER

Includes: PIC16F84 with Demo Program Software Disk, Instructions and Motor.

Kit 863 £18.99

Full source code supplied. Also use for Driving Other Power Devices e.g. Solenoids.

Another Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor - up to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor. Chip is pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

All prices include VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next day £6.99

MAGENTA DESIGNED P.C.B. WITH COMPONENT LAYOUT

NEW

EPE TEACH-IN 2004

The Latest Series - Started Nov '03
All Parts Including Prototype Breadboard and Wire
- As Listed On p752 Nov. Issue (Excl. Misc.)
- "A Brilliant New Electronics Course"

Kit 920 . . . £29.99


Kit 921 . . . £12.99

EPE PIC Tutorial V2

EPE APR/MAY/JUNE '03 and EPE PIC Resources CD

Follow This Series With EPE PIC Toolkit 3

PIC TUTOR BOARD KIT

Includes: PIC16F84 Chip, TOP Quality PCB printed with Component Layout and all components* (not ZIF Socket or Displays). Included with the Magenta Kit is a disk with Test and Demonstration routines.

Kit 870 . . . £27.95, Built & Tested . . . . £42.95


LCD Display . . . . . £7.99 ZIF Socket . . £9.99

Reprints Mar/Apr/May 98 - £3.00 per set 3

Super PIC Programmer

- Reads, Programs, and Verifies
- Windows® Software
- PIC16C and 16F - 6X, 7X, and 8X
- Uses Any PC Parallel Port
- Uses Standard Microchip
  - Hex Files
- Disassemble Software
- PCB, Lead, All Components, Turned-Pin
  - SOCKETS FOR 18, 28, AND 40 Pin ICs

Super PIC Programmer

- Sends for Detailed Information - A Superb Product at an Unbeatable Low Price.

Kit 862 £29.99

Power Supply £3.99

PIC Stepping Motor Driver

Includes: PIC, PIC16F84 with Demo Program, Software Disk, Instructions and Motor.

Kit 863 £18.99

Full source code supplied. Also use for Driving Other Power Devices e.g. Solenoids.

Another Magenta PIC project. Drives any 4-phase unipolar motor - up to 24V and 1A. Kit includes all components and 48 step motor. Chip is pre-programmed with demo software, then write your own, and re-program the same chip! Circuit accepts inputs from switches etc and drives motor in response. Also runs standard demo sequence from memory.

All prices include VAT. Add £3.00 p&p. Next day £6.99

PRTS Mar/Apr/May 98 £3.00 per set 3

Power Supply £3.99

Kit 862 £29.99
Not Again!

We are about to go to press with this issue and Peter (our typesetter and advertisement copy controller) has just pointed out that we still need the News pages – John has that under control – and my Editorial, which I had forgotten about! It seems that the months go by at an ever faster rate, but I guess that comes with age. Once again lacking some inspiration I thought I would look at what other Editors of electronics magazines from around the world write about in their editorials.

Oz and US

In Australia it seems there is concern that compact fluorescent lamps do not live up to the promise of lasting five to eight times longer than normal light bulbs. (We notice some in the UK claim 10 times longer.) Whilst in the USA they are much more interested in telling all their advertisers what their features will be in 2005. I guess that reflects a concern for the environment and one for marketing, which just possibly also reflects the political outlook in those countries.

International

Of course, EPE is truly international and I guess you could say that our editorials tend to concentrate on issues of direct concern to electronics enthusiasts – last month it was the problems with getting copies of EPE; in July intermittent faults and software bugs; in June the low price of electronics gadgets and innovative projects we have published; May concentrated on the Amateur Scientist CD-ROM we sell – see the Direct Book Service pages, whilst April was a review of what goes on in the editorial office.

When I look back at this lot it is pretty mundane stuff, but hopefully it’s what is of interest and concern to you, our readers. Some of it is also aimed at keeping you interested and informed on all things EPE and hopefully you will keep reading. I guess you can say that we are truly a magazine for electronics enthusiasts everywhere, whether they are professionals, students, retired technicians or engineers, or pure hobbyists.

Hopefully you will find plenty to interest you within these pages.
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This design originated both from the annoyance of frequently changing conventional small lamps in a garden lighting set, the addition of a small water feature and the subsequent desire to “do something different”. Using the latest developments in i.e.d. technology seemed the obvious answer.

Replacing lamps with i.e.d.s brings optical problems. Inevitably, decorative lighting is required to emit light in all directions, and this would either require a cluster of i.e.d.s, or a reflector, mirror, diffuser arrangement.

Thoughts along these lines then provoked the question “what colour?”, and so the perhaps less obvious answer of “all colours”. Since all colours can be derived from a mix of red, blue, and green, it should be possible to add life to a static display by varying the colour of emitted light.

In practice, mixing colours to get a single, varying colour light is near impossible without specialist optics. However, the display remains interesting and different with various mixes of colours being visible.

All of this leaves the original problem of optics. The project described here gets around this by using a reversing light housing available from Halfords – complete with mirror and diffusing lens.

The controller described here is simple, and can be easily adapted for small incandescent lamps, or a chain of i.e.d.s – indeed, there is no reason why one controller could not be adapted by adding some buffer gates and extra transistor stages to run a large number of displays.

After watching the prototype for a while, this is the electronic equivalent of the Lava Lamp!

Choice of L.E.D.

The design started with some research into the i.e.d.s available. An RGB (red, green, blue) i.e.d. is available, but the brightness of the various colours varies. The cost of these i.e.d.s is significant and a number would be required.

However, it is possible to purchase very high brightness i.e.d.s individually. Farnell (see ShopTalk page) offer a range of i.e.d.s designed for external signage at reasonable cost.

The design was intended to run from the 12V a.c. supply provided with the existing lighting set, and therefore running the i.e.d.s at or near their maximum current rating was not a design constraint.

For all practical purposes, i.e.d.s are generally considered to have an infinite life. It is important to recognise, though, that while they may remain working, light output reduces over time. This project therefore does not have an infinite life, and i.e.d.s may need replacing every few years to maintain the effectiveness of the display.

Some time was spent selecting the correct i.e.d.s to use; the green and blue colours are very effective. The red i.e.d. was originally a “Giant Red”, which provides a deep red colour. However, it is impossible to focus this into the back of the reflector, and it was felt to lack “punch”. This was then changed to those specified later, which are a lighter red, very bright, but need careful focussing into the reflector.

Other Parameters

The project needs to be installed in the garden, therefore it needs to be waterproof and be able to survive cold winters. As said, the author’s available supply is 12V a.c., with a few hundred milliamps easily available.

Having decided to use red, green, and blue as the i.e.d. colours, the design should fade rather than switch between them. A variety of modes should enable testing as well as an appropriate display once installed.

Additionally, it would be desirable to make the final design self-contained and cheap enough to be repeatable around the garden.

Ripe for PICing

The final circuit for the Rainbow Lighting Controller is fairly simple, as shown in Fig.1.

It uses a PIC16F84 microcontroller, IC1, whose pins RA0 to RA2 control three power transistors, TR1 to TR3, via buffering resistors R1 to R3. The transistors then control i.e.d.s D1 to D5, which are buffered by resistors R4 to R6.

In the prototype the PIC is operated at 3-579545MHz, as set by crystal X1 in
conjunction with capacitors C1 and C2. This frequency is not critical and other crystal speeds may be used, such as the more common 3.2768MHz or 4MHz devices.

The power supply can be provided by any unit intended for outdoor use and capable of supplying 12V a.c. at a minimum of about 100mA. The author’s unit was powered by the supply from an existing commercial lighting set.

The 12V a.c. supply is rectified by REC1, smoothed by capacitor C6 and regulated down to +12V d.c. by IC3. This supply is used to power the l.e.d.s. It is also regulated down to +5V by IC2, which then supplies power to the PIC. Capacitors C3 and C4 provide local smoothing.

Power may alternatively be provided by a 12V car battery, in which case bridge rectifier REC1 and 12V regulator IC3 may be omitted.

When power is first applied to the circuit, the PIC is reset via its MCLR pin, with resistor R7 and capacitor C5 providing a brief delay in the response.

An 8-way dual-in-line (d.i.l.) switch module, controls the modes available via its switches, S1 to S8. They are connected to Port B pins RB0 to RB7, which are biased normally-low via 8-way resistor s.i.l. (single-in-line) module RM1.

**Switch Modes**

The switch mode functions are outlined in Table 1.

The brightness of the l.e.d.s is controlled using pulse width modulation (PWM). The maximum brightness is, of course, controlled by the series resistors R4 to R6.

The blue and green l.e.d.s specified are both static sensitive and easily destroyed by over-current. Whilst the design is clearly ripe for customisation, be very careful to ensure appropriate resistors are calculated. Table 2 shows the data for the specified l.e.d.s and the web address for the datasheet. Note the figure for Vfwd for the blue and red l.e.d. is doubled as two are used in series.

**Construction**

The Rainbow Lighting Controller is constructed on stripboard, whose assembly and track cutting details are shown in Fig.2. Take care to make all track breaks first. A proper spot face cutter is a worthwhile investment! Assemble the components in order of ascending size, but starting with the d.i.l. (dual-in-line) socket and the on-board link wires.

The prototype originally showed just how susceptible to stray capacitance a PIC running fairly fast can be, indeed different settings of the d.i.l. switches affected the reliable starting of the clock. It was found to be important that redundant lengths of track around the crystal side of the PIC (and the double-breaks shown) should be removed.

---

**Table 1: Switch (S1 to S8) Mode Functions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Switch</th>
<th>PIC Pin</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Option</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S1</td>
<td>RB0</td>
<td>Fade/Overlap</td>
<td>off for fade</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S2</td>
<td>RB1</td>
<td>Run/Freeze</td>
<td>off to freeze at that point in the cycle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S3</td>
<td>RB2</td>
<td>Red High Start</td>
<td>off for high brightness on reset and static display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S4</td>
<td>RB3</td>
<td>Blue High Start</td>
<td>off for high brightness on reset and static display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S5</td>
<td>RB4</td>
<td>Green High Start</td>
<td>off for high brightness on reset and static display</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S6 to S8</td>
<td>RB5 to RB7</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>set in binary, 000 for fastest, 111 for slowest, RB5 = LSB, RB7 = MSB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2: L.E.D. Data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>L.E.D.</th>
<th>Farnell</th>
<th>Vfwd</th>
<th>mA max</th>
<th>V max.</th>
<th>R value</th>
<th>R diss</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>366-4569</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>184Ω</td>
<td>115mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Green</td>
<td>302-7752</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>333Ω</td>
<td>192mW</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red</td>
<td>623-672</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>390Ω</td>
<td>156mW</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


---

![Fig.1. Complete circuit diagram for the Rainbow Lighting Controller.](image-url)
Resistors
R1 to R3, R7 10k (4 off)
R4 390Ω/G57
R5 330Ω/G57
R6 180Ω (3 off)
RM1 100k s.i.l. 8-way commoned resistor module
All 0.25W 5% or better.

Capacitors
C1, C2 15p disc ceramic, 2.5mm pitch (2 off)
C3 100n disc ceramic, 2.5mm pitch
C4 100μ radial elect. 25V
C5 10n disc ceramic, 2.5mm pitch
C6 1000μ radial elect. 35V

Semiconductors
D1, D2 red l.e.d., 5mm, high-brightness (2 off)
D3 green l.e.d., 5mm, high-brightness (2 off)
D4, D5 blue l.e.d., 5mm, high brightness (2 off)
TR1 to TR3 BD135 medium power npn transistor (3 off)
IC1 PIC16F84A microcontroller, pre-programmed (see text)
IC2 78L05 +5V 100mA voltage regulator
IC3 7812 +12V 1A voltage regulator (see text)
REC1 W005 50V 1A bridge rectifier (see text)

Miscellaneous
S1 to S8 s.p.s.t. d.i.l. 8-way switch module
X1 crystal 3.5795MHz (see text)

Stripboard, 24 holes 22 strips; 18-pin d.i.l. socket; lighting enclosure to suit application (see text); power supply (see text); small plastic case for stripboard (see text); connecting wire; solder, etc.

(Above) The “rainbow” display l.e.d.s mounted on an optional piece of stripboard together with their ballast resistors. This board is mounted inside the lamp reflecting dome.

(Left) The author’s prototype circuit board component layout. In the final version, and layout diagram, some of the wire links have been repositioned, a larger piece of stripboard has been used, and capacitor C6 is in a different place.

The non-PIC side pins of the d.i.l. switch are shown as linked together on the diagram – using small individual track-bridging links. Note the dot on one end of resistor module RM1 and make sure this is positioned on the stripboard as shown.

Lighting Enclosure
The control circuit stripboard is mounted in a small box bolted to the rear of the chosen lighting head, with wires passing through holes suitably drilled in both.

The design of the lighting head is one ripe for experimentation. The lighting enclosure used by the author was a Halfords

Fig.2. Circuit board component layout, wiring details and details of breaks required in the copper tracks.

(Approx. Cost
Guidance Only
£116 excl. lamp
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RL015 fitting. Other housing types may be used and modified appropriately. The Halfords type was modified by removing the bracket that normally serves as a lampholder and trimming it to a simple bracket.

This can be used to mount the i.e.d.s and resistors R4 to R6 on a separate piece of stripboard if preferred. Leave a one-centimetre i.e.d. lead length so they can be angled by gently bending the leads. This approach would offer the flexibility to experiment with the i.e.d. lighting head without disturbing the rest of the circuitry.

Power is fed through the hole in the fitting provided for the purpose and back through the rear of the fitting to a “chocolate block” (or similar method), from which loose wires connect to the board.

Installation

You will need to experiment with the installation site for the best results. Given the optics of the fitting described, make sure that the i.e.d.s point towards the centre of the back of the fitting to maximise efficiency.

Note that the red i.e.d.s specified have a very narrow viewing angle. In the prototype, one i.e.d. was positioned to face diagonally across the fitting to ensure the maximum “bounce” around inside the fitting, while the other faced the centre of the back of the fitting as described above.

Remember that the specified types are static sensitive, so until they are installed make sure you use a wrist strap, or otherwise ensure that you discharge static electricity from your body before handling them. They are also very prone to failure from over-current so be careful to ensure the current limiting resistors R4, R5, and R6 are correctly connected.

Make sure that the unit is properly waterproofed, regardless of the “lip” on the inside of most small enclosures. At one stage with the prototype it stopped working, and the author was greeted by a water-filled box on investigation!

Some PVC tape around the lid, and between the fitting and enclosure, solved the problem. Some mastic between the back of the fitting and the enclosure might help with persistent leaks – or, of course, a fitting big enough to enclose the electronics as well!

Software

The PIC software was developed and programmed in the TASM dialect using EPE Toolkit TK3. The latter may also be used for translating from TASM to MPASM to suit other programming assemblers if required. The hex file is in the standard MPASM format and does not need translating.

For those who are interested in PIC programming – PIC Port A is used for output only, and Port B is used purely for reading the d.i.l. switch. The principle is that initial brightness values (software variables red, blue, and green) are set by the d.i.l. switch. The values are swept between 1 and 255 under the control of a fade-mode variable (fctrl). This controls which colour is varied at each sweep through the program.

Varying the value in fctrl therefore varies the behaviour of the controller. To achieve non-overlap mode, where only one colour is visible at a time, this is set at “00000001” and rotated left at each set of 256 sweeps through the first part of the program. For colour overlap, this is left at its default value of 00001001.

It is possible to prevent any colour change by selecting static mode (Port B,1 high) – this option allows the display to be frozen at any time (see stat routine).

The overall speed control is effected at the beginning of the code headed start, by simply calling the display routine (DIS) repetitively. This routine effects Pulse Width Modulation control of each i.e.d. by copying the brightness level to a temporary variable, and then decrementing until the variable for each colour reaches zero, at which point the relevant i.e.d. is switched off.

In use, each i.e.d. is slightly lit at nearly all times. This does not detract from the overall effect and is useful for checking all is well!

Resources

Software, including source code files, for the Rainbow Lighting Controller is available on 3.5inch disk from the Editorial office (a small handling charge applies – see the EPE PCB Service page). It can also be downloaded free from the EPE Downloads page, accessible via the home page at www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. It is held in the PICs folder, under Rainbow Lighting. Download all the files within that folder.

This month’s Shop Talk provides information about obtaining pre-programmed PICs, and the sourcing of components.
The telephone technology used since the 1870s has finally reached its use-by date, as Andy Emmerson reports.

From Pots To Pans

The telephone technology used since the 1870s has finally reached its use-by date, as Andy Emmerson reports.

The telephone technology used since the 1870s has finally reached its use-by date, as Andy Emmerson reports.
**Betty’s Flasher – Kindly Light**

An elderly woman in our congregation had an l.e.d. flasher on her garage door to put fear into would-be thieves. Unfortunately, one of said thieves stole the l.e.d. flasher. Could I make her a new one? So I designed this one from scratch, which will theoretically flash brightly for more than ten years, and is named after her.

L.E.D. flashers seldom last for more than one year off AA batteries – the once-popular LM3909 flasher being a well-known example. On the other hand, the l.e.d. flasher shown in circuit diagram Fig.1 will flash an ultrabright l.e.d. brightly for ten years or more off three alkaline AA batteries.

The circuit uses an RC oscillator based on a single gate, IC1a, of a CMOS 4093 Schmitt trigger quad NAND gate. However, instead of wiring l.e.d. D2 from the output of IC1a to one of the power rails, as is frequently done, D2 is placed in capacitor C1’s discharge path instead. That is, capacitor C1 discharges through l.e.d. D2 and resistor R2. Thus l.e.d. D2 is powered directly by the capacitor.

Since C1 charges through R1 and D1, the circuit’s power consumption is essentially determined by the value of resistor R1 – plus the “overhead” of IC1, which is almost negligible at 2mA to 3mA. With a value of 220kΩ for R1 at 4.5V, this means that C1 draws little more than 20µA.

Quality alkaline batteries have a capacity rating of around 2.6Ah, so that a further calculation of 2.6Ah / (20 + 3)A reveals that the flasher is destined in theory to work for more than 13 years off one set of batteries. The flash rate is about 1Hz.

Power may further be conserved by increasing the value of R1 to 470kΩ and reducing C1 to 4-7µF. This would offer a 20-year flasher, if the batteries were theoretically perfect, and the flash would still be fairly respectable.

Note that other makes of 4093 i.c. may change the characteristics of the flasher.

**Water Safety Interlock – Flood Barrier**

The interlock circuit diagram shown in Fig.2 disconnects a water pump and itself from the mains electricity supply as soon as the water rises to a predefined level, as set by the positioning of sensor probes A and B.

The sensors, which can be household pins or iron nails, are held suspended in the tank at a level just below the water overflow outlet. Pressing push-to-make switch S1 energizes relay RLB and turns on the mains a.c. supply to the water pump and sensing circuit.

Initially, with the water level below the sensors, npn transistor TR1 (a BC184, BC548 or similar device) is turned off and relay RLA is not energized, with its normally-closed (n.c.) contacts closed and so conducting current to RLB and turning it on. In this condition, RLB’s normally-open (n.o.) contacts are open and the pump and the circuit turn off again. They remain off until switch S1 is pressed again, causing the cycle to repeat.

This mains electricity circuit must only be constructed by those who are suitably qualified or supervised.

Ejaz ur Rehman, Islamabad, Pakistan

---

**Ingenuity Unlimited**

Our regular round-up of readers’ own circuits. We pay between £10 and £50 for all material published, depending on length and technical merit. We’re looking for novel applications and circuit designs, not simply mechanical, electrical or software ideas. Ideas must be the reader’s own work and must not have been published or submitted for publication elsewhere. The circuits shown have NOT been proven by us. Ingenuity Unlimited is open to ALL abilities, but items for consideration in this column should be typed or word-processed, with a brief circuit description (between 100 and 500 words maximum) and full circuit diagram showing all component values. Please draw all circuit schematics as clearly as possible.

Send your circuit ideas to: Ingenuity Unlimited, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown Dorset BH22 9ND. (We do not accept submissions for IU via E-mail.) Your ideas could earn you some cash and a prize!

---

**Fig.1. Betty’s L.E.D. Flasher circuit diagram.**

Thomas Scarborough, Cape Town, South Africa

---

**Fig.2. Circuit diagram for a Water Safety Interlock.**

---

**WIN A PICO BASED OSCILLOSCOPE WORTH £586**

- 100MHz Spectrum Analyser
- Multimeter
- Frequency Meter
- Signal Generator

If you have a novel circuit idea which would be of use to other readers then a Pico Technology PC based oscilloscope could be yours. Every 12 months Pico Technology will be awarding an ADC200-100 digital storage oscilloscope for the best IU submission. In addition, a DrDAQ Data Logger/Scope worth £50 will be presented to the runner up.
A SIMPLE way of generating a very stable and accurate audio frequency is to use a crystal-controlled oscillator followed by a programmable divider circuit. The circuit diagram shown in Fig.3 does just this.

Inverting gate IC1a is used as a crystal-controlled oscillator whose output is buffered by IC1b and fed to the clock (CK) input of the 12-stage binary counter, IC2, used as a variable divider. The number that the frequency is to be divided by is set by switches S1 to S12, and can be any value between 1 and 4095, the switch settings representing the division number in binary form.

In conjunction with switches S1 to S12 and resistor R4, diodes D1 to D12 perform a NAND gate function having up to 12 inputs. Via the double inversion provided by IC1e and IC1f, the NAND gate’s output controls the counter’s reset pin (MR). When the count value at outputs Q0 to Q11 reaches the value selected via the switches, the NAND gate function goes high and the counter is reset. IC1e and IC1f improve the pulse shape.

On the low-to-high transition, the reset pulse from IC1f can be used to trigger JK flip-flop IC3b via switch S13, to provide a 1:1 mark-space ratio pulse from IC3b output Q, dividing the frequency by a further two in the process. The pulse from this output is fed to the combined bases (b) of transistors TR1 and TR2 used as output drivers, which provide the first of two outputs from the synthesiser, buffered by resistor R6 (limiting current to 100mA max.).

This output frequency may be further divided by two, by being triggered from output Q of flip-flop IC3a, as selected by switch S13. This gives a total division ratio of up to 16,384, giving a minimum output frequency of 61Hz when using a 1MHz crystal. The second, anti-phase, output is via transistor pair TR3 and TR4, under control of IC3b output pin Q2.

One measure of the quality of a frequency synthesizer is its step size – that is, how big the frequency change is from one setting to the next. In this circuit the division ratio changes in steps of two or four due to IC3a and IC3b, so the step size is two or four times the calculated figure. Using a 1MHz clock and with IC3b clocked directly by the reset pulse, the following is a selection of approximate step sizes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Step Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500Hz</td>
<td>0·5Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1kHz</td>
<td>2Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2kHz</td>
<td>4Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10kHz</td>
<td>200Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50kHz</td>
<td>5kHz</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A way of adding more steps is to get the divider to divide by a different number \((n+1)\) on the marks rather than on the spaces. This results in an asymmetrical output waveform, but it gives 50% more steps. The method will only work with even division ratios in the divider circuit, as switch S1 must be in the open position (this is why there is a 50% increase rather than 100%).

The function that achieves this is formed around IC1c, IC1d and associated components. Counter output Q0 is buffered by IC1c whose output feeds into the discrete NAND gate formed by resistor R5 and diodes D16 and D17. When IC3a output Q1 is high, pulses from IC1c trigger IC1d, whose output then triggers the common reset connection via diode 19.

However, when IC3a pin Q1 is low, the input to IC1d is held low and cannot respond to pulses from IC1c, consequently the reset line cannot be triggered high by IC1d, thereby increasing the division ratio by one. This function can itself be inhibited, via diode D18 and switch S14.

Be aware that although the circuit works faultlessly with a 1MHz crystal, it was found that it worked very poorly and intermittently with a 4MHz crystal. The prototype was powered by a mains adaptor supplying 12V at up to 250mA.

P. A. Tomlinson, Hull

---

**Fig. 3. Circuit diagram for an Audio Frequency Synthesiser.**

---
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The circuit in Fig.4 represents a simple “Line-O-Light” which may be infinitely extended.

As things stand in Fig.4, if the junction of resistors R6 and capacitor C3 is wired back to the input at IC1a pin 1, one to two l.e.d.s will illuminate simultaneously in sequence. However, this sequence may be lengthened at will, with two more Schmitt inverter gates being inserted into the sequence each time. In this case, one more l.e.d. lights up for every two gates added. For instance, if a total of five gates were used, two to three l.e.d.s in the sequence would illuminate at the same time. In this circuit, the number of gates divided by two is the average number of l.e.d.s which light in the sequence each time. In this case, the number of gates divided by two is two. With a flip-flop, it would be the number of l.e.d.s divided by two. This makes for a slightly different effect.

Described briefly, the charge on the capacitors is shunted round and round the “circle”, to illuminate l.e.d. after l.e.d. Each capacitor is charged through its attendant resistor. As the charge on the capacitor at a gate’s input goes high, so the gate’s output goes low, with the result that the following capacitor begins to discharge, and so on.

On the surface of it, it might seem that the same would be accomplished with a simple flip-flop flashing l.e.d.s alternately. However, the average number of l.e.d.s which light in this circuit is the number of gates divided by two. With a flip-flop, it would be the number of l.e.d.s divided by two. This makes for a slightly different effect.

However, this sequence may be lengthened at will, with two more Schmitt inverter gates being inserted into the sequence each time. In this case, one more l.e.d. lights up for every two gates added. For instance, if a total of five gates were used, two to three l.e.d.s in the sequence would illuminate at the same time. In this circuit, the number of gates divided by two is the average number of l.e.d.s which light in the sequence each time. In this case, the number of gates divided by two is two. With a flip-flop, it would be the number of l.e.d.s divided by two. This makes for a slightly different effect.

As the circuit stands, the illuminated l.e.d.s are shunted round the “circle” at about 1Hz. This may be changed by changing the values of the capacitors or their attendant resistors.

Thomas Scarborough,
Cape Town, South Africa

Automatic Morse Beacons – Keying the Flightpath

As part of a larger flight simulation project, emulating an ILS (Instrument Landing System) marker beacon, the possible code sequences embedded in a standard binary count were explored. It was found possible to generate continuous dots, continuous dashes or continuous dot-dash pairs, all with correct Morse spacing (one dash equals three dot lengths, one inter-symbol space equals one dot length). As the sequence generators are driven by a common clock, all Morse outputs will be at the same speed.

The technique explained here and shown in Fig.5 might stimulate readers into looking at binary sequences to obtain other patterns needed for logic or Morse purposes. It uses two 74LS163 synchronous binary counters, IC1 and IC3, and a NAND gate, IC2a.

The input clock signal triggers IC1 and IC3 to step through their 4-bit sequences. In fact, only parts of the sequences are needed. Taking the repeated dot-dash pairs from IC1, these occur at decimal steps 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 0. In binary, and in order of outputs QD, QC, QB, QA, this is 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111, 0001.

Feeding the rightmost two least significant bits at QA and QB into NAND gate IC2a, where “any low gives a high”, the input/output sequence becomes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>NAND</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Therefore, a correct sequence with a space (one time period), a dash (three time periods), another space and then a dot (one time period) is generated at IC2a output pin 3. To make this sequence cycle back to the beginning, IC1’s synchronous load pin is activated by the leftmost, most significant bit, QD. Looking at the 4-bit sequence, bit QD is 1 at all times, except for the very last member of that sequence.

As the circuit stands, the illuminated l.e.d.s are shunted round the “circle” at about 1Hz. This may be changed by changing the values of the capacitors or their attendant resistors.

Godfrey Manning G4GLM,
Edgware, Middx
The sensitivity and constructional simplicity of Direct-Conversion (D.C.) h.f. receivers has seen the publication of numerous circuits, and the commercial production of many radio-kits. Their popularity is well-justified by excellence of performance, except for one important aspect of those circuits which use a varactor diode as the main-tuning element. All too often, resolution of SSB and CW (single-sideband and continuous wave) signals is extremely difficult because of the relatively coarse frequency-control provided by the potentiometer used as the main tuner, such as shown in Fig.6a.

The simple and low-cost modification shown in Fig.6b remedies that problem, by adding a low-value variable-resistor in series with the main-tuning potentiometer to act as a fine-tuner. A 1kΩ linear potentiometer, VR2, with a 470Ω fixed resistor, R2, connected directly in parallel, effectively makes a variable resistor whose value changes from a few ohms to about 320Ω as the spindle is rotated. When connected as shown in Fig.6b, the very effective fine-tuning control so produced really takes the sting out of resolving SSB signals, and the winkling-out of CW signals.

To do this, first make the fine-tuner control by soldering the 470Ω resistor across the two outer tags of the 1kΩ linear potentiometer, then solder to it two short lengths of PVC-covered wire, one to an outer tag and one bridging the centre tag to the other outer tag. Now cut the zero-volt connecting wire of the main tuning potentiometer where shown in Fig.6a, and solder the two fine-tuner wires to where the cut was made. Unlike a tuning-capacitor, this type of tuning-control is not in itself frequency-sensitive, hence screening is not vital so it could be used experimentally without the receiver.

Edwin Chicken G3BIK, Morpeth, Northumberland

**INGENUITY UNLIMITED**

**BE INTERACTIVE**

IU is your forum where you can offer other readers the benefit of your Ingenuity. Share those ideas, earn some cash and possibly a prize!

---

**PicoScope 3000 Series PC Oscilloscopes**

The PicoScope 3000 series oscilloscopes are the latest offerings from the market leader in PC oscilloscopes combining high bandwidths with large record memories. Using the latest advances in low-power electronics, the oscilloscopes draw their power from the USB port of any modern PC, eliminating the need for mains power.

- **High performance:** 10GS/s sampling rate & 200MHz bandwidth
- **1MB buffer memory**
- **Advanced display & trigger modes**
- **Compact & portable**
- **Supplied with PicoScope (oscilloscope/spectrum analyser) & PicoLog (data acquisition) software**

**Technical Specifications**

- **Bandwidth:** 60MHz, 100MHz, 200MHz
- **Sweep rate:** 10µs/div to 1s/div
- **Storage:** 8,000 traces
- **Channel count:** 2 Digital
- **Spectrum range:** 50kHz to 5MHz, 50kHz to 50MHz, 50kHz to 500MHz
- **Power supply:** 12VDC, 220VAC
- **Dimensions:** 260 x 220 x 40mm
- **Weight:** 1.5kg

**Supported Platforms:**

- Windows 8/7/Vista
- Mac OS X

**Contact Information:**

Tel: 01480 396395  
www.picotech.com/scope185

---
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JAPANESE electronics specialist Marantz has a marketing partnership with US connector cable company AudioQuest, and Joe Harley of VP Product Development was present in Barcelona recently at a trade seminar to unveil a new system called DBS, Dielectric Bias System. Developed by AQ founder Bill Low and Richard Vandersteen, DBS claims to improve the sound of a hi-fi system by turning speaker and component connecting cables into electrically charged capacitors.

The idea, says Harley, comes from the question which AudioQuest thinks needs answering – “why does my hi-fi system sound better after it has been switched on for several hours”. AQ’s suggested answer is “because the cables gather a d.c. electrical bias charge”.

Core of the Solution

The new cable has an extra central core which is connected to the positive terminal of a small 36V battery pack, with the negative terminal connected to the outer shield. “There is no current drain so batteries last as long as if they were on the shelf,” says Harley.

“It takes about two days for the dielectric charge to build up. The effect is that the system sounds fundamentally better. I see it as an audio no-brainer. It’s a major leap forward and a number one sonic influence.”

Skeptics, look away now – Barry Fox’s story is not for you!

Kent Electronics Course

DR KEN SMITH G3JIX tells us that he intends to run a course in the Canterbury, East Kent, area on electronics and radio, which will cover the new Advanced Radio Amateurs’ syllabus, as well as a few more general electronics principles. The course is planned for September next and will offer some practical “hands-on” experience in project building.

With some subsidiary work, the course will lead interested students to the Advanced Radio certificate. It will also be valuable for junior staff and apprentices in local electronics and radio companies, as well as people interested in electronics generally.

Dr Ken Smith is well known for his tutorial work in electronics, history of radio, astronomy etc. Initial enquiries should be sent to him:

K. L. Smith G3JIX, Staple Farmhouse, Staple, Canterbury, Kent CT3 1JX. Tel: 01304 813175. Email: g3jix@aol.com.

AUTUMN NVCF SHOW

THE autumn National Vintage Communications Fair (NVCF) takes place on Sunday 10 October 2004 at Hall 11, NEC, Birmingham. Doors open 10.30 a.m. to 4 p.m., admission £5 (under-14s free). Early entry, from about 8.30 a.m., admission £20. All tickets (on the door). Admission includes a free 32-page “Collectors’ Guide” (while stocks last). Car parking charges apply.

The October show sees a major display being staged, celebrating the “One Hundredth Birthday” of the thermionic valve with over 400 valves on display.

For more information contact NVCF, 122B Cannon Street Road, Whitechapel, London E1 2LH.
Tel: 07947 460161.
Email: info@nvcf.org.uk.
Web: www.bwvs.org.uk.
**CHIPPED DIAMONDS**

Diamonds are a microchip's new best friend, says Barry Fox.

If chips in an electrical device get too hot, their life shortens. A metal heatsink can suck heat from the air inside a device and transfer it to the air outside, but the heat must first be spread from the chips to the sink. Metal is no good for this because it short circuits the electronics.

Element Six of the Isle of Man is now patenting a new way to use diamond, which is a good electrical insulator and moves heat efficiently because the crystal lattice vibrates (WO 2004/34466). The new heat spreader is affordable — especially for mission-critical circuits — because the diamond layer is only 10 micrometres thick, made by vapour-deposition from very hot hydrocarbon, such as methane, and hydrogen.

The trick is to deposit the film on a silicon support that is peppered with partly embedded low grade diamond grit particles. The protruding tips of the grits provide a strong bond for the smooth thin film. Heat streams from the chip through the film to the sink, keeping the chip cool.

**Vintage Museums**

OUR attention has been drawn to two museums in the West of England. The information came in a leaflet entitled A Guide for Enthusiasts of Vintage Radio in the West.

Montacute TV and Radio Memorabilia Museum is the first highlighted. It offers "a nostalgic trip through the world of radio and TV with a collection of radios from vintage wirelesses to novelty transistors and an extensive range of memorabilia, games, books and toys. It featured on BBC's Unique Radio Museum, which is housed in part of a listed 1930s BBC transmitting station "a fascinating and nostalgic experience of broadcasting history situated within Tropiquaria." Its address is Tropiquaria, Washford Road, Silverwater, NSW 2128, Sydney, Australia. Tel: 0118 933 1111. Fax: 0118 933 2375. Web: www.stewarfof-reading.co.uk.

**Bletchley Park’s New Exhibition**

BLETCLEY Park, also known as Station X, was the site of the British successful attempts to crack Nazi cyphers during World War 2. The new exhibition tells the true and complete story of Bletchley Park’s WW2 code breaking, which historians think shortened the war by two years.

On public display for the first time is a piece of an original Colossus, the world’s first semi-programmable electronic computer, developed for Bletchley Park. The exhibition begins with a timeline and a children’s cartoon history of Bletchley Park and includes an interactive display of a German U-boat Enigma station, a “Y” (radio listening) station and a four-rotor (coding wheel) Enigma machine.

Bletchley Park's Chief Patron, HRH Duke of Kent KG, opened The Bletchley Park Story on 10 June, in phase one of the National Code Centre’s new exhibition complex, Block B, which is a wartime building overlooking the Park’s lake.

The new official filmed history of Bletchley Park, Churchill’s Secret Passion, gives the inside story by the people who worked there.

Bletchley Park is at Milton Keynes MK3 6EB. Open daily. Tel: 01908 647269. Web: www.bletchleypark.org.uk.

**Mobilising Research Funds**

WE have been contacted by the Roy Castle Lung Cancer Foundation who tell us that old mobile phones and empty printer cartridges can be recycled and the proceeds used to help fund vital research into the early detection, diagnosis and treatment of lung cancer. If you have any such items lurking around at home or at work, you are invited to send them to:

Roy Castle Recycling Appeal (EL), 31-37 Etma Road, Falkirk FK2 9EG. For more details visit www.recyclingappeal.com/roycastle, or phone 08712 505050.

**EVENT HORIZON**

THERE are many events that deserve publishing here — radio fairs, auctions, general gatherings, and even news about local electronics clubs. If you would like to offer us something newsworthy for possible inclusion in this section, drop us a line or email us. Remember though that we need material in at least a month before we are due to go to press with the next issue.

**ROBOTIC GAMES**

UK Robotics have recently launched an exciting new national competition, UK Robot Games, and will be attending the Design & Technology show at the NEC, Birmingham in November. They will be displaying a variety of robotic projects, including some that have appeared on a number of TV shows, plus creations brought along from a number of invited schools, and there will be live demonstrations. The aim of the show is to get schools interested in building robotic creations and compete in the larger national competition.

The games are a contest for home-made machines that walk, swim, jump, climb, solve mazes, fight, race, play football and even box. Trophies will be presented for interesting designs and for winning robots in the various categories. The tournament is designed to stimulate interest from young people in science and technology. However, it is open to all and will be held in regions all over the UK in the spring of 2005, culminating with a grand final in the summer.

The games have been organised by a group of robot enthusiasts whose creations have appeared on TV programs like Robot Wars and Technogames. Representatives from Antex, Technobots, and Roaming Robots, who are sponsoring the stand, will be in attendance to help schools with any questions.

For more information on the rules of entering the competition, browse www.ukroboticgames.org.

**JAYCAR’S CAT**

WE have received (thumping on the Newsdesk) Jaycar’s 400+ page catalogue. Jaycar are a well-established Australian company and have produced the catalogue with prices shown in pounds Sterling, making it simple to order and pay for goods direct from the UK! Their secure on-line ordering system also ensures that your ordering is safe and secure.

The catalogue is crammed with over 6000 products, ranging across what appears to be the full “alphabet” of electronic categories, from ABS cases, computer accessories and electronic components, through kits, semiconductors and TV accessories, to ZIF sockets and even zoom lens.

You can request a free copy by logging on to Jaycar’s website at www.jaycar-electronics.co.uk/catalogue. Their postal contact details are Jaycar Electronics, Dept EPE, 17A King Street, Mortimer, Nr Reading RG7 3RS. Tel: 0118 933 1111. Fax: 0118 933 2375. Web: www.jaycar-electronics.co.uk.

**STEWART’s Move**

STEWART of Reading, renowned suppliers of guaranteed used equipment, tell us that they have moved. Their new address is Dept EPE, 17A King Street, Mortimer, Nr Reading RG7 3RS. Tel: 0118 933 1111. Fax: 0118 933 2375. Web: www.stewartof-reading.co.uk.
Radio Control Failsafe

Ken Ginn

Senses failure of the RC system and renders the model motionless and safe, can be linked to almost any land-based RC model.

This failsafe unit was developed for use in radio control (RC) models, originally for combat robots, but it can be applied to any land-based RC model. There is a statutory requirement for such a failsafe device, in particular with the rules associated with the use of fighting robots. The safety aspect is, of course, of paramount importance.

In RC systems, especially when there is a fault, such as in the case of the loss of transmitter signal at the receiver, the effect could be to send the robot or model into uncontrollable action and cause damage to property, the model itself, or indeed to bystanders.

This unit is designed to sense the moment of failure of the RC system and put the robot or model into a safe condition, rendering it motionless.

There are commercial failsafes on the market, but they only provide a settable pulse width output during the failure of the system. This steady signal is used to provide a stable failsafe pulse to the model’s speed controller, and will most certainly result in erroneous actions.

This failsafe unit is “transparent” during normal operation. During a fail situation it provides the servo or speed controller with a reliable and steady train of pulses, the value of which is set by a preset potentiometer. When the unit is used with a speed controller, on a model boat for example, the latter’s supply can be switched off via a relay during failsafe, and the controller put into neutral—a belt and braces approach maybe, but it is better to err on the side of caution!

Radio Control Format

What we have to consider regarding the RC format, is the signal being received from the model. Under normal operating conditions the attached servo will respond to the position on the transmitter’s joystick. Coupling an oscilloscope to a receiver’s servo output we would see a positive-edged pulse having a duration in the range of 1-0ms to 2-0ms, repeating every 20ms or so—i.e. updated about fifty times per second.

The actual pulse width duration will depend upon the joystick’s position. Any pulse received by the radio receiver servo output which is outside the set parameters should cause a failsafe condition to occur. Usually this would be caused by very short duration pulses, typically less than 1-0ms, rather than anything greater than 2-0ms.

When monitoring the servo output of an RC receiver during a transmitter failure, a series of short pulses will be seen, usually of about 30µs to 50µs duration, and caused purely by noise from receiver. They are well out of the normal operating range of a servo or speed controller, and will most certainly result in erroneous actions.

Observing the actions of a servo under these conditions, the output arm of the servo will be seen to be twitching. In the case of a speed controller, the motor may spontaneously power up in forward or reverse.

Failsafe Circuit

As shown in Fig.1, the failsafe unit is connected between the RC receiver and the associated circuitry, such as a speed controller. Power to the failsafe unit is supplied by the receiver.

The complete circuit diagram for the Radio Control Failsafe is shown in Fig.2. At the heart of the circuit is a PIC16F84A-10 microcontroller, IC1. This is operated at 10MHz, as set by crystal X1.

The circuit is connected to the RC Receiver via plug PL1, through which power is supplied, plus the control signal. In the positive power line from PL1 pin 1, resistor R3 and diode D2 are included to protect the PIC against power line transients.

The signal from PL1 pin 2 is fed to PIC pin RB3, which is configured as an input. Resistor R1 biases RB3 low in the absence of an input signal. The combination of components VR1, R2 and C1 on PIC pin RB5 allow the software to set a controllable value for the output pulse under the fail conditions.

Light emitting diode D1 will not illuminate under normal operating conditions, but should the pulse width being fed to the unit fall outside what is defined as a valid signal (a pulse width of 1-0ms to 2-0ms) then it will be turned off.

The signal output from the PIC pin RA0 under both valid and fail conditions is fed to plug PL2. Under normal valid signal conditions, PIC pin RA1 is held high, supplying current to optocoupler IC2, so turning on its internal transistor. When an invalid pulse is detected and the unit goes into fail mode, RA1 goes low, turning off the optocoupler.

The output from the optocoupler at its pin 3 controls Darlington transistor TR1, which in turn controls relay RLA1. The relay’s switch contacts are connected so that they cut off the power supply to the model’s or robot’s motors and/or weapon. The maximum relay current permissible by TR1 is approximately 200mA.

Program Operation

Initialisation

When the unit is first switched on there is a built-in delay of two seconds. The Fail i.e.d. (D1) will flash twice, then remain off while the unit is receiving a valid signal. When an invalid signal is received, D1 will flash twice, then remain on, indicating a fail condition.

Running – Valid Pulses

When valid pulses are being received by the unit, they are re-generated at PIC pin RA0 from where they are fed to output plug PL2. Simultaneously, optocoupler IC2 and transistor TR1 are turned on, via PIC pin

Fig.1. System schematic diagram for the Radio Control Failsafe.
RA1, which drives the I.e.d. within IC2, buffered by resistor R7.

**Running – Fail Condition**
Should the transmitter be switched off during the time the receiver is powered, the Fail I.e.d. will illuminate, indicating the fail condition. The output from RA1 will go low, causing TR1 to turn off, thus de-energising the failsafe relay RLA1.

The output pulse from the unit during the failsafe condition will be stable and have a width set by preset VR1. This is set manually for a pulse width of between 1-0ms and 2-0ms, nominally 1-5ms, see later.

**Running and Back-Working**
Assume now that a fault has occurred but been fixed and the system is now working as it should. The PIC will see the first valid pulse (again being between 1-0ms and 2-0ms), remain in failsafe mode and start counting the received valid pulses.

Once the counter has reached 100 (taking about two seconds), failsafe mode is exited and normal operation resumed. The signal from the RC receiver is now fed to the speed controller, full control having now been established between the transmitter and the RC model.

**Running – Failsafe Mode**
When the receiver is not receiving a valid signal from the transmitter, the failsafe will receive a series of short duration pulses. This will be the result of the receiver trying to interpret the r.f. noise received as a valid signal. Since the receiver does not have a squelch circuit, the noise will become random pulses of very short duration.

The failsafe circuit will be triggered by these pulses and go immediately into failsafe condition. It will then wait 17ms before looking for another pulse, and checking its validity.

**Construction**
The unit is built on a single-sided printed circuit board (p.c.b.). This board is

---

**Fig.2. Complete circuit diagram for the Radio Control Failsafe. Note the value of R8 will depend on the supply voltage of the model (5V to 24V d.c.) – see text.**
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available from the EPE PCB Service, code 465. Its component layout and tracking details are shown in Fig.3.

Connections to and from the board are made by three p.c.b. mounted plugs. This facilitates connection to the radio control equipment and the failsafe relay. The relay is not mounted on the p.c.b., but placed in a position best suited to the unit whose power is being controlled. Its contacts should be rated to suit the required current.

The unit can be used to switch 5V, 6V, 12V or 24V d.c. relays, up to a coil current of about 200mA. Because of the choice of supply voltage, the value of resistor R8 has to be selected to supply the correct base bias to transistor TR1. For 5V or 6V operation R8 should be 1kΩ, for 12V use 3k9, and for 24V use 8k2.

Since the circuit will be subject to a considerable amount of vibration when in use, it would be wise to ensure components are mounted snug against the p.c.b. IC1 must be mounted in a dual-in-line (d.i.l.) socket. In the prototype, optocoupler IC2 was soldered directly to the board, although a d.i.l. socket could be cut to suit it if preferred.

Once the p.c.b. has been assembled, carry out a thorough examination, checking for solder bridges and dry joints, and for incorrect orientation of components such as diodes, capacitors and i.c.s.

Setting Up
Set preset potentiometer VR1 to midway, this should give a “valid” output pulse width at PL2 of approximately 1.5ms.

If possible, connect the completed unit to a bench power supply and raise the supply voltage from zero to 5V, and watch the current drawn from the power supply. At 5V, the current drawn should not exceed 10mA. Switch off the circuit and then switch it back on again. Note that the Fail l.e.d. will wait for two seconds then flash twice to indicate that the unit is initialising. It will then turn on for a third time and remain on, showing the unit has fallen into failsafe mode.

Disconnect the unit from the bench power supply and connect up a transmitter/receiver combo to the unit. Now having control over the pulse width fed to the failsafe, adjust the RC joystick to the central position. Here we shall assume that the generated pulse width is 1.5ms. This can be checked if an oscilloscope is available to calibrate the unit. See Fig.4.

With the transmitter switched off and the receiver powered the failsafe should go through its initialisation routine, with the two second delay before the Fail l.e.d. flashes twice and remains on. But should the transmitter be switched on first, and then the receiver switched on, you will see the l.e.d. flash twice after two seconds, and after finding valid pulses from the receiver, the l.e.d. will remain off. This will indicate that the width of the incoming pulses is correctly between 1.0ms and 2.0ms.

Speed Controller Check
Connect the unit between the RC receiver and a speed controller, the latter powered via the relay. Two choices of connection are shown in Fig.5.

Switch on the transmitter, then the receiver and associated circuitry. Again the Fail l.e.d. will go through its initialisation sequence.
The pulse width should still be in the region of 1.5-2.0ms when the unit goes into failsafe mode. Moving the joystick back and forth through its travel will control the speed controller as per normal. The midpoint joystick position will correspond to the neutral position of the speed controller. So in essence the failsafe unit will not be evident during normal operation.

Ensure that the pulse width produced at each end of the joystick’s travel falls within the window of 1.0ms to 2.0ms; otherwise the unit will go into failsafe mode when the speed controller is at full speed forward or reverse, due to the pulse width being outside the valid window.

Switching the transmitter, the failsafe unit will immediately fall into failsafe mode, and the Fail I.e.d. will illuminate. The speed controller should now come to rest in the neutral position, as set by preset VR1, and the power failsafe relay will now de-energise, turning off power to the speed controller.

Should the speed controller still be active, moving forward or reverse, adjust preset VR1 to trim the speed controller into its neutral position.

Resources

Software, including source code files, for the Radio Controlled Failsafe is available on 3.5inch disk from the Editorial office (a small handling charge applies – see the EPE PCB Service page) or it can be downloaded from the EPE Downloads page, accessible via the home page at www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. It is held in the PICs folder, under Failsafe.

For those readers unable to program their own PICs, a preprogrammed PIC16F84A-10 microcontroller can be purchased from Magenta Electronics (01283 565435 or www.magenta2000.co.uk) for the inclusive price of £5.90 each (overseas add £1 p&p). The software is available on a 3.5in. PC-compatible disk (Disk 7) from the EPE Editorial Office for the sum of £3 (UK), to cover admin costs (for overseas charges see page 665). It is also available for Free download from the click-link option on the EPE home page at www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk (take path PICs/RCfailsafe).

The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 465 (see page 665).

EPE Watt Zapper

Apart from the important Safety warning (which readers are encouraged to read carefully before attempting any treatment), most, if not all, components needed to construct the EPE Watt Zapper project should prove to be readily available from our components advertisers.

The pulse switching transistor may be almost any n-channel power MOSFET device, such as the BUZ11 or IRF510. The CMOS oscillator i.c. is a standard item from the 4000 series.

The MN21 or 25A keybox battery should be generally available, you could try your local car spares or photographic shop. Make sure you insert the battery the correct way round, the circuit has no reverse polarity protection.

The small Zapper printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 464. The choice and size of plastic box is left to individual preference.

Finally, as stated in the article, the voltage, current, frequency and duration of treatment must not be rashly modified. A year’s experimenta- tion and “field” trials lies behind this design.

AlphaMouse Game

The author indicates that a PIC16F627 or 628 microcontroller will run the AlphaMouse Game project. For those readers unable to program their own PICs, a “plug-in and go” microcontroller can be purchased from Magenta Electronics (01283 565435 or www.magenta2000.co.uk) for the inclusive price of £4.90 each (overseas add £1 p&p).

The software, including source code files, is available on a 3.5in. PC-compatible disk (Disk 7) from the EPE Editorial Office for the sum of £3 (UK), to cover admin costs (for overseas charges see page 665). It is also available for Free download from the click-link option on the EPE home page at www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk (take path PICs/Alphamouse).

Stocks of 2-line 16-characters per line alphanumeric i.c.s appear to be common lines amongst our advertisers now. (Check the pinouts before wiring-in.) If you wish to use an identical one to the designer, this too came from the above mentioned company.

The printed circuit board is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 466 (see page 665).

PLEASE TAKE NOTE

Portable Mini Alarm

(704) Page 451, Fig.5. The annotations for resistors R4 and R5 on the Sensor p.c.b. component layout diagram should be swapped over to agree with the circuit diagram. Resistor R5 (10k) should be the one that connects to the positive lead of capacitor C3, at the bottom edge of the p.c.b.

PIC Magnetometry Logger

(704) It has been pointed out that two of the digits in the phone number we gave for Speake & Co, the suppliers of the FGM-3 flux sensors, have become transposed. The correct phone number should be 01600 780150.
The latest headlines from the Internet world include details of
MSN’s redesigned search engine (www.msn.co.uk and
countries), with a major new search product due from Microsoft soon.
Meanwhile, Google is being increasingly criticised by some users
(including the writer) for delivering unfocused portal-based results
that cause the user to search all over again on a portal site (e.g. a
search for “hotels Dorset” would result in hotel directory web sites
being listed).

Yahoo, now a decade old, is waiting in the wings to take over the
top spot from Google, but it lacks the clean minimal front-end that
Googlers value so much. Meantime it’s also worth trying other
engines including www.teoma.com or www.dogpile.com to see if
they make life easier when searching the Internet.

What’s in An (IP) Address?
This month’s Net Work column looks at domain names – starting
with some background on domains and those mysterious things
called IP addresses. Domain names such as wimborne.co.uk are
nothing more than human-recognisable address labels that represent
locations on a network. These locations have unique numerical
codes called IP – Internet Protocol – addresses such as the IP of
62.64.162.72, which is the unique IP address that my system was
allocated when it connected to the Internet a few seconds ago. Web
servers, mail servers and domain name servers (DNS) have unique
addresses that identify them on the Internet. At www.internic.net
there is a non-technical document explaining DNS in more detail.

It’s the job of the domain name system to translate friendly
human-readable addresses into the unique numerical address that
networks can understand. In a nutshell, when you type a web site
address (URL) into your web browser, your Internet Service
Provider refers to a domain name server that translates your request
into the unique IP address related to that domain. Once the numer-
ical code has been “resolved” then you’re in business: your ISP can
connect you to the server that hosts the web site related to the
domain. If there is no web server configured for that domain (or if
e.g. the domain is non-existent), you’ll get an error message.

When you email fred@epemag.wimborne.co.uk, the DNS
resolves the friendly readable address into the IP address of that
domain. The domain configuration also contains mail routing inform-
ation (the mail exchange or MX records), and it’s the job of the
email recipient’s own ISP to route mail through their network to his
mailbox.

One problem for Internet service providers has been that there
haven’t always been enough IP addresses to go around. It is critical
that mail and web servers have a fixed (static IP) address, otherwise
the Internet wouldn’t know where to take you when you typed
www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk, or if you sent an email to fred.
But when you connect to the Internet, it isn’t always necessary for you
to have the same IP address every time. Instead, your presence may
be allocated an IP from a pool of numbers – a dynamic IP address –
which is returned to the pool ready for use by someone else after
you disconnect. Demon Internet (www.demon.net) was unusual in
allocating a static IP to its dialup customers from day one, and the
writer’s original epemag.demon.co.uk address still has the same IP
for some ten years later. The latest upgrade to the IP system (IPv6)
allows for considerable growth in numbers.

A fixed address is fundamental for those who run their own
servers (mail or web) or who use virtual private networking (VPN)
to connect from home to their office network. Static IP is also handy
for videoconferencing, so that you always know the IP address of
other users (which you can “dial” through your webcam program).
If you want to know your own IP address when online, visit a site
such as www.lpchicken.com or type winipcfg at the Run line. In

Windows XP, right-click the dial-up icon in the System Tray, click
“Status” and then click the “Details” tab to see your IP address.

Your IP is Your Fingerprint
Thanks to your IP address, whenever you connect to the
Internet you leave fingerprints everywhere. The ISPs know the
phone numbers being used to connect to the Internet, due to the
use of Caller Line ID. They also register IP addresses allocated to
Internet users. When you access any web site, logs on the
web server record the IP address of the user (but not their
name, email address or any personal data – logs only understand
IP addresses). Thus a web server record is created of the fact that
(say) IP address 62.64.162.72 downloaded files called project
index.html and myproject.jpg on whatever time and date the
requests were made.

By analysing web server and ISP logs, experts can compile data
about which IP address downloaded what and when, and if neces-
sary they can trace the route all the way back to a telephone num-
ber and therefore to a physical address. A number of hackers who
tried to penetrate secure systems had their IP traced and were cap-
tured red-handed, even though they were hacking into computers in
another country altogether.

It is also common for web site owners toanalyse web server logs
to glean general statistics about usage and bandwidth. On a sister
magazine, the writer regularly trawls server logs to track down
unusual patterns of activity. A massive download from the same IP
might point to, say, a third party web site enframing our web pages
within their web site, in breach of our copyright, or linking to our
graphics and using them in their own web pages. It is routine to find
examples of unwanted linking or suspicious downloading and put a
stop to it.

Logs can also tell us what web browsers and what operating sys-
tems are being used by visitors (48% of you have Windows XP;
less than 1% use a Mac or Linux, one of you runs CP/M and one
of you has an Amiga!). Logs indicate what search engine terms
were typed in to arrive at our web site, the volume of traffic sorted
by hour, day, week and month. Raw server logs can be analysed in
very many ways to determine click-through patterns and a whole
lot more besides. If logs aren’t available, there are many third-party
statistic services that web site owners can use instead, such as
Extreme Tracking (www.extreme-dm.com) or FreeStats at

Broadband Turn-On
Broadband continues to roll out across Britain, with satellite
users signing up with suppliers such as ehotspot.co.uk. Other ven-
dors such as WRBB (Wireless Rural Broadband) promised much
but have slipped away into the night. Britain’s dialup users can how-
ever cheer to news from BT that broadband trigger levels have been
shelved.

Most phone exchanges will be ADSL-enabled by 2005, and there
is encouraging news on rate-adaptive ADSL that allows the distance
between user and ‘phone exchange to be increased as well. Their
web site (www.bt.com) quotes a conversion date for the author’s
exchange (yippee!) of 25th May 2005. This is an about-turn following their unloved “thermometer” trig-
erg level system (see Net Work September 2002) which showed how
frustratingly remote the prospects of receiving ADSL appeared to be. BT now promises alternative technologies in areas where ADSL
will never be available.

Next month I’ll continue with practical aspects of domain names:
how to find one, buy one and utilise it. You can email comments to
alan@epemag.demon.co.uk.
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Back E.M.F. Protection

“I’m experimenting with an inverter to generate alternating voltages from a pulse width modulation controlled current into a primary coil of a transformer. I believe that a common method is to use a centre-tapped primary with the supply voltage at the centre tap. By alternatingly switching each primary ground, the alternating e.m.f. is induced into the secondary.

“However, I wish to use only a single primary, with direction of current controlled by an H-bridge type of arrangement. With the first set up, protecting the MOSFET switches would be a matter of shunting each coil to the centre tap with a diode, each diode with its cathode connected to the centre tap. This way, the diodes block the passage of current from the centre tap to ground when the relevant switch is open, but allow the back e.m.f. to be dissipated around the coil when the switch snaps shut.

“How would I protect against back-e.m.f.s in a second set up though: a diode would work in one direction but would effectively short the system in the other. I was thinking about using two back to back Zener diodes across the primary but I don’t know what the proper solution is.” Thanks from Gerard Galvin by email.

When current in an inductive load such as a motor or transformer secondary is switched off the magnetic field, which had been established by the supplied current, collapses inducing a reverse voltage known as the back-e.m.f. (electromotive force). This back-e.m.f. may result in volatges large enough to damage or destroy the semiconductor devices used to switch the load.

The more rapid the change in current as the inductor is switched off, and the larger the inductor value, the greater the back-e.m.f. generated. A 12V relay coil, for example, can generate over 300V reverse voltage when the coil switches off.

The usual method of preventing the back-e.m.f. from causing problems is to place a diode (sometimes called the “free-wheeling diode”) across the inductor. This diode is reverse biased when the power device is on, but is forward biased by the back-e.m.f. so the diode dissipates the power or feeds it back to the power supply. Obviously the freewheeling diode must have sufficient switching speed, and power handling capacity, to cope with the energy from the back-e.m.f.

H-Bridge

An outline of a typical H-bridge driver circuit is shown in Fig.1. The pairs of diagonally opposite transistors (TR1/TR4 and TR2/TR3) are alternately switched on together by the drive circuit causing the current to alternately flow in opposite directions through the load. All transistors should be briefly off during the switchover to prevent the series transistors from causing a short circuit of the supply.

As our reader points out, the fact that current is switched through the load in both directions in an H-bridge means that we cannot put protection diodes across the inductor. The standard arrangement for protection diodes for a MOSFET H-bridge is given in Fig.1. The diodes (D1 to D4) are reverse biased with respect to normal circuit voltages during all parts of the switching cycle, but are forward biased with respect to back-e.m.f.s and therefore provide a path for the current to feed back into the power supply, and they clamp (or limit) the voltage across the transistors.

Many power MOSFETs include internal protection diodes so you may not have to add extra diodes to your circuit. However, the internal diodes (if present) are not necessarily adequate in all situations so it essential to consult the device’s data sheet. Adding external diodes as shown in a sensible precaution. L.M.B.

Overrated L.E.D.s

“I have read that if you operate a white i.e.d. at its rated capacity (say 20mA) that heating occurs in the i.e.d. chip and that its life is reduced dramatically. Pulsing it at 10% to 20% on-time and at a higher voltage will reduce the power consumption, extend the life and yet yield the same apparent light output.

Also, is there a quantitative way to measure the intensity of an i.e.d. for comparative purposes? One suggestion is to measure intensity at one metre distance from a white wall. I would welcome your comments.” Bill Merson, by email.

There is a lot of interest in power i.e.d. applications, which are finding their way into torches, security illuminators and decorative lighting. My favourite source of information about the operation of light-emitting diodes is Agilent (a company that evolved out of HP’s optical components division), see www.agilent.com. Some extremely interesting data sheets are available from their web site, which will appeal to more advanced constructors and design engineers alike.

In Agilent’s Application Note I-005 Operational Considerations for LED Lighting. My favourite source of information about the operation of light-emitting diodes is Agilent (a company that evolved out of HP’s optical components division), see www.agilent.com. Some extremely interesting data sheets are available from their web site, which will appeal to more advanced constructors and design engineers alike.

Regular Clinic

Circuit Surgery

Alan Winstanley and Ian Bell

We look at H-bridge inverter MOSFET protection, and some characteristics of light-emitting diodes this month.

Fig.1. Outline H-bridge circuit showing MOSFET protection diodes, and direction of current flow.
light level output. They say that it is better than pulsed operation when considering the cathode."

A "reflector" containing the l.e.d. chip is usually used to heatsink the cathode (easy to identify by looking into the package: the Cup "reflector" containing the l.e.d. chip is usually the cathode.)

**Pulsed or D.C. Operation?**

Agilent states that d.c. operation is better than pulsed operation when considering light level output. They say that it is better to drive an l.e.d. with a high d.c. current to obtain the necessary light output to be viewed by a human observer. A high peak current and low duty cycle to pulse-drive an l.e.d. produces less average light output over time.

They go on to say that there are only two reasons for wanting to pulse drive an l.e.d. anyway: to strobe an array of light-emitting diodes (e.g. in moving message displays), or to obtain a peak pulse of light to be received by a detector in a non-visual emitter/detector application, when a peak pulse of light produces a high peak photocurrent in the detector.

We might want to pulse an l.e.d. in order to save power: indeed the first l.e.d. pocket calculators (the l.e.d. had yet to be invented), used digital l.e.d. displays that were multiplexed, or flashed on and off in sequence too fast for the human eye to notice, in order to help with battery life and reduce the number of connecting wires needed.

More information on the heatsinking requirements of l.e.d.s is given in Agilent’s Application Brief A04 L.E.D. Lamp Thermal Properties and also Application Brief I-002 Thermal Resistance Values for L.E.D. lamps. We have also touched upon l.e.d. heatsinking in Circuit Surgery, November 2002.

**Intense Light**

On the second question about light intensity, I think it would need a specially calibrated rig to measure l.e.d. output characteristics in any meaningful way. Measuring against a white wall would not be effective, because there are too many variables including ambient light and varying colour temperature (e.g. sunlight or incandescent bulbs), making it impossible to produce consistently accurate and meaningful readings. A standardised and calibrated optodetector would be needed, operating under controlled conditions.

Measuring intensity is one thing, but how to measure colour? In order to describe colours, a standard colour model called the CIE (Commission International d’Eclairage) was created in 1931 and has been adopted internationally. Its use goes beyond the scope of Circuit Surgery but one excellent reference is at [www.colorsystem.com/projekte/engl/37cieec.htm](http://www.colorsystem.com/projekte/engl/37cieec.htm).

For hobby use though, it’s never necessary to characterise or classify l.e.d.s to such an extent. You will find much more information on using l.e.d.s in our new Light Emitting Diodes series starting in this issue. A.R.W.
Constructional Project

EPE Wart Zapper

Thomas Scarborough

Exterminate those unwanted warts with this low-cost easy-build project – high success rate reported in “field tests”

As improbable as it may seem, the Zapper’s high success rate does not of course guarantee that it will work in every case. However, it does offer reason for hope that the device would be effective in a great many cases.

Five theories have been put forward as to why the device works:
1. It disrupts the normal functioning of cell membranes through cell resonance
2. It destroys the chemical composition of cells through electrolysis
3. It causes ionotophoresis (the leaching of ions into the wart)
4. It stimulates immunomodulatory chemicals
5. Ionic agitation within the wart results in frictional heating, causing tissue coagulation.

How It Works
The present project was deliberately designed on the basis of No.1 – namely the disruption of the normal functioning of cell membranes through cell resonance. The theory is that alien cells, such as wart cells, begin to resonate when bombarded with a specific electrical frequency. This disrupts the normal chemical processes at the cell boundary, and kills the cell.

However, in practice, the Zapper worked better than this. In many cases it appeared to explode the wart cells, and this could on occasion even be heard.

Theory No.2 (electrolysis, or a “flat” d.c. voltage) was also found to have a significant effect on warts – however, this did immediate, superficial damage to healthy tissues as well, and the experiment was not repeated. Thus it is thought that electrolysis may contribute to the destruction of warts, but it does not seem to offer an adequate explanation as to why the present circuit works.

Of the other possibilities listed earlier, No.3 (iontophoresis) would seem to be excluded, since probes made of various metals, as well as graphite, were tried with equal success.

SAFETY AND CAUTION

Despite the very small currents used by this circuit, little is understood about the effects of electricity on the human body, and the EPE Wart Zapper should be used with this caution in mind.

In early experiments, when the author was seeking to establish the correct “exposure” required to destroy a wart, he caused himself some temporary damage to a nearby fingernail. Similarly, an article in EPE (“Electrotherapy – A Brief History”, Dec ‘03) reported stiffness in a finger joint that had been subjected to a related treatment.

These are relatively minor side-effects, yet it should be borne in mind that the Zapper is capable of doing some damage if misused. Therefore the voltage, current, frequency, and duration of treatment described in this article must not be rashly modified. A year’s experimentation lies behind this design, and most if not all of the mistakes have hopefully been made.

Before and after sequence.
Theory No.4. (the stimulation of immunomodulatory chemicals) would seem hard to explain in light of the spectacular destruction of some warts. Finally, while the author had no way of testing No.5 (frictional heating through ionic agitation), it would seem unlikely that a few milliwatts of power would raise the temperature within a wart to the 47°C required for its complete destruction – that is, for the denaturation of tissue proteins.

Medical History

During the 1950s, Dr. John Crane established a frequency close to the one used in the present design, as one ideally suited to treating warts and the wart virus (strictly speaking, a group of viruses), and this is used here with suitable voltage and current. While researching this project, the author found two Crane frequencies for warts (2·127kHz and 21·27kHz), and empirically settled on the higher frequency. It has since been questioned whether Dr. Crane’s frequencies are at all significant, or whether any frequencies within a few hundred or even thousand Hertz would work just as well. Assuming that Dr. Crane’s 21.27kHz frequency is indeed optimal, just as well. Assuming that Dr. Crane’s 21·27kHz frequency is indeed optimal, close frequencies and harmonics might yield similar results. A frequency close to Dr. Crane’s original frequency is followed here, with the important difference that it is applied directly to a wart, rather than being used as a treatment for the virus.

Practical Experience

Although, during testing, virtually all common warts and plane warts were ultimately removed by the Wart Zapper, there were some differences in the effect that the device had. In several cases, a wart was obliterated first time, never to return. These were usually small common warts, less than 4mm in diameter. However, with close constellations of warts (at first glance looking like a single wart), or with larger warts, the wart was sometimes destroyed in part, but needed follow-up treatments (or simultaneous treatments) to destroy all of it.

During testing, only one wart proved to be really difficult to remove, and in this case it measured 12mm across. After four simultaneous treatments, it had been significantly reduced in size (to almost half), but was still some way from complete destruction. It would be worth commenting that this particular wart completely defied liquid nitrogen treatment.

In almost every case, little or no pain was experienced when the Zapper was first applied, although one subject jumped when the device was first switched on (this may be obviated with a small modification – see “Circuit Refinements” later).

After a certain period of painlessness, which varied from about half a minute to three-and-a-half minutes, subjects suddenly felt a burning or even “spine-chilling” pain, inside and under the wart. This pain only lasts about half a minute, and then it subsides. However, it is necessary for the removal of the wart, and needs to be “stuck out”. When the pain has subsided (or after five minutes, whichever may come first), the probe is removed.

It should immediately be apparent that the wart is “just not the same” – in fact in many cases, the wart melted with a fizzle even before the treatment was over. The skin immediately surrounding the wart may be irritated for a few hours, and there may be a slight swelling around the wart.

Ultimately a scab is likely to form, and perhaps three weeks after treatment the wart should “give up the ghost” and come off – or, in some cases, partly come off. Don’t ever remove a wart too soon, or break its surface, or even agitate it, since this could leave a deep wound, and infection could represent a risk. If it is left alone, there should be no infection.

If a treatment should have little or no effect, it would be sensible to consult a doctor.

Circuit Description

The EPE Wart Zapper uses a single oscillator i.e. (see block diagram Fig.1) with two complementary outputs. The author used the Q output to power a 12V to 24V voltage booster, and the Q output to switch a solid-state switch (a power MOS-FET), to pulse 24V through the electrodes. One of these electrodes is positive (+24V – called the dispersive electrode), and this may either be a metal grip held in the hand, or a metal plate applied to an area of skin near a wart. The other electrode is negative (0V – called the active electrode), and this is a sharp(ish) metal point, which is used for direct contact with the wart.

After much experimentation, the author settled on a 24V 22.73kHz (to accommodate standard component values) square wave, applied to a wart for five minutes. It was found that pulses of a minimum 1mW power passing through the wart internally were required to achieve any effect, and that 3mW to 6mW pulses were adequate.

The full circuit diagram for the EPE Wart Zapper is shown in Fig.2, and very little is required for the circuit to work effectively. Theoretically, it simply needs to pulse 24V at a little more than 21kHz, using a square wave of equal mark-space ratio. Current across the probes is limited by resistor R2 to 2-4mA maximum, so as to protect the circuit if the probes should be short-circuited.

One needs also to factor in the conductive properties of the flesh, and this rarely falls
below about 200k, therefore little more than about 100 µA would course through the wart itself.

The oscillator (IC1) is a CMOS 4047B i.c., which offers superior performance to most simple CR oscillators. This includes an internal divider, which guarantees an equal mark-space ratio for the square wave. The frequency of the square wave at pins 10 and 11 is roughly calculated by the formula
\[
f = \frac{1}{4 \times 4 \times R1 \times C1}.
\]
A doubled frequency (45.45kHz) is available at pin 13.

Transistor TR1 provides an efficient switch, for pulsing the voltage through the flesh, and may be almost any power MOSFET. The voltage at TR1’s gate is shown in Fig.3. C4 serves as a supply decoupling capacitor, and S1 as an on-off switch.

The miniature 12V keyfob battery used in the prototype (an MN21 or 23A) would be expected to last about 10 hours to 20 hours continuous, depending on the make of the battery.

**Construction**

The EPE Wart Zapper is built on a printed circuit board (p.c.b.) measuring just 60mm x 40mm (2½in. x 1½in.). The topside component layout, off-board wiring details and full-size copper foil master are shown in Fig.4. This board is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 464.

As will be seen from the photographs, the prototype is built into a very small case. It should not be difficult, in fact, to redesign it to fit into an oversized “pen”.

**Assembly**

Insert the p.c.b. in the case as shown in the photographs. Mount on-off switch S1.
on the case, and connect it as shown (this should be switched off to begin with). Be sure to insert the battery the correct way round in its holder, since the circuit has no reversed polarity protection – a mistake here could destroy the circuit.

Drill a hole in the case next to the switch, through which the wire to the dispersive electrode (a metal grip or metal plate) is passed, and solder it to the dispersive electrode solder pin as shown. Make sure that there is sound electrical contact to the metal grip or plate.

Now drill a hole for the active electrode, which is inserted through the end of the case, and soldered to the two solder pins as shown. This probe may be a needle which has had its sharp point filed off with a fine file to make a sharp(ish) stub.

Insert IC1 in the d.i.l. socket, observing anti-static precautions (first touch your body to ground). The whole p.c.b., if desired, may be secured in the case with a little epoxy glue.

Considerable experimentation preceded the development of this circuit, and the results gave the author a new respect for the potential risks of electricity, however small the voltages and currents which are applied.

Skin resistance can vary between about 100k (kilohms) and 8M (megohms), depending on the day and the situation. Therefore to ensure consistency of results, skin resistance needs to be kept relatively low. Use a little skin moisturiser where the skin makes contact with the dispersive electrode, as well as a little moisturiser on the wart itself.

Constructors are advised not to use the circuit where current would flow across the head or the heart, and never in a case where a person uses a pacemaker or has any history of epilepsy. All the precautions that apply to a TENS device apply also to the Wart Zapper.

Treatment

If treating a wart e.g. on the lower or upper arm, hold a metal grip (the dispersive electrode) in the same hand. If it is not convenient to use a grip, rest the limb to be treated (e.g. a foot) on a metal plate instead, which is again connected as the dispersive electrode. The active electrode, which is a sharp metal point (but not too sharp) – is rested directly and gently on the top of the wart – see Fig.5.

If the wart is large (say 5mm or more in diameter), it might be an idea to tackle one or the other side of it first, since the Zapper is unlikely to kill all of it at once.

Switch on, apply the Wart Zapper to a wart for up to five minutes (see above), then switch off. Be prepared for the possibility of a brief initial jolt, and be prepared to suddenly experience perhaps half a minute of sharp pain. If you do not see this through until the pain subsides, the wart may not be destroyed.

The Wart Zapper came as a welcome relief to the author’s son, who could not bear the suggestion of further treatment with liquid nitrogen. He claimed that it was far preferable, and that the pain was “not bad” in comparison. When asked after school one day how his treated warts were progressing, he replied, “Very badly – for the warts!”

No Guarantees

While this circuit comes with no guarantees, it is nothing ventured, nothing gained! The author, with several willing “guinea-pigs”, and further volunteers queuing up, found that the EPE Wart Zapper was entirely successful – most of the time.

Fig.5. Suggested wart treatment procedures.
Let that mouse sort out those shifty characters!

Do you remember those childhood boys which comprised a square frame enclosing 15 or more letters that you slid around to arrange into different orders? Perhaps even your children have one now. In their day they were the forerunners of Rubik’s Cube, before both became ousted by PlayStation and the like.

Recently, the author was considering how best to illustrate in a simple fashion the way in which a PC’s mouse could be put to alternative good use with a PIC, following on from his article *PIC to PS/2 Mouse and Keyboard Interfacing* (Aug ’04). Somehow, these letter frames came to mind, and sparked off a series of high-speed bashings at the keyboard to write the code for a modern equivalent.

The result of just a few hours coding and programming is this AlphaMouse Game, in which a 2-line 16-characters (per line) alphanumeric liquid crystal display (l.c.d.) replaces the lettered frame, and a PC’s PS/2 mouse controls the movements of 31 letters around the 32-position area.

Trappings

Unable to resist addiction again, the author has inevitably used a PIC microcontroller to do the hard work, interpreting your leisurely efforts at moving and clicking the mouse as the whim takes you. And unlike the original frame game, you’ve been provided with the full 26-letter alphabet, plus a handful of symbols to arrange into what ever order takes your fancy.

There is a randomiser which selects the letters presented and in what order prior to each game. The variety is practically infinite, and you are probably as likely to get repeats of letters scattered around as you are to get just one of each. Should you find some games looking harder than others, you may even activate the randomiser again if you don’t like the offering!

You can also deliberately select games in which four spaces instead of one are provided, into which the letters can be shunted while sorting the others. Even the author, not normally one for much gaming, playing, found himself getting hooked on the game’s fascination – and the way in which it is sometimes necessary to “trap” a letter using others, in order to make it go into the space you want. A bit like persuading a sheep to go into its pen without a sheepdog!

All of this fun can be had with just a few components – four resistors, a couple of capacitors, a PIC16F627 (or 628) and an l.c.d. Not even a crystal is needed, nor a voltage regulator if you use a 6V battery. But if you use a regulator the game can be run with a 9V battery. Oh, and you need a PS/2 type mouse – but your PC is likely to have one of those anyway, and even if it doesn’t, one can be bought inexpensively from any computer supplier.

Software and pre-programmed PICs for the AlphaMouse Game can be obtained as stated later.

Circuit Description

So, look at Fig.1 – it shows how simple the circuit is. The PIC microcontroller is notated as IC1, to which the mouse is connected at pins RA0 and RA1 via socket SK1. Pin RA0 is used by the software in both input and output modes for data transfer between the PIC and the mouse. Consequently, resistor R3 is in series with the connecting line to buffer it, and R1 is used to bias the pin high when it is acting as an input, as required by the mouse’s own controller chip.

As this circuit can also be used with the keyboard interface described in the July issue, it also includes resistors R2 and R4.

Power line smoothing capacitors C1 and C2 should be retained whichever power source you use. Switch S1 is optional.

That’s all there is to it! Indeed it will be spotted by those who use the author’s *ToolKit TK3* PIC programming hardware and software, that the circuit can be readily assembled on TK3’s board, and the game played from there!
Despite the last comment, a p.c.b. has been designed for use with this game. It is available from the EPE PCB Service, code 466. Its assembly and track layout details are shown in Fig.2.

You should, of course, use a dual-in-line (d.i.l.) socket for the PIC. Start off assembly by inserting the socket (but without the PIC at this stage!). Then solder in the other few components in ascending order of size. After which, add 1 mm terminal pins for the l.c.d., power supply and mouse. A standard mini 6-pin female DIN connector should be connected to the latter via short leads. The pinouts are shown in Fig.2.

As always, check everything before applying power (we don’t want you exclaiming anything in unusual letter sequence having damaged something through carelessness)!

It’s up to you as to whether you box this game as a permanent source of future entertainment. If you do, a plastic one measuring 150mm × 80mm × 50mm would do the job nicely, once you’ve cut an l.c.d.

Fig.2. Component layout and master track pattern for the AlphaMouse Game. Typical l.c.d. pinouts are shown to the right.
viewing slot, of course. You would also need the power on-off switch S1 (without a connector you can just plug a battery in and out of a connector). It just remains for you to discharge static electricity from your body, by touching something earthed, then carefully push in the PIC (the right way round) and apply power – and the game is on!

Random Beginnings

When power is applied, the PIC sets up the l.c.d. for use in 4-bit mode, it then enters the randomisation routine. At power-up time the PIC’s registers take on random values and one of these is taken as the initial “seed” for this routine.

There are 32 registers allocated to hold the letters or other characters that will be displayed on screen. A 32-step loop is entered in which the “seed” value is added to a counter.

Each time round the loop, that counter’s value is ANDed in the W register with 31 to restrict its range. Then 64 is added to convert that value to one within the l.c.d.’s character generator range between 64 and 95 (from the @ symbol through the 26 capital letters to Z, followed by “,” (an unprintable by our typesetting system) oriental symbol, then “;” and “.”). The character symbol value is stored into the letters register pointed to by the loop counter.

Because the “seed” value is never zero (intentionally avoided), the counter’s value changes each time round the loop, and so different characters are selected at each step, 32 of them.

At the end of the loop, the next random value is used to determine where the blank space is to be placed. The whole lot is then displayed on the l.c.d. screen, such as:

```
MBULAWKOJITISHJRQYOFEPOZDYNVEX
```

Game Play

In case you don’t know, the idea of the game is to rearrange the random set of characters into any order that suits you. For example, from “A” upwards, or “Z” downwards, with the additional symbols in whatever order you choose. There are no rules – it’s up to you.

The only way in which you can rearrange the characters is in the painstaking way! First you have to move the mouse vertically between the two lines and sideways along them until the underline (cursor) symbol appears below the character you want to move. That character, though, must be adjacent to the blank position on screen, to the left or right, above or below the blank.

Left-clicking the mouse on the chosen character will cause it and the blank to change places. You then choose and click the next letter to move. More often than not while arranging the sequence you will in effect simply be moving the blank in order to capture the next character of the sequence. If you don’t have patience, this game is not for you – there are no shortcuts (unless you rewrite the program)!

Having arranged the letters in the required sequence, you have won! (Off to the hospitality zone for suitable refreshment!) But the bug’s probably hit you – so play again...

Well, you could try to rearrange the sequence in the opposite order, as you probably did with the original frame game. Or you can activate the randomiser again. There are two ways of doing this with your mouse, either click both buttons simultaneously, or click the right one (the left one on its own has no effect on accessing the randomiser). Clicking either of these button options runs the randomiser in the same way as when power was first applied. However, the “seed” acquisition is different. While you were challenging nature’s natural ordering system and imposing your own, another counter was running at the same time. It is the much rolled-over 8-bit value that this has acquired which now becomes the “seed” and the next time you select randomising, another “seed” will have grown, and so on.

It’s worth noting (as you probably will) that some sequences appear more random than others. This is usually due to whether the “seed” has an even or odd value. Odd values will normally generate greater variety. But you have no control over this – if you dislike the sequence you see, click again to select another.

If both buttons are pressed, at the end of the 32-step randomising loop, just a single blank is generated. However, if you hold down the right hand button slightly longer than the left, four blank spaces will be scattered on screen at random. This might make the game a bit simpler (but don’t count on it!). You do not even need to use the left button if you want to give yourself four blankety-blanks, just click the right button.

While randomising is going on (and repeats the sequence over and over for as long as buttons are pressed), the screen flashes each sequence at speed. You really do see your letters being well-sorted (and without postcodes too)!

```
ZUPKFAWWRMHC^YTJEGQLGBXSNI
```

Sheepdogging

While in the four-blanks game, you will often have to “shepherd” the chosen character into the required blank slot, whereas it actually wants to go into another adjacent slot (a mind of their own, these letters, sometimes). But you, by knowing the rules of sheepherding, can countermand such woolly behaviour.

The program has been written so that it checks whether a clicked character does indeed have an adjacent blank slot. The order checking for blanks is:

1. Check for blank to the left of character. If present accept it.
2. If not present, check for blank to the right of character. If present accept it.
3. If not present, check for blank above character (if selected line has an “above”). If present accept it.
4. If not present, check for blank below character (if selected line has a “below”). If present accept it.
5. If not present, you’ve selected a letter without an adjacent blank, so try again with better self-control!

Suppose now you have selected a letter to move, and it has more than one adjacent blank – could even have three. You want the character to go into the blank above it, but in accordance with the above rules of engagement, the wretched sheep (sorry – character) wants to go left, and is determined to do so!

You’re the bright one – stop that escapee’s route so that it has to go up into capture. Bring in a letter from the left to get the left blank out of the way. But now the protocol dictates the escape route is to the right, so you need to be able to control that too. Surrender and capture! Other similar situations are not uncommon – all the more fun to the hunting order!

Pic ‘N Play

So there you are, a simple but entertaining novelty for you to put together. It also shows one application for using a PIC with a PS/2 mouse. There are countless more to be invented. If you’re a PIC programmer, invent some!

It would also be fun for any PICer to play around with the simple code for this AlphaMouse and add other features to it. It’s worth noting (as you probably will) that some sequences appear more random than others. This is usually due to whether the “seed” has an even or odd value. Odd values will normally generate greater variety. But you have no control over this – if you dislike the sequence you see, click again to select another.

If both buttons are pressed, at the end of the 32-step randomising loop, just a single blank is generated. However, if you hold down the right hand button slightly longer than the left, four blank spaces will be scattered on screen at random. This might make the game a bit simpler (but don’t count on it!). You do not even need to use the left button if you want to give yourself four blankety-blanks, just click the right button.

While randomising is going on (and repeats the sequence over and over for as long as buttons are pressed), the screen flashes each sequence at speed. You really do see your letters being well-sorted (and without postcodes too)!

```
ZUPKFAWWRMHC^YTJEGQLGBXSNI
```

Resources

Software, including source code files, for the AlphaMouse Game is available on 3·5inch disk from the Editorial office (a small handling charge applies – see the EPE PCB Service page) or can be downloaded free from the EPE Downloads page, accessible via the home page at www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. It is held in the PICs folder, under AlphaMouse. Download all the files within that folder.

This month’s Shop Talk provides information about obtaining pre-programmed PICs, and the sourcing of components. The PIC program source code (ASM) was written using Toolkit TK3 software (also available via the Downloads page) and a variant of the TASM dialect. It may be translated to MPASM via TK3 if preferred.

The run-time assembly is supplied as an MPASM HEX file, which has configuration information embedded in it (internal oscillator, WDT off, POR on, all other values off). If you wish to program the PIC yourself, simply load this HEX file into the PIC using your own PIC programming software and hardware.

Next Month

To conclude our look at interfacing PICs to mouse and keyboards, next month we will show you how to interface this to a PS/2 keyboard.
These inverters generate a modified sine wave, which are considerably superior to the square waves which are produced by most other inverters. Due to this superior feature they are capable of powering electrical equipment such as TVs, videos, desktop & notepad computers, microwave ovens, electrical lamps, pumps, battery chargers, etc.

Low Battery Alarm

The inverters give an audible warning signal when the battery voltage is lower than 10.5V (21V for the 24V version). The inverter automatically shuts off when the battery voltage drops below 10V (20V for the 24V version). Fuse protected input circuitry.

A COMPLETE RANGE OF INVERTERS
150W TO 2500W - 12V & 24V

These inverters generate a modified sine wave, which are considerably superior to the square waves which are produced by most other inverters. Due to this superior feature they are capable of powering electrical equipment such as TVs, videos, desktop & notepad computers, microwave ovens, electrical lamps, pumps, battery chargers, etc.

Low Battery Alarm

The inverters give an audible warning signal when the battery voltage is lower than 10.5V (21V for the 24V version). The inverter automatically shuts off when the battery voltage drops below 10V (20V for the 24V version). Fuse protected input circuitry.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Order Code</th>
<th>Power</th>
<th>Voltage</th>
<th>Was</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>651.581</td>
<td>150W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£36.39</td>
<td>£29.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.578</td>
<td>150W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£36.39</td>
<td>£29.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.582</td>
<td>300W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£50.64</td>
<td>£41.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.585</td>
<td>300W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£50.64</td>
<td>£41.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.583</td>
<td>600W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£101.59</td>
<td>£83.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.593</td>
<td>600W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£101.59</td>
<td>£83.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.587</td>
<td>1000W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£177.18</td>
<td>£147.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.597</td>
<td>1000W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£177.18</td>
<td>£147.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.602</td>
<td>1500W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£314.52</td>
<td>£261.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.606</td>
<td>1500W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£314.52</td>
<td>£261.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.589</td>
<td>2500W Continuous</td>
<td>12V</td>
<td>£496.54</td>
<td>£416.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>651.599</td>
<td>2500W Continuous</td>
<td>24V</td>
<td>£496.54</td>
<td>£416.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All prices are inclusive of V.A.T. Carriage £8.00 Per Order

Many uses include:- Fêtes, Fairgrounds, Airshows, Picnics, Camping, Caravans, Boats, Carnivals, Field Research and Amateur Radio field days. * Powering Desktop & Notepad Computers.
Robert Penfold looks at the Techniques of Actually Doing It!

**PRACTICALLY SPEAKING**

Obtaining all the components for a project, right down to the last nut and bolt, can be frustrating and time consuming. It might be possible to get all the components from one supplier, but many projects now seem to require at least one special component that is not widely stocked. You just have to accept that it will sometimes be necessary to order parts from two or three suppliers, especially when building larger projects.

The Truth is in There

Many projects now require one or two components that are difficult to track down. Fortunately, in the case of *EPE* projects at least one source will have been located for you by the author or the staff. Details of suppliers for "awkward" components will often be given in the text of the article or in the components list.

An example is the magazine's Shoptalk feature, which gives buying advice for every project featured that month. A lot of your time and ours can be saved by checking the magazine properly for the information you require before making an enquiry. The answer is almost certain to be in there somewhere.

Many component suppliers now have online catalogues and ordering systems, but it is still worthwhile obtaining printed versions of a few component catalogues. You can learn a great deal about components by browsing through catalogues. Identifying the real thing is much easier if you have familiarised yourself with the components by studying the photographs in catalogues first.

When building old designs it is important to buy the components that are available before you start building any of them. It is an irony of modern electronics that the chances of obtaining an electronic valve from 60 years ago and are often better than those of obtaining a semiconductor produced just a few years ago.

There were big changes in the world of electronics during the 1990s, and this rendered many popular projects of the past obsolete. A few recent devices have popped up only to disappear again shortly afterwards. It is sensible to ascertain the availability of all the components before starting to buy the parts for any project.

Stock Answers

Life is much easier if you have a stock of the more frequently used components. To some extent this is a matter of convenience, and it avoids having to order long lists of components each time you wish to construct a project. It is only necessary to order the more specialised items if you already have the "run of the mill" components. Buying small components such as resistors and capacitors one by one tends to be quite expensive, so buying a stock of them is potentially cheaper in the long run.

A good stock of components is definitely an asset, but "good" is the important word here. Unless the components are chosen wisely you will waste a lot of money buying a "pig in a poke". There is no point in buying components for stock unless you are likely to use them in a reasonable time span.

In general, it is not worthwhile having expensive components in stock. To do so would tie up a significant amount of money, and there would be no guarantee that the components would ever be used. Try to concentrate on inexpensive components that feature regularly in most projects.

The humble resistor is the obvious starting point, but do not bother with the more exotic types such as close tolerance (one or two per cent) and high power components. These are used infrequently, and are relatively expensive. Ordinary 0·25 watt 5 per cent tolerance carbon film resistors are a different proposition, since they feature prominently in practically every project and are quite cheap. The only complication is that a large number of different values are used, but with careful buying it should be possible to obtain several hundred resistors for a few pounds.

It is definitely worth considering one of the resistor packs that are offered by some component retailers. These typically offer a full range of values from 10 ohms to one megohm, or possibly an even wider range.

The contents of these packs are usually weighted to take into account the fact that some resistor values are used more than others. Values of 1k, 4k7, 10k, 47k, and 100k for example, tend to be used far more than most other values. Very high and very low values are used relatively little.

Experience suggests that the weighting in favour of the more popular values is inadequate, and these still tend to be used up first. However, the weighting should ensure that you do not end up with stacks of little-used values. If you do a large amount of project construction it will probably be worthwhile buying 100 of each of the most popular values.

Doubling Up

In the early days of what was then *Everyday Electronics*, readers were sometimes advised to build up a stock by buying twice as many resistors as they actually needed, and this remains a good way of doing things. Clearly this method does not provide an instant stock of resistors, but it is relatively painless because you will hardly notice the increased cost of each project. The clever bit is that you will automatically obtain larger quantities of the popular values, and less of the little-used ones. Furthermore, the weighting should accurately reflect the true popularity of each value. A stock of resistors can be built up more quickly by ordering three of four times as many of each value than are actually needed for each project.

Another way of obtaining a stock of resistors is to buy "bargain" packs of surplus stock. While these packs offer good value for money, they do have potential drawbacks. In particular, the range of values included could be quite small, and there is little chance of a full range being covered. The included values might not be ones that you use very often, and there could be some unusual values.

Most projects for the home constructor only use resistor values in the E12 series (1, 1·2, 1·5, 1·8, 2·2, 2·7, 3·3, 3·9, 4·7, 5·6, 6·8, 8·2, 10 and 12·0). It is probably only worth stocking resistors in this series of values.

Resistors are also available in the E24 series, which consists of the E12 series plus 12 intermediate values (1·1, 1·3, 1·6, 2·0, 2·4, 3·0, 3·6, 4·3, 5·1, 6·2, 7·5, 9·1 and their decades). As these values are little used in projects for the home constructor it is best to buy them only when they are needed.

Bargain packs often include some non-standard values, and you might also find that many of the resistors are old and (or) high wattage components. These are often too big to fit into modern component layouts. Bargain packs are better suited to "old hands" who can quickly sort through the components, spot the useful ones, and then test them.

Preset resistors (potentiometers) are not as cheap as ordinary resistors, but a small stock of them should not cost too much. Again, obtaining a pack having a full range of values is likely to be much cheaper than buying the components individually. Ordinary potentiometers are relatively expensive, and it is probably best to buy them as and when they are needed.

Capacitors

Building up a useful stock of capacitors is difficult due to the huge range that is currently available. Each value is available in several types, and within each type there could well be several physical variations. Buying a really comprehensive stock of capacitors would therefore be extremely expensive. Unfortunately, capacitors cost a little more than the "dirt cheap" prices associated with resistors. Being realistic about it, when building up a stock of capacitors it is necessary to make compromises.
It is probably best to start with the higher value capacitors, which are normally of the electrolytic variety. Physically, there are two general types of electrolytic capacitor. These are the axial lead and radial (printed circuit or p.c.b.) mounting varieties.

The axial versions seem to be little used these days and most modern projects require the radial type. A radial component will usually fit quite well in place of an axial type, so you can probably manage quite well without any axial electrolytic capacitors.

Values of less than 1nF are relatively little used these days, but are available in several types such as ceramic plate, polystyrene, and silvered mica. Ceramic plate capacitors are the cheapest and are consequently more widely used than the other types. This makes them the best choice for stock purposes, but they are unlikely to be good substitutes for other types.

**Semiconductors**

The range of semiconductors on offer to electronics hobbyists is truly vast. Many semiconductors are specialised components but there are some “standards” that are worth having in stock.

The NE555 timer is possibly the most used chip in designs for the home constructor. Although perhaps not as popular as it was in the past, it is still worthwhile having a few of the standard chip and a low-power version such as the TLC555CP. Beginners can have a lot of fun and learn a great deal by experimenting with some 555 timer projects.

A vast range of logic devices is available, with several variations on each basic type. The rise of the PIC processor heralded the decline of ordinary logic devices, so it is probably not worthwhile stocking any of them. The once standard 741C op.amp (operational amplifier) is also little used these days and has been superseded by various improved but different versions.

The TL071CP is a good choice for a stock op.amp, as it has a generally high specification and works well at low voltages, but it will not replace all other op.amps. It should only be used in designs where it is stated that a general-purpose op.amp is all that is required.

No constructor should be without some general-purpose silicon diodes such as the 1N914 or 1N4148. These can often be bought in quantities of 50 or 100 at quite low prices. Some small rectifier diodes such as the 1N4007 are also useful. Note that this component can be used safely in place of lower voltage versions such as the 1N4002 and 1N4004.

It is worth having some small transistors, but bear in mind that substituting semiconductors is a bit risky unless you know what you are doing. If an article states that any general-purpose transistor will do, then either a BC549 (pnp) or BC559 (nnp) should be fine. Even if two transistors have the same encapsulation they will not necessarily have the same lead-out configuration, so due care must be taken in order to avoid connection errors. Some larger component catalogues have leadout diagrams and there is no shortage of semiconductor data on the Internet.

**Nuts and Bolts**

It is definitely a good idea to have a stock of small mechanical items such as nuts, bolts, and spacers, which are easily forgotten when ordering the parts for a project. The most reliable means of mounting circuit boards is to use bolts about 12.5mm to 25mm long. 6BA bolts proved to be the best choice for this application, but these days either the slightly larger M3 or smaller M2-5 metric types have to be used.

Experience suggests that M2.5 bolts are best for mounting stripboard, and the M3 size is best for custom printed circuit boards. Some matching spacers about 5mm or so in length are normally used to hold the board clear of the case. Plastic stand-offs offer an alternative means of mounting boards, but few of them seem work well with stripboard.

Beginners should start with battery powered projects, so it is a good idea to have some PP3 size battery connectors. Other useful mechanical parts to have in stock are some small control knobs and d.i.l. (dual in-line) holders for 8-pin, 14-pin and 16-pin integrated circuits.

Make sure that you also have plenty of insulated connecting wire such as 7/0·2 equipment wire, and a large reel of insulated connecting wire such as the 1N4007 are also useful. Note that this component can be used safely in place of lower voltage versions such as the 1N4002 and 1N4004.

**Compartmentalise**

With even a modest stock of components it is important to have everything stored sensibly so that any desired component can be quickly found.

It is easy to improvise a storage system, but it is not necessarily worthwhile as the real thing can now be obtained quite cheaply from DIY stores, etc. These units are probably intended for woodscrews and the like, but most of them are perfect for electronic components.

Small compartmentalised trays and boxes are also ideal for storing electronic bits and pieces (see Fig.2). In general, lots of small compartments are better than a few large ones. You can then have a limited range of values in each compartment, making it easy to find the right one.

---

**Fig.1.** The 100µ 35V axial electrolytic dwarfs the more modern 100µ 25V radial type below.

**Fig.2.** Small compartmentalised trays make it easy to quickly find the required component. This one contains dozens of p.c.b. mounting capacitors.
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Learn About Microcontrollers

PIC Training & Development System

The best place to start learning about microcontrollers is the PIC16F84. This is easy to understand and very popular with construction projects. Then continue on using the more sophisticated PIC16F877 family.

The heart of our system is two real books which lie open on your desk while you use your computer to type in the programme and control the hardware. Start with four very simple programmes. Run the simulator to see how they work. Test them with real hardware. Follow on with a little theory.....
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Experimenting with PIC Microcontrollers

This book introduces the PIC16F84 and PIC16C711, and is the easy way to get started for anyone who is new to PIC programming. We begin with four simple experiments, the first of which is explained over ten and half pages assuming no starting knowledge except the ability to operate a PC. Then having gained some practical experience we study the basic principles of PIC programming, learn about the 8 bit timer, how to drive the liquid crystal display, create a real time clock, experiment with the watchdog timer, sleep mode, beeps and music, including a rendition of Beethoven's Für Elise. Finally there are two projects to work through, using the PIC16F84 to create a sinewave generator and investigating the power taken by domestic appliances. In the space of 24 experiments, two projects and 56 exercises the book works through from absolute beginner to experienced engineer level.

Hardware & Ordering Information

Our latest programmer module connects to the serial port of your PC (COM1 or COM2), which enables our PIC software to operate directly within Windows 98, XP, NT, 2000 etc.

Telephone with Visa, Mastercard or Switch, or send cheque/PO for immediate despatch. All prices include VAT if applicable.

Web site:- www.brunningsoftware.co.uk

Mail order address:
138 The Street, Little Clacton, Clacton-on-sea, Essex, CO16 9LS. Tel 01255 862308

NEW 32 bit PC Assembler

Experimenting with PC Computers with its kit is the easiest way ever to learn assembly language programming. If you have enough intelligence to understand the English language and you can operate a PC computer then you have all the necessary background knowledge. Flashing LEDs, digital to analogue converters, simple oscilloscope, charging curves, temperature graph and audio digitising.
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This book introduces the PIC16F84 and PIC16C711, and is the easy way to get started for anyone who is new to PIC programming. We begin with four simple experiments, the first of which is explained over ten and half pages assuming no starting knowledge except the ability to operate a PC. Then having gained some practical experience we study the basic principles of PIC programming, learn about the 8 bit timer, how to drive the liquid crystal display, create a real time clock, experiment with the watchdog timer, sleep mode, beeps and music, including a rendition of Beethoven’s Für Elise. Finally there are two projects to work through, using the PIC16F84 to create a sinewave generator and investigating the power taken by domestic appliances. In the space of 24 experiments, two projects and 56 exercises the book works through from absolute beginner to experienced engineer level.

Hardware & Ordering Information

Our latest programmer module connects to the serial port of your PC (COM1 or COM2), which enables our PIC software to operate directly within Windows 98, XP, NT, 2000 etc.

Telephone with Visa, Mastercard or Switch, or send cheque/PO for immediate despatch. All prices include VAT if applicable.

Web site:- www.brunningsoftware.co.uk

Mail order address:
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Everyday Practical Electronics, September 2004
Dear EPE,

I am new to electronics, having less than 12 months experience. I suppose I could be called a mature first year student. Although at 70 years of age, overripe would be more appropriate.

The problem was solved when I remembered that one of the interesting things about remote controlled model planes is the electronics side of things. So, the decision was made to teach myself electronics. Who would have thought that a mere cerebral pastime could be so challenging and rewarding? I will not pretend that it is easy. There are no courses available to overripe students and learning from books leaves a lot to be desired, especially with my limited eyesight.

But the advantage of age is that a drop in testosterone levels allows your brain to grow backward and helps concentration. I discovered EPE in November 2003 at my local newsagent. Eureka! At last, a publication that lives up to the name “practical”, and doesn’t assume all its readers are physics or maths graduates. For down to earth, hands on learning, your magazine tops the lot. Your Teach-IT has been a godsend, and has been more help than all the other publications put together.

The physical arrangement of the emitters and the associated time delay system have been spent coming to grips with the theory, only two projects have been completed so far. An adjustable regulated power supply, and the Bio Feedback Tension Monitor featured in your Dec ‘03 issue. The latter has had plenty of use believe me. I can’t wait to get started on the Beat Balance Metal Detector (May ‘04). There are plenty of old gold workings not far from here. If I find a record sized nugget I will name it EPE!

At the moment BASIC STAMP and other PICs are taking their toll of an aging brain.

The problem was solved when I remembered that one of the interesting things about remote controlled model planes is the electronics side of things. So, the decision was made to teach myself electronics. Who would have thought that a mere cerebral pastime could be so challenging and rewarding? I will not pretend that it is easy. There are no courses available to overripe students and learning from books leaves a lot to be desired, especially with my limited eyesight.

But the advantage of age is that a drop in testosterone levels allows your brain to grow backward and helps concentration. I discovered EPE in November 2003 at my local newsagent. Eureka! At last, a publication that lives up to the name “practical”, and doesn’t assume all its readers are physics or maths graduates. For down to earth, hands on learning, your magazine tops the lot. Your Teach-IT has been a godsend, and has been more help than all the other publications put together.

The physical arrangement of the emitters and the associated time delay system have been spent coming to grips with the theory, only two projects have been completed so far. An adjustable regulated power supply, and the Bio Feedback Tension Monitor featured in your Dec ‘03 issue. The latter has had plenty of use believe me. I can’t wait to get started on the Beat Balance Metal Detector (May ‘04). There are plenty of old gold workings not far from here. If I find a record sized nugget I will name it EPE!

At the moment BASIC STAMP and other PICs are taking their toll of an aging brain.

As someone “reaping nicely”, I hear what you are saying there, although I’ve not had the mishaps which you’ve endured (as detailed more fully in your email)! I totally agree about keeping “ze little grey cells” working. The stimulation of electronics, and more particularly soft ware writing, is highly conducive to this.

So thanks for your comments, and best wishes for a productive retirement, helped by EPE, and that gold nugget!
GPS CHECKSUM

Dear EPE,

After experiencing several checksum related problems with the GPS to PIC and PC Interfacing project (Jan '04) I thought I would "cry-for-help" and put my problems forward on the Chat Zone. Andrew Jarvis came to the rescue and helped me them sort out.

Here is the code change that solved the first checksum problem, it just requires the extra line indicated:

CHECKIT: BLOCK1
movf INDF,W
BLOCK0
xorwf '*' ; add this new line
btfsf CHECKSUM,F
incl FSR,F
movf FSR,W
xorlw '*' ; add this new line
btfsf STATUS,Z
goto CHECK2
xorlw 7'
btfsf STATUS,Z
goto CHECKIT
goto EOFPROBLEM

The next problem that we encountered was a checksum error message whenever the checksum ended in 9. The solution – both commands checksum error message whenever the checksum indicated:

CHECK2: incf FSR,F

"addlw 246":
ended in 9. The solution – both commands

Thanks for L.C.F. Meter

Dear EPE,

I want to thank you again for the Feb '04 PIC L.C.F. Meter project on behalf of myself and several members of an Amateur Radio QRP club here in Columbus, Ohio. As I said in a Chat Zone posting, it was one of the most interesting projects that I’ve played with in a while and I learned quite a bit, both from my own experimentation and from your guys in the CZ. I have to admit that I was somewhat surprised to see my postings from the CZ in Readout of May '04.

Anyway, there have been several iterations of your meter constructed by our club and every one has functioned flawlessly. I have posted pictures on a web page and I thought you might enjoy seeing the various “flavors” of your meter that our members have built, the URL is www.touchinglittlelives.org/meter/finished.html.

Also, I’d like to let you know that all of your efforts are appreciated worldwide. There are currently three TK5 boards in use full time locally that were built by club members from the information presented in the Nov ‘01 supplement. Besides your PIC Tutorial there is also an online PIC tutorial presented by the NJQR club. Between the two courses, we are slowly muddling our way through these fascinating little beasts!

There used to be several magazines here in the States similar to EPE that offered hands-on learning experience through construction articles. Unfortunately the majority are no longer in publication and I am thankful that EPE hasn’t joined those ranks. I guess it just shows that quality lasts! And, of course, the “more than reasonable” price for an annual on-line subscription makes EPE a very cheap investment in quality learning.

Thanks John for your time and your excellent articles.

Mike Doty, Columbus, USA, via email

Reading your email made my day Mike. Thank you!

That’s really nice to know on all counts, including the web site. As threatened, you find yourself being quoted in the Readout again! Despite my natural “English reserve”, I’m not averse to having my trumpet blown! All the very best wishes to you and your club, and enjoy your PICing . . .

Crafty Cooling

Dear EPE,

In the Pellet effect project Crafty Cooling (June '04), the fan is to extract air from the box, not blow it in. Why is that? Isn’t the flow reversible?

I’ve just decided to fan-cool the box containing some high-wattage resistors on a project I’m working on. Until now, each component dissipates over 1W and, even though 3W rated, they run hot unless fanned. Now, my fan pushes air into the box, the escape route being holes in the walls next to each set of resistors. I thought that this must cause flow in the required direction. Output air feels cool and the box doesn’t get hot. But, is “suck rather than blow” recommended for a good reason?

Incidentally, old computers are also a source of re-usable 12V fans (if you don’t mind cleaning the dust off first). Even failed power supplies can still be stripped to rescue the fan, and a finger-guard or similar mounting metalwork often comes as a bonus!

Godfrey Manning, Edgware, Middx, via email

GPS CHECKSUM

Dear EPE,

As a physicist, I would say that “suck” and “blow” are, indeed, the same — it is just a case of reversing the direction of air flow. However, the pattern of flow will not be the same. In other words, if the fan were used to “blow” air across heat-dissipating fins and subsequently venting holes, it would not follow the same course as if air was “sucked” and flowed from the ventilation holes to the fan.

I felt that air entering ventilation holes would tend to pass across the whole area of the heatsink more effectively than if air was blown from the fan. That is why I chose this method and it worked well in the prototype unit. There was no other good reason. It could be that “blow” would be just as good. For your project, I would try both methods and choose the one that works best. I wish you the best of luck with it!

Terry de Vaux-Balbirnie, via email

Interfacing to VB

Dear EPE,

I have been reading your Robert Penfold’s recent Interface articles, regarding “Interfacing Visual Basic with the new Inpout32.DLL” (Oct, Dec ‘03, Feb ’04), as well as John Becker’s GPS to PIC and PC Interfacing article (Jan ’04) with great interest.

The articles discuss the interfacing process using VB6. I’ve recently purchased the standard version of Microsoft Visual Basic.Net and I’m now wondering whether the tools described in the above articles could be used with VB.Net (standard) to do serial port interfacing. If not, could you suggest a cause of action, which would enable me to do serial port input and output from a VB.Net program.

Pieter van Zyl, Johannesburg, South Africa

As I don’t have VB.Net, I sent Pieter’s query on to Robert, who replied:

As far as I can gather, there is no way of importing the BAS file into VB.Net in a fashion that will enable the Inp and Out instructions to be recognised. A bit of delving on the Internet came up with a roundabout solution which is to load the demo program supplied with Inpout32.dll, or any similar VB6 program. VB.Net will then convert this to a VB.Net compatible program. You can then edit the program into your new one, and both the Inp and Out instructions should be recognised. I have not thoroughly tested this method, but it seems to work.

I will see if I can work this into an Interface article in a bit more detail, including an “empty” VB.Net program that readers can use as a starting point. As you are no doubt aware, VB.net is not exactly ideal for our purposes. VB5.0 is much better.

Robert Penfold, via email

Thanks, Robert, that would be most useful.

Free PSUs?

Dear EPE,

Chips get smaller and cheaper, power supplies did too. Try your local computer shop (a proper one that does upgrades) and beg an old PC power supply (e.g. the AT variety). It’s probably scrap to them, but with a suitably resized the circuit, it could be a useful source for you — just take the TTL out and supply voltage for the TTL devices (such as 3.3V) so these old units are becoming redundant.

Godfrey Manning, Edgware, Middx, via email

Thanks Godfrey – that’s worth highlighting!
NEVER might you have expected that we would be writing about Teletype machines in this column, or the punched cards and paper tape they processed! (If you’re too young to know what that means, Teletype machines were the terminals for old computers that typically used punched paper tape as a storage medium – and they are rapidly disappearing into text books).

The association with PICs is an incongruous one that emerges when you open the “hex” files – those familiar products of programming activity. Assemblers produce them, projects distribute them and programmers utilise them – so the chances are you will have some lying around, even if their raison d’être needs a little investigation.

Absolutely Fabulous

When TK3 or other assembler converts your program into absolute machine code the result is stored as a hex file (it’s “absolute” because the file contains information about exactly where in device memory the code will be loaded, and it can’t be changed unless you assemble the source code again). Programmers like TK3 or an MPLAB PICStart/PicKit 1 combination take the hex files and use them to program the PIC.

In theory, any PIC programmer should be able to take and use a hex file, which makes them a sort of lowest common denominator in PIC development and enables interoperability between different development tools. I can write a program using the MPLAB IDE, assemble it, then use TK3 to program the PIC with the hex file. It also means that I can pass around much smaller files than the ASM equivalent.

Non Reversible

The interesting point is that this process is not reversible. It is not possible to take a hex file in isolation and know for which PIC it was produced. The format is completely device independent. Hex files are not unique to PICs, far from it. It just happens to be the preferred format for Microchip and therefore most tools that follow their lead. There are other formats that would work just as well if supported, like the Motorola S-record for example.

It’s easy to prove that the hex file format is a generic one, because when you look into the detail of them, there is absolutely nothing contained within to tie it to a PIC – which effectively renders it useless unless you tell the programmer which device you are working with. For TK3 this means “Select PIC type”, for MPLAB you must “Select Device” from the configuration menu.

Paper Trail

The hex file has evolved into a few different flavours now, but the origin of the format can be traced back to when machine code programmers stored their work on paper tape or old magnetic tape reels. Such media were not exactly reliable, so a more structured way of storing and retrieving data had to be found that was better than simply dumping the bytes sequentially.

I have to confess that I can’t imagine writing code using Teletype machines and paper tape. The nearest I got was a ZX Spectrum and boxful of C90 audio cassettes, but even that separated tape-saved data into structured blocks, with a header that contained type information, file name, length of data block and the address from which it was saved.

The physical data structure chosen for hex files would make the process of saving and restoring machine code altogether more robust for the developer of days gone by. The code was represented using printable ASCII characters so that it could be transferred using character-only communication media and it was split into smaller records containing a start address so that the loader would know where to position it. Records began with a start marker and ended with a rudimentary checksum for the loader to validate.

INHX8M

The most common format today for EPE projects is the Intel Hex INHX8M, which retains many of the same characteristics described above. There are two different record types to consider; data and end-of-file. Every data record looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Checksum</td>
<td>1 byte – hex representation of the 2’s complement of the sum of all preceding bytes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Start of record mark</td>
<td>1 byte – ASCII colon character “:”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record length</td>
<td>1 byte – always “00” – there are no data bytes to follow</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address</td>
<td>2 bytes – four hex digits that specify the load address for this part of memory, ordered as high byte first, then low byte. Using two bytes here means that the INHX8M format can only be used with a 16-bit address space (max FFFF).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Record Type</td>
<td>1 byte – always “00” for the data record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>n-bytes – two hex digits for every data byte specified in record length. Ordered high byte first, then low byte.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 byte – “01” for the end-of-file record</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1 byte – Always “FF”, can be pre-calculated</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Since all the fields of this record are constant, we can say that the end-of-file record will always look like this: :0000001FF (as confirmed by the last line of Listing 1).

When EPE starts to deal in PIC18Fxxx projects, then the hex file format will need...
to change to INHX32 to support the addressable memory range of the 16-bit core. Luckily, it is almost the same as the 8-bit version but with another record type.

As we have already established, you cannot do anything useful with a hex file until you make some assumptions about the device it was intended for. That is exactly what had to be done with the “400E” example – how could it be known it looked wrong if it was not known, that it was intended for a 16F877? But once you have that information then the gloves are off and the code can easily be “mapped” into the memory of a device by the programmer.

The key to TK3

The key to this particular map is not the dataset for the device, helpful as that is, but the programming specification, which is an entirely separate document, because it’s arguably relevant only to the very enthusiastic, or those with an interest in creating or understanding a programmer like TK3. These documents reveal “special” memory locations that are only accessible in programming mode, in addition to the user program memory. They represent User IDs, EEPROM data memory and the PIC configuration word. Microchip actively encourages device programmers to support this “extra” information that can be embedded into a hex file.

Assuming mid-range PICs, if you find an address within the hex file in the range 0000 to 1FFF, then you can reasonably expect that the code is heading for user program memory (1FFF represents the 8K maximum addressable memory space). If it lies within the range 2000 to 2003 then it’s identification information (User ID), 2004 is the address of the configuration word and finally the data EEPROM content starts at 2100 and continues with one data byte per address. Remember that in a hex file these address values will be doubled up.

Most of the programming specification documents contain a nice little reminder near the back that demonstrates just how “strongly” Microchip feel about device programmer support for this extra embedded information. The reason for it brings us right back to where we started – that of portability.

Next Time: As much fun as you can have with a hex file viewer.

Listing 1. Extract from EPE Magnetometry Logger hex file, showing the last seven records.

```
:100F70004522BA0A3A1EB62FBA013D223C163A085B
:100F80005F12322BA0A3A1EBF20F601EC32F5D27D5
:100F90005A52381EC92F1A00475C031DC92F93274
:100FA006827A6275076016030625061AD62F95
:020FB000080037
:100FA000080037
```
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Electronic Projects is split into two main sections: Building Electronic Projects which contains comprehensive information about the components, tools and techniques used in developing projects from initial concept through to final circuit board production. Extensive use is made of video presentations showing soldering and construction techniques. The second section contains a set of ten projects for students to build, ranging from simple sensor circuits through to power amplifiers. A shareware version of Matrix’s CADPACK schematic capture, circuit simulation and p.c.b. design software is included. The projects on the CD-ROM are: Logic Probe; Light, Heat and Moisture Sensor; NES555 Timer; Egg Timer, Dice Machine, Bike Alarm; Stereo Mixer; Power Amplifier; Sound Activated Switch; Reaction Tester. Full parts lists, schematics and p.c.b. layouts are included on the CD-ROM.

ELECTRONICS CIRCUITS & COMPONENTS V2.0

Provides an introduction to the principles and application of the most common types of electronic components and shows how they are used to form complete circuits. The virtual laboratories, worked examples and pre-designed circuits allow students to learn, experiment and check their understanding. Version 2 has been considerably expanded in almost every area and following a review of major syllabuses (GCSE, GNVQ, A-level and HNC). It also contains both European and American circuit symbols. Sections include: Fundamentals: units & multiples, electricity, electric circuits, alternating circuits. Passive Components: resistors, capacitors, inductors, transformers. Semiconductors: diodes, transistors, op.amps, logic gates. Passive Circuits. Active Circuits. The Parts Gallery will help students to recognise common electronic components and their corresponding symbols in circuit diagrams. Included in the Institutional Versions are multiple choice questions, exam style questions, fault finding virtual laboratories and investigations/worksheets.

DIgITAL ELECTRONICS V2.0

Digital Electronics builds on the knowledge of logic gates covered in Electronic Circuits & Components (opposite), and takes users through the subject of digital electronics up to the operation and architecture of microprocessors. The virtual laboratories allow users to operate many circuits on screen. Covers binary and hexadecimal numbering systems, ASCII, basic logic gates, monostable action and circuits, and bistables – including JK and D-type flip-flops. Multiple gate circuits, equivalent logic functions and specialised logic functions. Introduces sequence logic including clocks and clock circuits, counters, binary coded decimal and shift registers. A/D and D/A converters, traffic light controllers, memories and microprocessors – architecture, bus systems and their arithmetic logic units. Sections on Boolean Logic and Venn diagrams, displays and chip types have been expanded in Version 2 and new sections include shift registers, digital fault finding, programmable logic controllers and microprocessors. The Institutional versions now also include several types of assessment for supervisors, including worksheets, multiple choice tests, fault finding exercises and examination questions.

FILTERS

Filters is a complete course in designing active and passive filters that makes use of highly interactive virtual laboratories and simulations to explain how filters are designed. It is split into five chapters: Revision which provides underlying knowledge required for those who need to design filters, Filter Basics which is a course in terminology and filter characterization, important classes of filter, filter order, filter design, and evaluation, and effects of different filter types. Advanced Theory which covers the use of filter tables, mathematics behind filter design, and an explanation of the design of active filters. Passive Filter Design which includes an expert system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and Chebyshev ladder filters. Active Filter Design which includes an expert system and filter synthesis tool for the design of low-pass, high-pass, band-pass, and band-stop Bessel, Butterworth and Chebyshev op.amp filters.

ROBOTICS & MECHATRONICS

Case study of the Milford Instruments Spider

Robotics and Mechatronics is designed to enable hobbyists/students with little previous experience of electronics to design and build electromechanical systems. The CD-ROM deals with all aspects of robotics from the control systems used, the transducers available, motors/actuators and the circuits to drive them. Case study material (including the NASA Mars Rover, the Milford Spider and the NASA Spider) is used to show how practical robotic systems are designed. The result is a highly stimulating resource that will make learning, and building robotics and mechatronic systems easier. The Institutional versions have additional worksheets and multiple choice questions.

- Little previous knowledge required
- Mathematics is kept to a minimum and all calculations are explained
- Clear circuit simulations
Everyday Practical Electronics, September 2004

VERSION 2 PICmicro MCU DEVELOPMENT BOARD
Suitable for use with the three software packages listed below.

This flexible development board allows students to learn both how to program PICmicro microcontrollers as well as program a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices. For experienced programmers all programming software is included in the PPP utility that comes with the development board. For those who want to learn, choose one or all of the packages below to use with the Development Board.

- Makes it easier to develop PICmicro projects
- Supports low cost Flash-programmable PICmicro devices
- Fully featured integrated displays – 13 individual i.e.d.s, quad 7-segment display and alphanumeric l.c.d. display
- Supports PICmicro microcontrollers with A/D converters
- Fully protected expansion bus for project work
- All inputs and outputs available on screw terminal connectors for easy connection

ASSEMBLY FOR PICmicro V2
(Formerly PICtutor)
Assembly for PICmicro microcontrollers V2.0 (previously known as PICtutor) by John Becker contains a complete course in programming the PIC16F84 PICmicro microcontroller from Arizona Microchip. It starts with fundamental concepts and extends up to complex programs including watchdog timers, interrupts and sleep modes. The CD makes use of the latest simulation techniques which provide a superb tool for learning: the Virtual PICmicro microcontroller. This is a simulation tool that allows users to write and execute MPASM assembler code for the PIC16F84 microcontroller on-screen. Using this you can actually see what happens inside the PICmicro MCU as each instruction is executed which enhances understanding.

- Comprehensive instruction through 39 tutorial sections
- Includes Vlab, a Virtual PICmicro microcontroller: a fully functioning simulator
- Tests, exercises and projects covering a wide range of PICmicro MCU applications
- Includes MPLAB assembler
- Visual representation of a PICmicro showing architecture and functions
- Expert system for code entry helps first time users
- Shows data flow and fetch execute cycle and has challenges (washing machine, lift, crossroads etc.)
- Imports MPASM files

C’ FOR PICmicro VERSION 2
The C for PICmicro microcontrollers CD-ROM is designed for students and professionals who need to learn how to program embedded microcontrollers in C. The CD contains a course as well as all the software tools needed to create Hex code for a wide range of PICmicro devices – including a full C compiler for a wide range of PICmicro devices.

- Complete course in C as well as C programming for PICmicro microcontrollers
- Highly interactive course
- Virtual C PICmicro improves understanding
- Includes a C compiler for a wide range of PICmicro devices
- Includes full Integrated Development Environment
- Includes MPLAB software
- Compatible with most PICmicro programmers
- Includes a compiler for all the PICmicro devices

NONE OF THE SOFTWARE IS DESIGNED TO REPLACE A TEXTBOOK – THEY ARE A SUPPLEMENT TO THE PRACTICAL WORK THAT YOU WILL HAVE TO DO.

FLOWCODE FOR PICmicro
Flowcode is a very high level language programming system for PICmicro microcontrollers based on flowcharts. Flowcode allows you to design and simulate complex robotics and control systems in a matter of minutes. Flowcode is a powerful language that uses macros to facilitate the control of complex devices like 7-segment displays, motor controllers and i.c.d. displays. The use of macros allows you to control these electronic devices without getting bogged down in understanding the programming involved.

Flowcode produces MPASM code which is compatible with virtually all PICmicro programmers. When used in conjunction with the Version 2 development board this provides a seamless solution that allows you to program chips in minutes.

- Requires no programming experience
- Allows complex PICmicro applications to be designed quickly
- Uses international standard flow chart symbols (ISD807)
- Full on-screen simulation allows debugging and speeds up the development process
- Facilitates learning via a full suite of demonstration tutorials
- Produces ASM code for a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices
- Institutional versions include virtual systems (burglar alarms, car parks etc.).

Minimum system requirements for these items: Pentium PC running Windows 98, NT, 2000, ME, XP; CD-ROM drive; 64MB RAM; 10MB hard disk space.
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Virtual PICmicro

Burglar Alarm Simulation

Flowcode produces MPASM code which is compatible with virtually all PICmicro programmers. When used in conjunction with the Version 2 development board this provides a seamless solution that allows you to program chips in minutes.

- Requires no programming experience
- Allows complex PICmicro applications to be designed quickly
- Uses international standard flow chart symbols (ISD807)
- Full on-screen simulation allows debugging and speeds up the development process
- Facilitates learning via a full suite of demonstration tutorials
- Produces ASM code for a range of 8, 18, 28 and 40-pin devices
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TEACH-IN 2000 – LEARN ELECTRONICS WITH EPE

EPE's own Teach-In CD-ROM, contains the full 12-part Teach-In series by John Becker in PDF format plus the Teach-In interactive software (Win 95, 98, ME and above) covering all aspects of the series. We have also added Alan Winstanley's highly acclaimed Basic Soldering Guide which is fully illustrated and which also includes Desoldering. The Teach-In series covers: Colour Codes and Resistors, Capacitors, Potentiometers, Sensor Resistors, Ohm's Law, Diodes and LEDs, Waveforms, Frequency and Time, Logic Gates, Binary and Hex Logic, Operational Amplifiers, Mixers, Audio and Sensor Amplifiers, Transistors, Transformers and Rectifiers, Voltage Regulators, Integration, Differentiation, 7-segment Displays, L.C.D.s, Digital-to-Analogue. Each part has an associated practical section and the series includes a simple PC interface (Win 95, 98, ME ONLY) so you can use your PC as a basic oscilloscope with the various circuits.

A hands-on approach to electronics with numerous breadboard circuits to try out. £12.45 including VAT and postage. Requires Adobe Acrobat (available free from the Internet - www.adobe.com/acrobat).


ELECTRONICS IN CONTROL

Two colourful animated courses for students on one CD-ROM. These cover Key Stage 3 and GCSE syllabuses. Key Stage 3: A pictorial look at the Electronics section featuring animations and video clips. Provides an ideal introduction or revision guide, including multi-choice questions with feedback. GCSE: Aimed at the Electronics in many Design & Technology courses, it covers many sections of GCSE Electronics. Provides an ideal revision guide with Homework Questions on each chapter. Worked answers with an access code are provided on a special website.

Single User £29 inc. VAT. Multiple User £39 plus VAT

Student copies (available only with a multiple user copy) £6 plus VAT (UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT” prices)

MODULAR CIRCUIT DESIGN

Contains a range of tried and tested analogue and digital circuit modules, together with the knowledge to use and interface them. Thus allowing anyone with a basic understanding of circuit symbols to design and build their own projects. Version 3 includes data and circuit modules for a range of popular PICs; includes PICAXE circuits, the system which enables a PIC to be programmed without a programmer, and without removing it from the circuit. Shows where to obtain free software downloads to enable BASIC programming.

Note: essential for anyone undertaking GCSE or “A” level electronics or technology and for hobbyists who want to get to grips with project design. Over seventy different input, Processor and Output modules are illustrated and fully described, together with detailed information on construction, fault finding and components, including circuit symbols, pinouts, power supplies, decoupling etc.

Single User £19.95 inc. VAT. Multiple User £34 plus VAT (UK and EU customers add VAT at 17.5% to “plus VAT” prices)

DIGITAL WORKS 3.0

Digital Works Version 3.0 is a graphical design tool that enables you to construct digital logic circuits and analyse their behaviour. It is so simple to use that it will take you less than 10 minutes to make your first digital design. It is so powerful that you will never outgrow its capability. Software for simulating digital logic circuits. Create your own macros – highly scalable. Create your own circuits, components, and i.c.s. Easy-to-use digital interface. Animation brings circuits to life. Vast library of logic macros and 74 series i.c.s with data sheets. Powerful tool for designing and learning. Hobbyist/Student £45 inc. VAT. Institutional £99 plus VAT. Institutional 10 user £199 plus VAT. Site Licence £499 plus VAT.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS PHOTOS

A high quality selection of over 200 JPG images of electronic components. This selection of high resolution photos can be used to enhance projects and presentations or to help with training and educational material. They are royalty free for use in your personal printed projects, and can also be used royalty free in books, catalogues, magazine articles as well as worldwide web pages (subject to restrictions – see licence for full details). Also contains a FREE 30-day evaluation copy of Paint Shop Pro 6 – Paint Shop Pro image editing tips and on-line help included!

Price £19.95 inc. VAT.

ORDERING ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK POSTAGE

Student/Single User/Standard Version price includes postage to most countries in the world. EU residents outside the UK add £5 for airmail postage per order.

Institutional, Multiple User and Deluxe Versions – overseas readers add £5 to the basic price of each order for airmail postage (do not add VAT unless you live in an EU (European Union) country, then add 17.5% VAT or provide your official VAT registration number).

Send your order to:
Direct Book Service
Wimborne Publishing Ltd
408 Wimborne Road East
Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND
To order by phone ring 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562
Goods are normally sent within seven days
E-mail: orders@wimborne.co.uk
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The author first encountered a light emitting diode in 1971. It was about 3mm in diameter, housed in a metal can with a small, domed window on top. When biased with sufficient current, it emitted a rather feeble red light from a tiny chip just visible through the window. At the time, he considered it something of a curiosity, as did many other students and engineers who found it interesting more for its novelty value than for its potential as a viable light source.

Nowadays, however, nearly everyone is familiar with light emitting diodes, or l.e.d.s. Their use is now so widespread, it is almost impossible to avoid them. From their early uses as simple indicator lights, l.e.d.s have evolved into versatile components whose low power requirements and high efficiency make them an almost ideal light source.

They can be found in numeric displays on many consumer electronic devices and scientific instruments, they are used as backlights in mobile phones and portable computers, and recently they have moved into the territory formerly occupied by incandescent lamps and fluorescent tubes, where they are employed as a source of highly efficient illumination.

Today’s range of brighter, more colourful l.e.d.s makes them well suited to a range of lighting applications where their energy-savings potential is huge. One recent estimate suggested that replacing the incandescent traffic signals in the United States with high-brightness l.e.d.s would save nearly 2.5 billion kWh every year!

In this series of articles, we examine the features, construction and behaviour of l.e.d.s. We look at the electrical characteristics of different l.e.d. types and examine various ways of biasing them. In particular, we contrast the merits of different l.e.d. driver circuits, and examine some of the many special-purpose l.e.d. driver i.c.s that are currently available.

The series will be concluded by looking at some of the more unusual applications for the authors, and you will discover how l.e.d.s have not just one, but four different uses.

**Construction**

Given their versatility, it is not surprising that l.e.d.s can be found in many different shapes, sizes, colours and styles. Photo 1 shows a small selection of common types. Typical products include lamps, light bar annunciators, bargraph arrays and alphanumeric devices.

Despite the enormous variety of different packages, however, nearly all l.e.d.s are based on the same physical structure responsible for generating the beam of light. The construction of a common plastic l.e.d. is shown in Fig.1.

In this typical arrangement, the semiconductor chip is attached to the cathode post, sometimes using a tiny reflector dish to maximise the light output. A short length of wire attached to the surface of the chip is bonded to the anode post. The whole assem-

![Photo 1. A small selection of common l.e.d. types](image)

![Fig.1. Construction of a typical common plastic l.e.d.](image)
bly is housed in a moulded plastic casing, usually with a magnifying dome lens at the top. The lamp’s cathode lead is usually identified by being slightly shorter than the anode lead, and there is often a flat surface on the cathode side of the moulding.

The basic structure of all l.e.d.s consists of an electron-emitting semiconductor material, some kind of lead frame on which the die is mounted, and a plastic or epoxy encapsulation which surrounds and protects the die. I.E.D.s can be obtained in rectangular, triangular and even trapezoidal shapes. The round variety is available in several diameter sizes, the most common being the T-1 (3mm dia.) and T-1½ (5mm dia.) sizes, although larger diameters, such as 8mm, 10mm and even 20mm, are readily available.

The electrical symbol for an l.e.d. is also depicted in Fig.1. It is largely identical to that of a standard diode, but with the addition of arrows to represent emitted light. When the anode is made positive with respect to the cathode, the l.e.d. is forward biased, and – just as in a standard diode – conventional current flows in the direction indicated.

Electricity into Light

Converting electricity into light is not a new phenomenon – the common filament bulb has been doing just that for over a century. However, the mechanism involved is significantly different to the one responsible for generating light in an l.e.d.

When current is passed through the filament of a light bulb, the electrical resistance of the filament, just as in any other conductor, results in power dissipation. The electromagnetic energy produced is given off as heat and light. Generally, the higher the temperature of the filament, the greater the total radiation emitted, and the greater the proportion of that is light. This process, known as incandescence, produces broadband visible radiation which is a function of the temperature of the light source.

The l.e.d., on the other hand, makes use of a phenomenon called electroluminescence, which is the name given to all forms of visible radiant energy due to causes other than temperature. There are several types of luminescence, such as electroluminescence, chemiluminescence, photoluminescence, and others. Luminescence refers to the narrow-band radiation emitted by a change in energy states within a material when it is excited by an external source.

In any forward-biased pn junction, a recombination of charge carriers – holes and electrons – takes place, mainly close to the junction itself. During this recombination process, the energy possessed by each unbound electron is transferred to another state. In all semiconductor pn junctions, some of this energy is given off as heat, and some is given off as light energy. The photons have a radiation frequency which is characteristic of the semiconductor material itself.

In materials such as silicon (Si) and germanium (Ge), most of the energy is radiated as heat, and the emitted light is negligible. However, by combining specific materials to produce compounds such as gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP), it is possible to maximise the light output, thereby producing an efficient light source. This process, known as electroluminescence, results in emitted light that is either invisible (infrared), or which lies in the visible part of the spectrum.

Unlike the filament bulb, l.e.d.s emit energy in narrow wavelength bands of the electromagnetic spectrum. The composition of the materials in the semiconductor chip determines the wavelength, and therefore the colour, of the emitted light. For example, a “blend” of aluminium gallium indium phosphide (AlGaInP) tends to produce light in the red to amber range, while l.e.d.s constructed from indium gallium nitride (InGaN) generally produce blue and green light.

A Brief History

Electroluminescence was first observed in silicon carbide (SiC) by Captain Henry Joseph Round almost a century ago in 1907. Born in Staffordshire, Round was a prolific inventor who notched up over a hundred patent applications, and worked for many years for the Marconi Company, at one time as personal assistant to Guglielmo Marconi.

Captain Round was awarded the Military Cross in 1907, however, that Round noticed that yellow light was emitted when he passed an electrical current through a silicon carbide detector, and in a letter to Electrical World, he reported that “the application of an electric potential across a silicon carbide could effect the generation of light.”

Lossev and Destriau

Ironically, Round did not pursue his discovery, and it was not until 1923 that the effect was re-discovered by O. V. Lossev of the Nijni-Novgorod Radio Laboratory in Russia. Lossev correctly assumed that the observed effects represented the inverse of Einstein’s well-known photoelectric effect, and the phenomenon is now known as the Lossev Effect.

The next recorded observation of electroluminescence was by Georges Destriau in 1936-37, who reported the emission of light from zine sulphide (ZnS) powders after applying an electric current. Destriau worked in the laboratories of Marie Curie in Paris. The Curies had been early pioneers in the field of luminescence as a result of their research into radium. Destriau is said to be the first person to have coined the word “electroluminescence” to describe the phenomenon he observed.

Clearly, the work of Round, Lossev and Destriau was of fundamental importance in the field of electroluminescence, but who exactly was the “father” of the l.e.d.? In one way or another, several individuals have been credited with this title. In 1952, for example, Heinrich Welker, a Siemens scientist, laid the scientific foundations for the development of the l.e.d. with his pioneering research into gallium arsenide.

Further developments in the early 1960s have been attributed to researchers at the RCA Laboratories in Princeton, USA, and at the Philips Research Laboratories in Aachen, Germany. At Texas Instruments, Bob Brad and Gary Pittman described an infrared l.e.d., the TI-SNX-100, which was originally sold at the exorbitant price of $130!

Holonyak

Although these, and other, scientists have contributed to modern l.e.d. research, it is clear that one individual towers above all others in the field of semiconductor light emission. The son of Slavic immigrants who settled in southern Illinois, Nick Holonyak is generally regarded as the true heir to the throne in the kingdom of l.e.d. development.

Whilst at the University of Illinois in 1954, Holonyak was a student of John Bardeen who had just arrived from Bell Telephone Laboratories after inventing the transistor with Messrs Brattain and Shockley. Perhaps as a result of such illustrious tuition, Holonyak went on to develop a staggering range of semiconductor devices, such as tunnel diodes, transistors, PNPN switches and silicon-controlled rectifiers (SCRs).

If you have a diode switch in your home, thank Holonyak – he created the triac version of the SCR, the main component in all diode switches. It was in 1960, however, that Holonyak developed the first
GaAsPN junction. Within two years, he had developed the visible-light semiconductor phosphor called General Electric (GE), he invented the first practical light-emitting diode, which was later commercialised by GE.

In recognition of his outstanding contributions to the advancement of science, having been showered with glittering prizes. His list of honours include the US National Academy of Science, membership in the Russian Academy of Sciences, and the Japan Prize, essentially Japan’s Nobel Prize.

To cap it all, in 2002, he was selected as a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science, having been chosen for his “pioneering contributions to the realisation of high-performance visible light emitting diodes and injection lasers”.

**Emission Impossible?**

Despite the ground-breaking work of Holonyak and his peers, the early LEDs provided very little light and critics doubted whether they would ever form a viable source of electrical light emission. However, several companies, such as chemicals giant Monsanto, saw a future market for GaAsP LEDs, and after consultations with Holonyak and GE they decided to press on with LED development, and rival companies such as Hewlett-Packard also entered the arena.

As a result of this vision and commitment, light-emitting diodes have evolved considerably over the past four decades. The first commercial units began to appear in the early 1970s, generally consisting of a compound of gallium arsenide (GaAs). By combining the metal gallium with arsenic (a highly toxic material sometimes used as rat poison!), the world’s first solid-state light source was born.

Many of the first commercially successful GaAs LEDs had a spectral peak at 950nm. Being in the infrared region, they were completely invisible to the human eye. The first commercial LEDs were inaudible, consisting of a compound of gallium arsenide (GaAs). By combining the metal gallium with arsenic (a highly toxic material sometimes used as rat poison!), the world’s first solid-state light source was born.

During the 1970s, additional colours and wavelengths became available. The most common materials were gallium phosphide (GaP) for green light, and gallium arsenide phosphide (GaAsP) which could be combined to produce orange, high efficiency red, and yellow.

Up to the 1970s, most LEDs required an operating current of 20mA or more, to produce adequate light output. However, in the late 1970s, new “low current” devices began to appear, typically made from gallium phosphide (GaP) and zinc. These LEDs provided high brightness at low current levels of just a few milliamperes, or less.

LEDs development continued apace in the 1980s, with new types appearing that were brighter and more efficient than those produced using older technologies. During this period, a new material, gallium aluminium phosphide (GaAlP) was developed which provided superior performance over earlier LEDs. The new types were over 10 times brighter than standard LEDs due to increased efficiency and novel die structures. Additionally, the voltage required for operation sank lower, thereby reducing the overall power consumption.

Despite these advances, there remained significant drawbacks with the GaAlP material. In particular, it was only available in a red 660nm wavelength. However, in the 1990s, LEDs made from a new material, indium gallium aluminium phosphide (InGaN) appeared. Having a dominant wavelength of the most wanted wavelengths, it was as low as 550nm or as high as 630nm, the new types were available in green, yellow, orange and orange-red.

Around this time, the first LEDs bright enough to be used in outdoor applications began to appear. Usually made from aluminium gallium arsenide (AlGaAs), these red LEDs appeared as high-mount vehicle brake lights, and were even employed in a range of traffic lights.

**Birth of the Blues**

During the 1990s, companies such as Siemens, Cree and Nichia were pioneering research into producing blue LEDs. Some of the first blue LEDs appeared in 1991, and were fabricated from the same material used to make some types of sandpaper - the super hard crystal silicon carbide (SiC). The availability of blue LEDs made it possible to create full-colour advertising signs and even small video displays.

Being such a hard and brittle crystal, however, made silicon carbide a difficult material to work with, and many of the early SiC LEDs were very expensive and had a relatively high failure rate. Consequently, research into other materials led to LEDs made from compounds such as gallium nitride (GaN) and indium gallium nitride (InGaN).

Modern blue LEDs are over 100 times more efficient than earlier types and can produce excellent brightness at relatively low current levels. Today, blue LEDs can be found in traffic signals, and combined with other colours are used in huge video display boards inside sports stadiums and in full-colour scrolling advertising signs.

**Attractive Features**

As well as their obvious versatility, there are many other features that make LEDs an attractive and extremely useful light source, particularly when compared with other light emitting mechanisms such as tungsten filament lamps and gas discharge tubes. Being made of plastics and resin, LEDs have superb mechanical strength allowing them to withstand considerable vibration and shock. As there is no glass to shatter and no filament to break, LEDs can withstand much more physical abuse than the incandescent lamp.

Since LEDs do not depend on thermal radiation of low light, they tend to be free of waste and wear and consequently have very long lifetimes. When operated properly, many LEDs can be expected to provide over 10 years of continuous use, thereby minimising the need for costly maintenance.

It is not true that LEDs generate no heat at all, and we describe shortly how some high-power types actually require heat-sinking under certain conditions! In general, however, the process of converting electrical current into light is an efficient one, and generates little heat compared to incandescent lamps. Inevitably, this leads to significant energy savings.

In order to produce the same amount of light as an incandescent lamp, an LED consumes only a fraction of the electrical power. For example, an LED cluster designed to replace a 30W incandescent bulb in an automotive application would consume only around 2W while producing the same level of brightness.

The appealing feature of the LED, though, is the ease with which it can be “driven”. Since the voltage and current levels are low, the power requirements are usually much less than those of other light sources. As well as making the LEDs highly suitable for battery-powered, and even solar-powered, applications, it also makes it much simpler to design the drive circuits.

Later, we start to examine the techniques and circuits that can be used not just to drive an LED, but also to get the best out of it in different applications. First, however, we examine the different terminology associated with LEDs and light sources.

**Terminology**

When designing an LED circuit, one of the main considerations is “how bright must it be?”. For visible-light LEDs (i.e., not infrared applications), “brightness” is very much a subjective quantity. Furthermore, our visual sensitivity to light varies strongly as a function of wavelength. The human eye has maximum sensitivity to light in the yellow-green part of the spectrum (around 550nm), where it is around 20 times more sensitive than the red part of the spectrum (above 660nm). Thus, a red LED emitting exactly the same light energy as a green LED would appear considerably dimmer to the human eye.

You will be familiar with electrical quantities such as voltage, current, impedance, and so on. However, you may be less conversant with quantities associated with photometry, quantities such as luminance which at one time or another has had several apparently arcane units, such as the Stilb, Apostilb, Lambert, foot-Lambert, Blondel, Dandelion and Nit.

Fortunately, when dealing with LEDs, three quantities, namely luminous flux, luminous intensity and luminous efficacy, are generally sufficient for describing the photometrical behaviour of a particular device. In simple terms, we can conceive of luminous flux as light energy radiating from a point source and crossing through a unit area on the surface of an imaginary sphere. The unit of luminous flux is the lumen (lm) or milli-lumen (mLm).

Naturally, the larger the amount of luminous flux crossing a given area, the greater will be the photometrical behaviour of a particular device. In simple terms, the luminous intensity of the candela (cd) or millicandela (mcd). The luminous intensity of an LED is the figure which most closely represents its “brightness”.

In an ideal LED all of the electrical energy entering the device would be converted into emitted light. In practical devices, however, the conversion process is not 100% efficient, so it is important to have some measure of the emitted light energy relative to the input power. This is specified as...
in terms of luminous efficacy, which has units of lumens per watt (lm/W).

The efficacy of a given l.e.d. depends on several factors, in particular the kind of chip material, and also on the wavelength of the emitted light.

**Typical Characteristics**

In order to get a feel for the terms used when specifying an l.e.d., we will examine the characteristics of two Agilent (formerly Hewlett Packard) l.e.d.s, the green HLMP-1000, and the older red HLMP-1000. Table 1 lists some of the most important characteristics specified at given levels of forward current.

The forward current, symbol $I_F$, is simply the current flowing through the l.e.d. when it is forward biased. Not surprisingly, the forward current has a pronounced effect on the luminous intensity: the greater the current, the brighter the l.e.d. The HLMP-1000 and HLMP-1503 both exhibit a fairly linear relationship between intensity and current. For example, doubling the forward current will roughly double the intensity, although this is not the case for all l.e.d.s.

We can see that the green l.e.d. is typically five times brighter than the red type, even though the green l.e.d.’s specified forward current is half that of the red part. Whether or not a luminous intensity of 1 mcd to 5 mcd is sufficient will naturally depend on the particular application. Although it may be adequate for dull ambient light conditions, it may be necessary to drive the l.e.d. at a higher forward current, or select a brighter part, if it is to be viewed in bright sunlight.

The viewing angle is the off-axis angle at which the luminous intensity has fallen to half its axial value. This is the reason why l.e.d.s appear brighter when viewed “full on”. The HLMP-1000 and HLMP-1503 both have a reasonably broad viewing angle (60 degrees). Some l.e.d.s have a much “narrower” viewing angle. This is often the case for “high intensity” or “superbright” types, where the light is focused into a relatively narrow beam in order to maximize the device intensity.

The speed of response denotes the rate at which an l.e.d. can be switched on and off. For many applications, this characteristic is unimportant. However, for high speed signaling applications such as fibre optics, telecommunications, the l.e.d.’s switching speed can be a critical factor.

One of the l.e.d.’s most important electrical characteristics is its forward voltage, denoted $V_F$. When biased at moderate current levels, the voltage drop across a common signal diode such as the IN4148 will be in the region 600mV to 700mV. The forward voltage of an l.e.d., though, tends to be much greater than that of a signal diode, and is influenced considerably by the colour. In this example, the red l.e.d. has a lower forward voltage than the green part, even though it is operating at twice the forward current.

It is unusual for blue and white l.e.d.s to exhibit forward voltages in the region 3V to 5V. As we will see shortly, the relationship between $V_F$ and $I_F$ can play an important role in designing a suitable driver circuit.

### Table 1: Electrical Characteristics @ 25°C for HLMP-1000 and HLMP-1503

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Colour</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Typ.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Units</th>
<th>Test Conditions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$I_F$</td>
<td>Luminous</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>0-5</td>
<td>1-0</td>
<td>5-0</td>
<td>mcd</td>
<td>$I_F = 20mA$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta$</td>
<td>Viewing</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Deg.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_F$</td>
<td>Angle</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>60</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V_{FV}$</td>
<td>Forward</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>1-4</td>
<td>1-6</td>
<td>2-0</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>$I_F = 20mA$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{FV}$</td>
<td>Voltage</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>1-5</td>
<td>2-1</td>
<td>2-7</td>
<td>V</td>
<td>$I_F = 10mA$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$I_{VF}$</td>
<td>Luminous</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>595</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>lm/W</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_{VF}$</td>
<td>Efficacy</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>95</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{RC}$</td>
<td>Speed</td>
<td>Red</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ns</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\tau_{RC}$</td>
<td>Response</td>
<td>Green</td>
<td>500</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Maximum Ratings

Like all electrical components, l.e.d.s have absolute maximum ratings which should be observed when designing a particular drive circuit. Exceeding the maximum ratings may result in degraded light output, a shortened life time, or possibly complete failure of the l.e.d.

The maximum d.c. current rating specifies the upper limit on the d.c. forward current. The green HLMP-1503 has a maximum current rating of 30mA, whereas the red HLMP-1000 can tolerate a maximum level of 50mA.

The peak operating forward current indicates the maximum transient current that can be tolerated for brief durations. This is usually specified at a given frequency and duty cycle, and provides a measure of the maximum pulsed current that the part can tolerate. The HLMP-1503, for example, can tolerate peak currents as large as 90mA.

Another area where the l.e.d. differs from the “standard” diode is in terms of the maximum reverse voltage, $V_R$. Whereas rectifier diodes like the 1N4005 can tolerate reverse voltages as high as 600V, most l.e.d.s have maximum reverse breakdown voltages as low as 5V. When the breakdown voltage is exceeded, the l.e.d. experiences an “avalanche” breakdown. The reverse current flow increases rapidly as higher reverse voltages are applied. Unless steps are taken to limit the reverse current, exceeding the maximum $V_R$ rating could damage the device.

Other ratings such as maximum operating temperature and maximum power dissipation must be taken into account. Also, remember that l.e.d.s are semiconductor devices which can be damaged by excessive electrostatic discharge (ESD).

### The Bright Stuff

The HLMP-1000 and HLMP-1503, having a luminous intensity of 1 mcd to 5 mcd, are not exceptionally bright by today’s standards. When used as general purpose indicators on products such as video equipment, personal computers, photocopiers, test equipment, and so on, l.e.d.s with intensity of around 5 mcd to 20 mcd are usually adequate. However, more demanding applications – particularly where there is high ambient brightness such as outdoor uses – call for brighter l.e.d.s.

During the 1980s, manufacturers experimented with novel compound, finding that adding aluminium and phosphorus to the conventional gallium arsenide material to produce gallium aluminium arsenide phosphide (GaAlAsP) resulted in much greater intensity.

In the 1990s, developments in the compound indium gallium aluminium phosphide (InGaAlP) led to “ultrabright” l.e.d.s in red, orange, yellow and green, which produced high brightness at modest forward current levels of around 5mA to 20mA.

Terms such as “high intensity”, “superbright”, “hyperbright”, and even “super ultrabright”, are often used to describe l.e.d.s in the high brightness category. The precise meaning of these terms often varies from one manufacturer to another. As a rough guide, the high intensity types usually provide intensity in the 10 mcd to 70 mcd range, whereas the intensity of the superbright, hyperbright and ultrabright types may be anywhere from 20 mcd to 200 mcd.

At the top end of the range come the super ultrabright types (sometimes called “very high intensity” or “high power”) which often have intensity in the 100 mcd to 1000 mcd range, and may even be as high as 40 candelas or more!

High brightness l.e.d.s are quickly replacing conventional lighting in a wide variety of applications, such as stop lights, pedestrian signals and road hazard signs. Being easily visible in daylight makes them ideally suited to use in variable message signs such as the one in Times Square, New York, which displays countdowns, names and other information. Recent technical breakthroughs have made high brightness l.e.d.s available in the entire colour spectrum, including red, yellow, green, blue, violet and white.

### Light Source

Companies such as Agilent, Nichia, Siemens and Toshiba produce very bright l.e.d.s in a range of colours. Some of the brightest l.e.d.s currently available are made by a company called Luminleds Lighting of San Jose, California. Photo 3 shows a selection of Luminleds l.e.d.s from the “Luxeon” range of power light sources. Of particular interest is the Luxeon “Star” at the bottom right. This device comprises a powerful l.e.d. mounted on an aluminium-core p.c.b. which allows the device to be mounted on a heatsink for optimum cooling. It is available in white, green, blue, royal blue, cyan, red, orange and amber. The standard version of the Luxeon Star can be operated at a forward current as high as 350mA. Note that this is a continuous d.c. current rating, not a peak rating, and much greater than the maximum forward current rating of the majority of common l.e.d.s.
At 350mA, the luminous intensity of the Luxeon Star ranges from 80 to an incredible 825 candelas (not millicandelas), depending on the colour! When operated at 350mA, the forward voltage of the device is typically around 3.5V, corresponding to an electrical input power of 1.2W. Although much of this power is converted to light, a good deal is given off as heat, hence the need for heatsinking to cool the l.e.d. chip.

So bright are the Lumileds l.e.d.s that certain blue types require a Class 2 Laser safety warning, which cautions users not to stare directly into the beam.

When testing the LXHL-PE01, the author was surprised at just how much light the sample emitted with only a few hundred microamps of forward current. With the current increased to around 50mA, the forward voltage of the device contains all the colours of the visible spectrum, how is it possible to make an l.e.d. that emits white light?

Essentially, there are two techniques that may be employed to produce an l.e.d. that has a white appearance. One method consists of red, green, and blue l.e.d. chips packaged closely together, such that the emitted light beams “mix together” to form a composite colour. This kind of array is capable of producing a variety of colours, but with the appropriate currents flowing in each chip, the combination appears white.

The second technique, pioneered mainly by Nichia in Japan in the mid-1990s, employs a blue l.e.d. chip coated with a white inorganic phosphor material. When the blue light strikes the inner surface of the phosphor, the device emits a broadband white glow. In simple terms, this technique can be considered a combination of electroluminescence and phosphorescence, and is widely used in modern white l.e.d.s.

Over the past few years, white l.e.d.s have become much more commonplace and are finding applications in portable devices such as laptop computers and mobile phones, where they are well suited to backlighting the display, and are also used to illuminate the phone’s keypad. High brightness types are also replacing incandescent bulbs in flashlights where their energy efficiency and ruggedness are obvious advantages.

However, like the blue l.e.d.s on which they are based, white l.e.d.s exhibit a fairly large forward voltage, sometimes as high as 5V. Naturally, this poses problems for low-voltage applications, such as battery-powered equipment with just one or two cells. However, we shall show in a later article how special circuit techniques can be used to drive white l.e.d.s from power sources as low as one volt. For the moment, though, we shall examine some of the basic techniques for illuminating, or “driving”, an l.e.d.

Current Control

The l.e.d. is essentially a current-controlled device in that the forward current, I_F, must be controlled, or regulated, in some way so as to produce a well-defined light intensity. We showed earlier that luminous intensity is directly dependent on the forward current, and many l.e.d.s exhibit a fairly linear relationship between the two quantities.

Forward voltage, V_F, is also dependent on forward current, although in a highly non-linear fashion. The curves shown in Fig.2, generated from actual measurements on samples of the HLMP-1000 3mm red l.e.d. and a 5mm green l.e.d., illustrate the non-linear relationship between V_F and I_F.

The test data were obtained using the simple circuit shown alongside the graph, where a variable current source is used to excite the l.e.d. sample.

Note the marked difference in the shape of the characteristics. As the forward current (plotted on the Y-axis) is increased from zero, the forward voltage of the red l.e.d. also increases until it reaches around 1.6V. At this point, further increases in I_F have little effect on V_F, which remains fairly constant over the vertical part of the characteristic. The green l.e.d., however, exhibits a more gradual increase in V_F, resulting in an “exponential” shape to its characteristic.

As well as having differently-shaped characteristics, the l.e.d.s also exhibit significant differences in V_F at any given value of I_F. For example, at I_F = 20mA, the red l.e.d. has V_F = 1.65V, whereas the forward voltage of the green sample, 3.27V, is roughly twice as large.

It is often the case that l.e.d.s with shorter wavelength (blue, green, etc.) have significantly larger V_F than long-wavelength l.e.d.s (orange and red).

Resistor Biasing

The simplest way to control the l.e.d.’s forward current is to use a series resistor as...
shown in Fig.3a. Since the resistor, R1, and the l.e.d., D1, are connected in series, the same current, I1, flows through both. The magnitude of the current is given by:

\[ I_1 = \frac{V_s - V_F}{R_1} \]  

where \( V_s \) is the voltage dropped across R1, \( V_F \) is the l.e.d.’s forward voltage, and \( V_s \) is the d.c. supply voltage. This equation can be rearranged to give an expression for \( R_1 \):

\[ R_1 = \frac{V_s - V_F}{I_1} \]

Therefore, assuming we have a fairly well regulated supply voltage, and knowing the desired value of forward current, we may use this formula to select R1. However, there is a problem – what value of \( V_F \) should we use?

One solution is to use the typical value quoted in the manufacturer’s data sheet. However, as we saw in Table 1, \( V_F \) is usually quoted only at one value of \( I_1 \). For other values of forward current, \( V_F \) could be significantly different. Fortunately, many manufacturers also publish the l.e.d.’s characteristics, usually in a form similar to the curves in Fig.2.

Although such characteristics only represent typical performance, they can be useful in determining an approximate relationship between \( V_F \) and \( I_1 \).

As an example, assume we wish to operate the 3mm red l.e.d. at a forward current of 10mA from a 5V supply. The characteristic shows that \( V_F \) is approximately 1.63V at \( I_1 = 10mA \). Inserting these values into the formula gives \( R_1 = 330 \Omega \). The nearest preferred value being 330Ω. Using this value would establish the operating conditions for the red l.e.d. to be identical to that of \( I_1 \) for the green l.e.d. for the green part would be much lower, at around 14.5mA.

These examples show that the series characteristics must be chosen carefully to suit a particular l.e.d. type, otherwise significant differences in forward current, leading to noticeable shifts in intensity, will arise.

Series L.E.D.s

The arrangement in Fig.3b shows how several l.e.d.s may be connected in series, provided, of course, that the supply voltage is large enough to support them. For a given value of \( I_1 \), the required series resistance is given by:

\[ R_1 = \frac{V_s - nV_F}{I_1} \]  

where \( n \) is the number of l.e.d.s in the string. Since the same forward current flows through each l.e.d., this approach is only suitable for l.e.d.s having similar characteristics, otherwise the luminous intensity could vary considerably from one l.e.d. to another.

Provided the l.e.d.s are of the same type, we may assume that they have the same forward voltage, \( V_F \), and thereby simplify the expression for \( R_1 \):

\[ R_1 = \frac{V_s - nV_F}{I_1} \]  

Parallel L.E.D.s

For cases where the available voltage is too low to support several l.e.d.s in series, the natural alternative is to connect them in parallel. Fig.4 shows the wrong way and the right way to do this.

In Fig.4a, two l.e.d.s connected in parallel share the same series resistor, R1. However, the total current \( I_1 \) flowing through R1 will not divide equally between the l.e.d.s unless they share exactly the same characteristic. For example, if we connected the above-mentioned 3mm red and 5mm green l.e.d.s in parallel, the red l.e.d., which has much lower forward voltage at all current levels, would “pull down” the common forward voltage, \( V_F \), to its own level, thereby starving the green l.e.d. of current.

Under these conditions, \( I_1 \) would not equal \( I_{1p} \) and most of the available current, \( I_1 \), would flow in the red l.e.d. As a result, the green l.e.d. would either appear very dim, or may even be completely “off”. The recommended solution is shown in Fig.4b, where each l.e.d. has its own series resistor.

This approach allows each resistor to be chosen individually to produce the required intensity in its series l.e.d.

Using an A.C. Supply

For cases where a suitable d.c. supply is not available, it is possible to drive an l.e.d. directly from an a.c. power source. The circuit in Fig.5a illustrates the simplest way of doing this. However, this basic solution should only be used when the peak value of the a.c. supply voltage, \( V_{ac} \), is less than 5V, or so, otherwise the l.e.d. could suffer reverse breakdown on negative half cycles of \( V_{ac} \).

For cases where \( V_{ac} \) exceeds 5V, one of the circuits in Fig.5b or Fig.5c may be used. The circuit in Fig.5b uses a series diode, D1, to block reverse current flow through the l.e.d. when the potential at test point TP2 is positive with respect to TP1. However, when TP1 is positive with respect to TP2, both D1 and the l.e.d. are forward biased, and the instantaneous value of forward current through the series chain is:

\[ I_f = \frac{V_{ac} - V_D - V_F}{R_1} \]  

where \( V_I \) is the instantaneous voltage across D1 and \( V_F \) is the instantaneous forward voltage across D2.

The value of R1 must be large enough to ensure that the peak forward current (occurring when \( V_F \) is at its positive peak) is less than the l.e.d.’s maximum peak forward current rating. Also, diode D1’s peak reverse voltage rating must be greater than the peak negative a.c. voltage. For low voltage applications, a signal diode such as the 1N4148 may be adequate, but for mains operation, a diode such as the 1N4004 with a reverse voltage rating greater than 350V would be necessary.

The circuit shown in Fig.5c employs D1 as a shunt across the l.e.d. to limit, or clamp, the reverse l.e.d. voltage to the “diode drop” of D1. On positive half cycles, when the l.e.d. is forward biased, the diode sees a
reverse voltage equal to the relatively small forward voltage of the l.e.d. Therefore, D1 needs only a small reverse voltage rating, allowing practically any diode with adequate current rating to be used.

Furthermore, since the diode is no longer in series with the l.e.d., no voltage is “wasted” across it, which can be a significant advantage for low voltage supplies.

The circuit in Fig.5c appears superior to that in Fig.5b, but we must also consider the power dissipation in resistor R1. We can see that the current flowing across the diode is rectified, whereas the required average current, I_{av}, is large, such as a mains-powered application. In Fig.5b, current flows through the resistor only on positive half cycles of V_{ac}, so its average power dissipation is roughly half that of the resistor in Fig.5c where current flows in R1 on both half cycles of V_{ac}.

Half Wave Rectification

For each circuit, the l.e.d. current, I_{l.e.d.} only flows on positive half cycles of V_{ac}. In other words, the l.e.d. current is *half wave rectified*, since the l.e.d. is acting not just as a light emitter, but also as a rectifying element. This fact must be taken into account when selecting the value of resistor R1 to give adequate l.e.d. brightness.

Since an l.e.d.’s apparent brightness is determined by the average forward current flowing through it, we must select a value of R1 that will set the average value of I_{l.e.d.} sufficient to provide adequate intensity. For cases where the supply is sinusoidal, it can be shown that the value of R1 is related to the required average current, I_{av}, by the equation:

\[ R1 = \frac{\sqrt{2} \times V_{rms}}{\pi \times I_{av}} \ (\Omega) \]

where \( V_{rms} \) is the root-mean-square (r.m.s.) value of the a.c. voltage source.

For example, let’s say we wish to establish an average current of 20mA through the 3mm red l.e.d. using the circuit of Fig.5c with a 6V r.m.s. voltage source. Taking \( V_{rms} = 1.65\)V, the equation yields R1 = 108.8\( \Omega \), the nearest preferred value being 110\( \Omega \).

For a half wave rectified sinewave, the peak and average current values are related by \( I_{peak} = \frac{\pi}{2} \times I_{av} \); so in this example, the peak current value is \( \pi \times 20mA = 62.8mA \), safely within the HLMP-1000 l.e.d.’s power rating.

Mains Operation

Operating an l.e.d. directly from the mains voltage supply can be extremely dangerous and should not be attempted unless proper precautions are taken. The lack of an isolating transformer means that the l.e.d. could be at live mains potential. Unless steps are taken to insulate the l.e.d. in some way, this could prove fatal.

A further problem involves the power rating of the series resistor. When operating on a 240V r.m.s. mains supply, the resistor required to set an average l.e.d. current of just 20mA would need a power rating in excess of 10 watts!

However, assuming that the l.e.d. can be properly insulated to prevent lethal shocks, the circuit shown in Fig.6 provides an alternative approach for mains operation. Here, most of the mains voltage is dropped across capacitor C1, which – being a reactance – dissipates no power. The small-valued resistor R1 is necessary only to limit power-up transients and requires only a low power rating. For a particular value of average forward current, I_{Fav}, the required value of C1 is given by:

\[ C1 = \frac{I_{Fav}}{0.9 \times \pi \times V_{rms} \times f} \]

where \( f \) is the frequency of the mains supply and \( V_{rms} \) is the r.m.s. value of \( V_{rms} \). This equation takes account of the fact that the capacitor current, I_{c}, flows on both half cycles of \( V_{rms} \) whereas I_{l.e.d.} flows in the l.e.d. only on positive half cycles.

For example, with \( V_{rms} = 240V \), and a 50Hz supply frequency, an average current of I_{Fav} = 10mA would require a 295nF capacitor. Choosing a 330nF preferred value would result in I_{l.e.d.} = 11.2mA.

Although this technique requires a class X capacitor rated at full mains voltage and safety requirements, the capacitor size would be much smaller than a high power resistor. Furthermore, since C1 dissipates no power, the heat generated by the circuit is negligible.

Next Month

Having shown how l.e.d.s can be operated on sinusoidal a.c. sources, we shall show in the next part of this series how other a.c. waveshapes, such as square waves, can be put to good use in varying an l.e.d.’s brightness. We will also look at the best ways to interface l.e.d.s with logic devices, and examine a variety of l.e.d. flasher circuits.
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Everyday Practical Electronics, September 2004
High Speed Binary To Decimal For PICs

Peter Hemsley

It really is amazingly fast!

Many microcontroller projects use alphanumeric liquid crystal displays (l.c.d.s) to display information to the user. This information includes numeric data which would normally be in binary format. However, most people like to see numbers as decimal, thus making binary to decimal an essential library routine for the programmer.

In this maths lesson we show you how to express a binary number in terms of powers of ten, and so create a super-fast 16-bit binary-to-decimal routine for PICs.

Converting base 2 to base 10 directly would prove excessively long because there would be 16 bits to process, each of them individually, therefore a different method is required. No doubt you are all familiar with writing binary numbers as hexadecimal digits, converting hex to decimal would involve processing only four hex digits, which is a significant simplification.

Base Line

If the four hex digits of a 16-bit binary number are represented by H3 (msd), H2, H1 and H0 (lsd) then a number N can be expressed as:

\[ N = H3 \times 4096 + H2 \times 256 + H1 \times 16 + H0 \]

Expand the expression to:

\[ N = H3 \times 4000 + H3 \times 90 + H3 \times 6 + H2 \times 200 + H2 \times 50 + H2 \times 6 + H1 \times 10 + H1 \times 6 + H0 \]

Now group together the terms of powers of ten:

\[ N = H3 \times 4 \times 1000 + H2 \times 2 \times 100 + (H3 \times 9 + H2 \times 5 + H1) \times 10 + 6 \times (H3 + H2 + H1) + H0 \]

Writing each term separately:

\[ D0 = 6 \times (H3 + H2 + H1) + H0 \]
\[ D1 = H3 \times 9 + H2 \times 5 + H1 \]
\[ D2 = H2 \times 2 \]
\[ D3 = H3 \times 4 \]

The Dxs are not decimal digits (as yet) but they are expressed in terms of powers of ten and the sum total of them does add up to the original binary number N. We want to use a single byte for each Dx but D0 could exceed 255, also D1 contains a multiply by 9 and 5, both being inconvenient to write in assembler. So let’s try and simplify the multiplications to overcome these problems, starting with the original expression:

\[ N = H3 \times 4096 + H2 \times 256 + H1 \times 16 + H0 \]

We can re-write this as \[ N = H3 \times (4100 – 4) + H2 \times (260 – 4) + H1 \times (20 – 4) + H0 \]

This looks better, no odd numbers, some easy multiplication by powers of two, and four zeros (which means they can be ignored, \( X \times 0 = 0 \)). On the downside there are three subtractions, but as we shall see these will eventually combine into a single term.

Now repeat to obtain the Dxs:

\[ D0 = H0 – (H3 + H2 + H1) \times 4 \]
\[ D1 = H2 \times 2 \]
\[ D2 = H2 \times 2 \]
\[ D3 = H3 \times 4 \]

Everything looks good so far except for D0, which could have a positive or a negative value. First let’s find the limits of D0 by putting numbers into the expression. Since each hex digit ranges from 0 to 15 the minimum and maximum values for D0 are:

\[ D0 = 0 \] to \[ 15 \] which makes the Dx’s negative pays dividends. To do the division we simply keep adding 10 until the result goes positive and at the same time subtracting 1 from the next higher order Dx. This results in a positive remainder in the Dx. An overflow is needed for D3. This is D4 (ten thousands digit) with an initial overflow of 10 until the result goes positive and at the same time subtracting 1 from the next higher order Dx. This results in a positive remainder in the Dx. An overflow is needed for D3. This is D4 (ten thousands digit) with an initial
value of 0 plus 7 carried over from D3. The final set of expressions are:

\[
\begin{align*}
D_0 &= H_0 - (H_3 + H_2 + H_1) \times 4 - 20 \\
D_1 &= H_2 \times 6 + H_1 \times 2 - 128 \\
D_2 &= H_3 + H_2 \times 2 - 47 \\
D_3 &= H_3 \times 4 - 64 \\
D_4 &= 7
\end{align*}
\]

Reduce D0 to D3 such that \(D(x) = D(x) \mod 10\), and \(D(x+1) = D(x+1) + D(x) \div 10\)

**PIC Routine**

The PIC routine in Listing 1 is the author’s implementation of these expressions to produce a 16-bit binary-to-decimal routine. It has been highly optimised to use the PIC’s architecture and instructions to the full, resulting in a compact and very fast routine. If you require the digits to be in ASCII text format, simply add 48 to each digit before outputting it.

For the interest of budding PIC programmers, and experts alike, here is some of the PIC-trickery (programming tricks) used by the author to make the routine more efficient.

Multiplying a number by 2 is usually achieved using RLF with the Carry clear. However, if the Carry is set prior the execution of RLF then: \(RLF \times 2 + 1\).

To make a positive number negative, the sequence COMF and INCF would normally be used. But what, in mathematical terms, would be the result of COMF alone? Simply it is \(COMF X = -X - 1\). To obtain the lower nibble of a number in the W register ANDLW 0x0F would be used, and followed by ADDLW 0xF0 (–16 decimal) to subtract 16 from the W register. These two instructions can be replaced by a single IORLW.

If the Carry is required to be clear (or set) for a particular operation try and find a place in your program where the Carry is guaranteed to be in the required state. This saves having to use CLRC and SETC instructions, the author uses these instructions only when necessary.

**Download**

Listing 1 is available for Free download from our Downloads site, access via www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. It is in the PIC Tricks folder within the main PIC source codes folder.
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**DISCOVERING ELECTRONIC CLOCKS**

W. D. Phillips

This is a whole book about designing and making electronic clocks. You start by choosing your circuits and combining them together, then build a circuit diagram, followed by a physical circuit diagram and finally a printed circuit board pattern. The book provides all the information you need to make a perfect electronic clock. It is packed with practical projects and includes numerous step-by-step photographs. The designs include a rover vehicle, a virtual pet, a robot arm, and “intelligent” dispense and a colour conscious robot that will try to grab objects of a specific colour.
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**MICROCONTROLLER COOKBOOK**

Mike James

This practical book provides real solutions to problems shown in this cookbook. It is packed with practical projects and includes numerous step-by-step photographs. The designs include a rover vehicle, a virtual pet, a robot arm, and “intelligent” dispense and a colour conscious robot that will try to grab objects of a specific colour.
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**A BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO TTL DIGITAL ICs**

R. A. Penfold

This book first covers all the basics of simple logic circuits in general, and then progresses to specific TTL logic integrated circuits. The devices covered include gates, oscillators, timers, flip-flops, dividers, and decoder circuits. Some practical circuits are used to illustrate the use of TTL devices in the “real world”.
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**PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULARIES**
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CD-ROM
The complete collection of *The Amateur Scientist* (American magazine). Over 1,000 classic science projects from renowned sources worldwide. All projects are rated for cost, difficulty and interest. Plus over 1,000 pages of helpful science techniques that never appeared in *Scientific American*.

**Exciting science projects in:** Astronomy; Earth Science; Physics; Biology; Weather. .. and much more! The most complete science resource ever assembled for hobbyists, and professionals looking for new solutions to research problems.
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CD-ROM
Clive (Max) Maxfield and Alvin Brown
This follow-up to Bebop to the Boolean Boogie is a multimedia extravaganza of information about how computers work. It picks up where Bebop left off, guiding you through the fascinating world of computer design . . . and you'll have a few chuckles along the way. In addition to over 200 megabytes of mega-cool multimedia, the CD-ROM contains a virtual microcomputer, simulating the motherboard and standard computer peripherals in an extremely realistic manner, in addition to a wealth of technical information, myriad nuggets of trivia, and, of course, chuckles, if not belly laughs, along the way. In addition, the CD-ROM contains a set of lab experiments for the student who wants to recreate the experiences of early computer pioneers. If you're the slightest bit interested in the inner workings of computers, don't dare to miss this!

Over 800 pages in Adobe Acrobat format
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**DIGITAL ELECTRONICS – A PRACTICAL APPROACH**
With Free Software – Number One Systems-PC Professional XM and Pulsar (Limited Functionality)
Robert Monk
Covers binary arithmetic, Boolean algebra and logic gates, combination logic, sequential logic including the design and construction of asynchronous and synchronous circuits and register circuits. Together with a considerable practical content plus the additional attraction of its close association with computer-aided design including the FREE software.

There is a 'how-to-do' guide to the use of EASY-PC Professional XM (a schematic drawing and printed circuit board design computer package). The guide also guides the reader through logic circuit simulation using Pulsar software. Chapters on p.c.b. physics and p.c.b. production techniques make the book useful, and with its host of project ideas make it an ideal companion for the integrative assignment and common skills components required by BTEC and the key skills demanded by ONVQ. The principal aim of the book is to provide a straightforward approach to the understanding of digital electronics.

Those who prefer the 'Teach-In' approach or would rather experiment with some simple circuits should find the book's final chapters on printed circuit board production and project ideas especially useful.

250 pages
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**OSCILLOSCOPES – FIFTH EDITION**
Ian Hickman
Oscilloscopes are essential tools for checking circuit operation and diagnosing faults. This handy guide to oscilloscopes is essential reading for anyone who has to use oscilloscopes in their work or hobby; electronics design engineers, technicians, anyone involved in industry involved in test and measurement, electronics enthusiasts . . . Ian Hickman's review of all the latest types of 'scope currently available will prove especially useful for anyone planning to buy – or even build – an oscilloscope. The contents include a description of the basic oscilloscope; Advanced real-life applications: Accessories; Using oscilloscopes; Sampling oscilloscopes; Digital storage oscilloscopes; Oscilloscopes for special purposes; How oscilloscopes work (1): the CRT; How oscilloscopes work (2): circuits; How oscilloscopes work (3): storage CRTs; plus a listing of Oscilloscope manufacturers and suppliers.
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**EDA – WHERE ELECTRONICS BEGINS**
Clive "Max" Maxfield and Kuho Goyal Edson

"Did you ever wonder how the circuit boards and silicon chips inside your personal computer were designed? This book walks you through the process of designing a city on an alien planet and compares it to designing an electronic system. The result is a fun, light-hearted and entertaining way to learn about one of the most important – and least understood – industries in the world."
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**PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FAULT FINDING AND TROUBLESHOOTING**
Robin Pain
To be a real fault finder, you must be able to get a feel for what is going on in the circuit you are examining. In this book, Robin Pain explains the fundamental techniques needed to be a fault finder.

Simple circuit examples are used to illustrate principles and concepts fundamental to the process of fault finding. This is not a book of theory, it is a book of practical tips, hints and rules of thumb, all of which will equip you with the know-how to tackle any job. You may be an engineer or technician in search of information and guidance, a college student, a hobbyist building a project from a magazine, or simply a keen self-taught amateur who is interested in electronic fault finding but finds books on the subject too mathematical or specialised. The fundamental principles of analogue and digital fault finding are described (although, of course, there is no such thing as a "digital fault" – all faults are by nature analogue). This book is written entirely for a fault finder using only the basic fault-finding equipment: a digital multimeter and an oscilloscope. The treatment is non-mathematical (apart from Ohm's law) and all examples are worked out.
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**DIGITAL GATES AND FLIP-FLOPS**
Ian R. Sinclair
This book, intended for enthusiasts, students and technicians, seeks to establish with a firm foundation in digital electronics by treating the topics of gates and flip-flops thoroughly and from the beginning. Topics such as Boolean algebra and truth table mapping are explained, demonstrated and used extensively, and more attention is paid to the subject of synchronous counters than to the simple but less important ripple counters. No background other than a basic knowledge of electronics is assumed, and the more theoretical topics are explained from the beginning, as also are many working practices. The book concludes with an explanation of microprocessor techniques as applied to digital logic.
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**UNDERSTANDING ELECTRONIC CONTROL SYSTEMS**
Owen Bishop
Owen Bishop has produced a concise, readable text to introduce a wide range of students, technicians and professionals to an important area of electronics: Control. It is a highly mathematical subject, but here maths is kept to a minimum, with flow charts to illustrate principles and techniques instead of equations. Cutting edge topics such as microcontrollers, neural networks and fuzzy control are all here, making this an ideal refresher course for those working in industry. Basic principles, control algorithms and hardened control systems are also fully covered so the resulting book is a comprehensive text and well suited to college courses or background reading for university students.

The text is supported by questions under the headings Keeping Up and Test Your Knowledge so that the reader can develop a sound understanding and the ability to apply the techniques they are learning.
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**HOW ELECTRONIC THINGS WORK – AND WHAT TO DO WHEN THEY DON’T**
Robert Goodman
You never again have to be flummoxed, flustered or taken for a ride by a piece of electronic equipment. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp on the workings of the electronic world that surrounds you – and even learn to make your own repairs.

You don’t need any technical experience. This book gives you: Clear explanations of how things work, written in everyday language. Easy-to-follow illustrated instructions on using test equipment to diagnose problems. Guidelines to help you decide for or against professional repair. The important equipment needed to do your own repair. The basic test instruments work and how they can be used. How to work with electronics equipment. With this fully illustrated, simple-to-use guide, you will get a grasp on the workings of the electronic world that surrounds you – and even learn to make your own repairs.

The fundamental principles of analogue and digital fault finding are explained in simple terms with a minimum of mathematical analysis. The book covers analogue and digital meters, bridges, oscilloscopes, signal generators, counters, timers and frequency measurement. The practical uses of these instruments are also examined.
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**VINTAGE RADIOS – COLLECTING / SERVICING / RESTORING**
Tony Thompson
The essential guide to collecting, repairing and restoring vintage radio valves. These receivers are becoming ever more popular as collectibles, this is a good thing because it means that a very large piece of technological history is being reclaimed when at one time many thought it lost forever. If you look around, you will find plenty of valve radios just waiting for a loving restoration. They may not yet be the most highly prized, and their performance is likely not in top condition, but they can be yours and, if you develop the skills outlined in this book, you will possess something special.
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ELECTRONIC PROJECTS FOR EXPERIMENTERS
R. A. Penfold
Many electronic hobbyists who have been pursuing their hobby for a number of years seem to suffer from the dreaded “seen it all before” syndrome. This book is fairly and squarely aimed at sufferers of this complaint, plus any other electronic enthusiasts who year to try something a bit different.

The subjects covered include:- Magnetic field detector, Basic Hall effect compass, Hall effect voltage isolation, Voice scrambler/descrambler, Balter detector, Battery style echo locator, Noise cancelling, LED stroboscope, Infra-red “torch”, Electronic breeze detector, Class D power amplifier, Strain gauge amplifier, Super hearing aid.

138 pages Order code BP71 £5.45

PRACTICAL FIBRE-OPTIC PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
White fibre-optic cables may have potential advantages over ordinary electrical cables, for the electronics enthusiast it is probably their novelty value that makes them worthy of exploration. Fibre-optic cables provide an innovative interesting alternative to electrical cables, but in most cases they also represent a practical approach to the problem. This book provides a number of tried and tested circuits for projects that utilise fibre-optic cables.

The projects include:- Simple audio link, F.M. audio link, P.W.M. audio links, Simple d.c. links, P.W.M. d.c. link, P.W.M. motor speed control, RS232C data links, MIDI link, Loop alarms, R.P.I.M. meter.

All the components used in these designs are readily available, none of them require the constructor to take out a second mortgage.

120 pages Order code BP74 £5.45

ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND MIDI PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Whether you wish to save money boldly go where no musician has gone before, rekindle the pioneering spirit, or simply have fun building some electronic music gadgets, the designs featured in this book should suit your needs. The projects are all easy to build, and are so simple that even complete beginners at electronic project construction can tackle them with ease. Stripboard layout details are provided for every project, together with a wiring diagram. The mechanical side of construction has largely been left to the individual constructors to sort out, simply, because the vast majority of project builders prefer to do their own thing.

None of the designs requires the use of any test equipment in order to get them set up properly. Where any setting up is required, the procedures are very straightforward, and they are shown in full detail.

Projects covered: Simple MIDI tester, Message grabber, Byte grabber, THRU box, MIDI auto switcher, Auto/manual switcher, Manual switcher, MIDI patchbay, MIDI controlled switcher, MIDI lead tester, Program change pedal, Improved program change pedal, Bass mixer, Stereo mixer, Electronic swell pedal, Metronome, analogue echo unit.

136 pages Order code PC116 £5.45

VIDEO PROJECTS FOR THE ELECTRONICS CONSTRUCTOR
R. A. Penfold
Written by highly respected author R. A. Penfold, this book contains a collection of electronic projects specially designed for video enthusiasts. All the projects can be simply constructed, and most are suitable for the newcomer to project construction, as they are assembled on stripboard.

There are faders, wipers and effects units which will add originality and sparkle to your video recordings, an audio mixer and noise reducer to enhance your soundtracks and a basic computer control interface. Also, there is a useful selection on basic video production techniques to get you started.

Circuits include: video enhancer, improved video enhancer, video fader, horizontal wipe, improved wipe, negative video unit, fade to grey unit, black and white layer, vertical video fader, stereo layer, stereo video mixer, stereo headphone amplifier, dynamic noise reducer, automatic fader, pulser, fade and a computer control interface, 12 volt mains power supply.

124 pages Order code PC115 £5.45

THEORY AND REFERENCE

SCROGGE’S FOUNDATIONS OF WIRELESS AND ELECTRONICS – ELEVENTH EDITION
S. W. Amos and Roger Amos
Scrogge’s Foundations is a classic text for anyone working with electronics, who needs to know the art and craft of the subject. It covers both the theory and practical aspects of a huge range of topics from valve and tube technology, and the application of cathode ray tubes to radar, to digital systems and optical recording techniques.

Since Foundations of Wireless was first published over 60 years ago, it has helped many thousands of readers to become familiar with the principles of radio and electronics. The original author Sowday was succeeded by Scrogge in the 1980s, whose name became synonymous with this classic primer for practitioners and students alike. S. W. Amos, one of the fathers of modern electronics and the author of many books in the area, took over the revision of this book in the 1980s and it is he, with his son, who have produced this latest version.

396 pages Order code NE23 £13.99

PROJECT BUILDING

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS
Owen Bishop
Getting the Most From Your Multimeter
This book is primarily aimed at beginners and those of limited experience of electronics. Chapter 1 covers the basics of analogue and digital multimeters, discussing the relationships and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2 various methods of component checking are described, including tests for transistors, thyristors, resistors, capacitors and diodes. Circuit testing is covered in Chapter 3, with subjects such as voltage, current and continuity checks being discussed.

In the main little or no previous knowledge or experience is assumed. Using these simple component and circuit testing techniques the reader should be able to confidently tackle servicing of most electronic projects.

96 pages Order code BP239 £5.49

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS
Owen Bishop
This book deals with the subject in a non-mathematical way it reviews the main types of filter, explaining in simple terms how each type works and how it is used.

The book also presents a dozen filter-based projects with applications in and around the home or in the construction workshops. These include a number of audio projects such as a rhythm sequencer and a multi-voiced squarewave generator, and a number of radio applications such as a turning point detector, a simple clock, a clock chime and a simple clock alarm.

Concluding the book is a practical step-by-step guide to designing simple filters for a wide range of purposes, with circuit diagrams and worked examples.

188 pages Order code BP239 £5.49

PREAMPLIFIER AND FILTER CIRCUITS
R. A. Penfold
This book provides circuits and background information on a range of preamplifiers, plus tone controls, filters, mixers, etc. The use of modern low noise operational amplifiers and a specialist high performance audio preamplifier is discussed, together with the relative merits and the limitations of the two types. In Chapter 2 tested circuits for projects that utilize fibre-optic cables are featured.


All the components used in these designs are readily available, none of them require the constructor to take out a second mortgage.

120 pages Order code BP74 £5.45

ELECTRONIC MUSIC AND MIDI PROJECTS
R. A. Penfold
Whether you wish to save money boldly go where no musician has gone before, rekindle the pioneering spirit, or simply have fun building some electronic music gadgets, the designs featured in this book should suit your needs. The projects are all easy to build, and are so simple that even complete beginners at electronic project construction can tackle them with ease. Stripboard layout details are provided for every project, together with a wiring diagram. The mechanical side of construction has largely been left to the individual constructors to sort out, simply, because the vast majority of project builders prefer to do their own thing.

None of the designs requires the use of any test equipment in order to get them set up properly. Where any setting up is required, the procedures are very straightforward, and they are shown in full detail.

Projects covered: Simple MIDI tester, Message grabber, Byte grabber, THRU box, MIDI auto switcher, Auto/manual switcher, Manual switcher, MIDI patchbay, MIDI controlled switcher, MIDI lead tester, Program change pedal, Improved program change pedal, Bass mixer, Stereo mixer, Electronic swell pedal, Metronome, analogue echo unit.

136 pages Order code PC116 £5.45

BOOK ORDERING DETAILS

All prices include UK postage. For postage to Europe (air) and the rest of the world (surface) please add £2 per book. For the rest of the world airmail add £3 per book. CD-ROM prices include VAT and/or postage to anywhere in the world. Prices include a cheque or international money order (£ sterling only) made payable to Direct Book Service or card details, Visa, Mastercard, Amex, Diners Club or Maestro to:

DIRECT BOOK SERVICE, WIMBORNE PUBLISHING LTD.,
408 WIMBORNE ROAD EAST, FERNDOWN, DORSET BH22 9ND.

Books are normally sent within seven days of receipt of order, but please allow 28 days for delivery—more for overseas orders. Please check price and availability (see latest issue of Everyday Practical Electronics) before ordering from old lists.

For a further selection of books see the next two issues of EPE.
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Order from our online shop at: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm
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Address: ..............................................................................................................................................
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UNDERPINNING KNOWLEDGE: Electrical and Electronic Principles, etc.

SAFETY: Safety Regulations, Electrical Safety and First Aid.

PRACTICAL SKILLS: Learn how to identify Electronic Components, Avoid Static Hazards, Carry Out Soldering and Wiring, Remove and Replace Components.

TEST EQUIPMENT: How to Choose and Use Test Equipment, Assemble a Toolkit, Set Up a Workshop, and Get the Most from Your Multimeter and Oscilloscope, etc.

SERVICE TECHNIQUES: The Manual includes vital guidelines on how to Service Audio Amplifiers. The Supplements include similar guidelines for Radio Receivers, TV Receivers, Cassette Recorders, Video Recorders, Personal Computers, etc.

REFERENCE DATA: Diodes, Small-Signal Transistors, Power Transistors, Thyristors, Triacs and Field Effect Transistors. Supplements include Operational Amplifiers, Logic Circuits, Optoelectronic Devices, etc.

Full contents list available online at: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Supplements: Additional CD-ROMs each containing approximately 500 pages of additional information on specific areas of electronics are available for £19.95 each. Information on the availability and content of each Supplement CD-ROM will be sent to you.

Presentation: CD-ROM suitable for any modern PC. Requires Adobe Acrobat Reader which is included on the CD-ROM.

PLEASE send me

ORDER FORM

Simply complete and return the order form with your payment to the following address:

Wimborne Publishing Ltd,
Dept Y9,
408 Wimborne Road East,
Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND
Tel: 01202 873872. Fax: 01202 874562.

Card No .......................... Switch/Maestro Issue No ........
Valid From ..................... Expiry Date ...............
Card Security Code ...........(The last 3 digits on or just under the signature strip)

We will happily exchange any faulty CD-ROMs but since the content can be printed out we do not offer a refund on these items.

Your CD-ROM(s) will be posted to you by first class mail or airmail, normally within four working days of receipt of your order.

ORDER BOTH MANUALS TOGETHER AND SAVE £10
Printed circuit boards for most recent EPE constructional projects are available from the PCB Service, see list. These are fabricated in glass fibre, and are fully drilled and roller tinned. All prices include VAT and postage and packing. Add £1 per board for airmail outside of Europe. Remittances should be sent to The PCB Service, Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne Publishing Ltd, 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9WD. Tel: 01202 877372; Fax: 01202 875692, Email: orders@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. On-line Shop: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm. Cheques should be crossed and made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics, Wimborne, Dorset BH22 9ND. Tel: 01202 873872; Fax 01202 874562;

NOTE: While 95% of our boards are held in stock and are dispatched within seven days of receipt of order, please allow a maximum of 28 days for delivery.

Back numbers or photocasts of articles are available if required – see the Back issues page for details. We do not supply kits or components for our projects.

Please check price and availability in the latest issue.

A large number of older boards are listed on our website. Boards can only be supplied on a payment with order basis.
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**PROJECT TITLE** | **Order Code** | **Cost**
--- | --- | ---
**PICAXE Projects-2: Temperature Sensor; Voltage Sensor; 7 Segment Display (Multiboard)** | DEC 02 | 373 £3.00
**Versatile PIC Flasher** | | 377 £5.07
**PICAXE Projects-3: Chaser Lights** | JAN 03 | 373 £3.00
**6-Channel Mains Interface** | 381 £3.08
**EPE Min – Transmitter** | 378 £4.75
**Receiver** | 379 £3.39
**Wind Speed Monitor** | 380 £2.98

**Testa Transformer** | FEB 03 | 382 £5.07
**Brainbox Buggy** | 383 £3.00
**Wind Tunnel** | 384 £6.02

**200kHz Function Generator** | MAR 03 | 385 £6.34
**Wind-Up Torch Mk II** | 386 £4.75
**Driver Alert** | 387 £3.95
**Earth Resistance Logger** | APR 03 | 388 £6.02
**Intelligent Garden Lights Controller** | | 389 £3.96
**PIC PIC V2 – Software only** | |

**Door Chime** | MAY 03 | 390 £3.07
**Super Motion Sensor** | 391 £3.01

**Radio Circuits-1 MK484 TRF Receiver** | JUNE 03 | 392 £4.24
**Headphone Amp.** | 393 £4.28
**Fido Ponder** | 394 £4.91
**PICcreens L.E.D. Wall Clock** | | 14 £4.16

**EPE Mini Metal Detector** | JULY 03 | 396 £6.39
**Radio Circuits – 2 Q-Multiplier** | 397 £4.28
**MW Reflex Radio** | 398 £4.60
**Wave Trap** | 399 £4.28
**Speaker Amplifier** | 400 £2.44
**Omnimeter Adaptor MkII** | 401 £4.60
**Ultimate Egg Timer (Top Tenner)** | 403 £4.91

**EPE PIC Met Office** | AUG 03 | 402 £10.46
**Alarm System Fault Finder** | 404 £4.44
**Radio Circuits–3 Regen. Radio** | 405 £5.07
**Tuning Capacitor Board** | 406 £4.28
**Master/Slave Intercom (Top Tenner)** | 407 £4.75
**Two-Up (Top Tenner)** | 408 £4.91

**Priority Reference (Top Tenner)** | SEPT 03 | 410 £5.07
**Vibration Alarm (Top Tenner)** | 411 £5.39
**Radio Circuits–4 Varicap Tuner** | 412 £4.44
**Coil Pack – General Coverage** | 413 £5.07
**Coil Pack – Amateur Bands** | 414 £4.75
**PIC-A-Colour – Software only** | |

**Spooky Bug (Top Tenner)** | OCT 03 | 409 £5.07
**Radio Circuits-6 Crystal Marker** | 415 £4.64
**Super Regen. Receiver** | 419 £3.07
**Buffer Amplifier** | 420 £4.44

**Serial Interface for PCs and VB6** | 416 £2.23
**PIC Breakpoint – Software only** | |

**Anyone At Home – Logic Board** | NOV 03 | 421 £6.35
** – Relay Board** | 422 £6.35

**Radio Circuits-6 Direct Conversion SW Receiver** | 423 £6.02
** – PIC Random L.E.D. Flasher** | 424 £4.60

**PIC Virus Zapper MkII** | DEC 03 | 425 £5.72
**Radio Circuits–7 SW Superhet Tuner/ Mixer** | 426 £5.70
**Christmas Trees (ics) (double-sided)** | 427 £4.44
**PIC Nim Machine – Software only** | |

**Bedside Nightlight (Top Tenner)** | JAN 04 |
**Sound Trigger** | 417 £4.44
**Timing Lamp** | 418 £4.60
**Radio Circuits–8 Dual Conversion SW Rec. – I.F. Amp** | 428 £5.71
** – Signal-Strength Meter** | 429 £4.45
** – B.F.O./Prod. Detector** | 430 £4.75

**PIC Car Computer (double-sided)** | 431 £7.61
**PIC Watering Timer – Software only** | |

**GPS to PIC and PC Interface – Software only** | |

**Jazzy Necklace** | FEB 04 | 432 £6.50
**Sonic Ice Warning** | 433 £3.39
**LFC Meter** | 434 £3.00
**PIC Top-of-the-War** | 435 £3.91

**Bat-Band Converter** | MAR 04 | 436 £4.76
**MIDI Health Check – Transmitter/Receiver** | 437 £7.61
**Emergency Stand-by Light** | 438 £5.55
** – PIC Mixer for PIC Planes – Software only** | 439 £ –

**Teach-In ‘04 Part 5 – Software only** | |
If you want your advertisements to be seen by the largest readership at the most economical price our classified and semi-display pages offer the best value. The prepaid rate for semi-display space is £10 (+VAT) per single column centimetre (minimum 2.5cm). The prepaid rate for classified ads is 40p (+VAT) per word (minimum 12 words).

All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to Everyday Practical Electronics. VAT must be added. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to Everyday Practical Electronics Advertisements, Mill Lodge, Mill Lane, Thorpe-le-Soken, Essex CO16 0ED. Phone/Fax (01255) 861161.

For rates and information on display and classified advertising please contact our Advertisement Manager, Peter Mew as above.

---

**EPE NET ADDRESSES**

EPE FTP site: ftp://ftp.epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Access the FTP site by typing the above into your web browser, or by setting up an FTP session using appropriate FTP software, then go into quoted sub-directories: PIC-project source code files: /pub/PIC

PIC projects each have their own folder; navigate to the correct folder and open it, then fetch all the files contained within. Do not try to download the folder itself!

EPE text files: /pub/docs

Basic Soldering Guide: solder.txt

Ingenuity Unlimited submission guidelines: ing.unitt.txt

New readers and subscribers info: epe_info.txt

Newsletters or Useren users advice: useren.txt

Ni-Cad discussion: nicadfaq.zip and nicad2.zip

Writing for EPE advice: write4us.txt

You can also enter the FTP site via the link at the top of the main page of our home site at:

http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk

Shop now on-line: www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk/shopdoor.htm

---

**ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL V8.2**

colourful highly interactive software as used in schools and colleges. Now downloadable for just £4.95, normally £120. FREE trial download www.eptsoft.com.

---

**BOWOOD ELECTRONICS LTD**

Suppliers of Electronic Components

Place a secure order on our website or call our sales line All major credit cards accepted

Web: www.bowood-electronics.co.uk

Unit 1, McGregor’s Way, Turnmows Business Park, Chesterfield, S40 2WB. Sales: 01246 200222

Send this name for catalogue

---

**TOTALROBOTS**

**ROBOTICS, CONTROL & ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY**

High quality robot kits and components

UK distributor of the OOPic microcontroller

Secure on-line ordering

Rapid delivery

Highly competitive prices

Visit www.totalrobots.com

Tel: 0208 823 9220

---

**SWAYSCIENCE**

LOW TEMPERATURE DESOLDERING (60°C-80°C)

Remove electronic components without heat damage to semiconductors or p.c.b.s.

Cost Effective  Free Details

Safer than most solder itself

Trade and Retail Enquiries Welcome

TEL: 0778 770 3785

---

**ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY**

Laser Business Systems Ltd.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.

20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU

TEL: (020) 7373 8721

---

**BTEC ELECTRONICS TECHNOLOGY**

VCE ADVANCED ENGINEERING ELECTRONICS AND ICT

HNC AND HND ELECTRONICS

NVQ ENGINEERING AND IT

PLEASE APPLY TO COLLEGE FOR NEXT COURSE DATE

FULL PROSPECTUS FROM

LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE (Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU

---

**MISCELLANEOUS**

FREE! PROTOTYPE PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS!

Free prototype p.c.b. with quantity orders. Call Patrick on 028 9073 8897 for details. Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast BT5 4GX.

PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARDS – QUICK SERVICE. Prototype and production artwork raised from magazines or draft designs at low cost. PCBs designed from schematics. Production assembly, wiring and software programming. For details contact Patrick at Agar Circuits, Unit 5, East Belfast Enterprise Park, 308 Albertbridge Road, Belfast, BT5 4GX.

Phone 028 9073 8897, Fax 028 9073 1802, Email agar@argonet.co.uk.

VALVES AND ALLIED COMPONENTS IN STOCK.

Phone for free list. Valves, books and magazines wanted. Geoff Davies (Radio), tel. 01788 574774.

KITS, TOOLS, COMPONENTS. S.a.e. catalogue: Sir-Kit Electronics, 52 Severn Road, Clacton, CO15 3RB. www.geocities.com/sirkituk.

---

**COMPUTER SOFTWARE**

ELECTRONICS AND ELECTRICAL V8.2
colourful highly interactive software as used in schools and colleges. Now downloadable for just £4.95, normally £120. FREE trial download www.eptsoft.com.

---

**JEMELEC, UNIT 7, SHIREBROOK BUSINESS PARK, MANSFIELD, NG20 8RN**

Visit www.jemelec.com for details

---

**ELECTRICAL TECHNICAL SERVICES**

Photo-etching and other mechanical processes

Visit www.jemelec.com for details

---

**LONDON ELECTRONICS COLLEGE**

(Dept EPE) 20 PENYWERN ROAD

EARLS COURT, LONDON SW5 9SU

TEL: (020) 7373 8721

---

**Laser Business Systems Ltd.**

Products Catalogue available Online.

Worldwide delivery.

Laser Business Systems Ltd.

E-Mail: info@laser.com

http://www.laser.com

Tel: (020) 844 9788

Fax: (020) 8449 0430

---

**<Transformers>**

Transformers and Chokes for all types of circuits including specialist valve units Custom design or standard range

High and low voltage

Variable Voltage Technology Ltd

Unit 3, Sheat Manor Farm, Chilerton, Newport, Isle of Wight, PO30 9HF

Tel: 0963 243 014 Fax: 0963 721572

e-mail: sales@vlt-cowes.freewave.co.uk

www.vlttransformers.co.uk

---

**<EPE CLASSIFIED>**
**EPE SUBSCRIPTIONS**

Subscriptions for delivery direct to any address in the UK: 6 months £16.50, 12 months £31, two years £62. Overseas: 5 months £19.50 standard air service or £28.50 express air service, 12 months £37 standard air service or £55 express air service, 24 months £69 standard air service or £105 express air mail. Cheques or bank drafts (in £ sterling only) payable to Everyday Practical Electronics and sent to EPE Subs., Dept. W, Wimborne Publishing Ltd., 408 Wimborne Road East, Ferndown, Dorset BH22 9ND. Tel: 01202 873672. Fax: 01202 874562. Email: subs@epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Also via the Web at http://www.epemag.wimborne.co.uk. Subscriptions start with the next available issue. We accept MasterCard, Amex, Diners Club, Switch or Visa. (For past issues see the Back Issues page.)

**ONLINE SUBSCRIPTIONS**

Online subscriptions, for downloading the magazine via the Internet, $10.99US (approx. £7) for one year available from www.epemag.com.

**USA/CANADA SUBSCRIPTIONS**

To subscribe to the EPE from the USA or Canada please telephone Express Mag toll free on 1-877-363-1310 and have your credit card details ready. Or fax (514) 355-3352 or write to Express Mag, PO Box 2769, Plattsburgh, NY 12901-0239 or Express Mag, 8155 Larney Street, Anjou, Quebec, H1J 2L5. Email address: expsmag@expressmag.com.

Web site: www.expressmag.com. At USA price $60(US) per annum, Canada price $97(Can) per annum – 12 issues per year.

Everyday Practical Electronics, periodicals pending, ISSN 0262-3617 is published twelve times a year by Wimborne Publishing Ltd., USA agent USACAN at 1320 Route 9, Champlain, NY 12919. Subscription price in US $60(US) per annum. Periodicals postage paid at Champlain NY and at USACAN at 1320 Route 9, Champlain, NY 12919. Subscription price in Canada $60(US) per annum. Periodicals postage paid at Champlain NY and at USACAN at 1320 Route 9, Champlain, NY 12919. Periodicals postage paid at Champlain NY and at USACAN at 1320 Route 9, Champlain, NY 12919.

Everyday Practical Electronics is sold subject to the following conditions, namely that it shall not, without the written consent of the Publishers, be lent, resold, hired out or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover or by way of Trade at or above the recommended selling price shown on the cover, and that it shall not be re-used, hand or otherwise disposed of in a mutilated condition or in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade or affixed to or as part of any publication or advertising, literary or pictorial matter whatsoever.
100 WATT ACTIVE SUB BASS AMPLIFIER PANEL

AN ACTIVE SUB BASS AMPLIFIER WITH A TRUE 100 WATT RMS OUTPUT SUPERB CONSTRUCTION WITH THE FACILITY TO INTEGRATE SEAMLESSLY INTO MOST HI-FI OR HOME CINEMA SET UPS. USE THIS PANEL PLUS ONE OR TWO LOUDSPEAKERS TO MAKE YOUR OWN SUB WOOFER THAT WILL MATCH OR BEAT MOST HI-FI OR HOME CINEMA SET UPS. USE THIS PANEL PLUS ONE OR TWO LOUDSPEAKERS TO MAKE YOUR OWN SUB WOOFER THAT WILL MATCH OR BEAT MOST HI-FI OR HOME CINEMA SET UPS.

FEATURES:-
-1OW RMS INTO 8 OHMS * HIGH AND LOW LEVEL INPUTS * TOROIDAL TRANSFORMER * SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECTION * DC SPEAKER PROTECTION * FREQUENCY ROLL OFF LOWER 100Hz, UPPER 20kHz (FREQUENCY ADJUSTABLE) * AC3 COMPATIBLE FILTER CAN BE BYPASSED FOR 5:1 FORMATS * AIRIGHT CONSTRUCTION * TENS OF THOUSANDS OF OUR PANELS ALREADY IN USE. COMPLETE WITH LEADS

SPECIFICATIONS:-
-POWER 100 WATTS RMS @ 8 OHMS * FREQUENCY RESPONSE 10Hz-15kHz *3dB * Damping Factor >200 * DISTORTION 0.05% * S/N A WEIGHTED >100dB * SUPPLY 230V A.C. * WEIGHT 2.7Kg * SIZE H245 X W55 X D84mm
- THERE ARE 2 VERSIONS OF THE ABOVE PANEL AVAILABLE:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MODEL</th>
<th>SPEAKER output</th>
<th>PRICE</th>
<th>P&amp;P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BS100/8</td>
<td>8 OHM VERSION</td>
<td>£54.00</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BS100/4</td>
<td>4 OHM VERSION</td>
<td>£54.00</td>
<td>£4.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For more bargains go to www.bklec.com and click on the bargains feature to browse our vast range of bargains available at www.bklec.com

ORDERS ACCEPTED BY POST PHONE OR FAX.

Additional information:

- Challenging Pro-Bass series professional sub woofers with cast aluminium chassis, heavy duty magnets and fitted with a steel protective grille (Not Shown)
- PB-10 10 Inch 1000W RMS 300W Max Price £29.37
- PB-15 15 Inch 3000W RMS 800W Max Price £45.82

- Titan Competition series with pressed steel chassis (No Grille)
- TC12-12 12 Inch 1000W RMS 300W Max Price £36.42
- TC15-12 15 Inch 2000W RMS 600W Max Price £43.47

Carriage £8.00 any quantity

B.K. ELECTRONICS
UNIT 1 COMET WAY, SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX, SS2 6TR.
T: 01702 327572 F: 01702 420243
Web: http://www.bklec.com E: Sales@bklec.com